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SUBJECT JOLTED BY 
RUMBLE PAK™ 
IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR 

SUBJECT ATTACKED BY 
FELLOW SQUADRON PILOTS 
IN 4-PLAYER MODE 

SUBJECT DEPLANES FOR 
LAND BATTLE 

STARFOX® 64 INCLUDES THE kids to adults 
RUMBLE PAK IMPACT CONTROL SENSOR ffffPl 

ONLY FOR THE NINTENDO 64 SYSTEM IfflN 
ATTACH IT TO YOUR CONTROLLER RESIti 

FEEL THE WHOLE PICTURE 

and 1 the "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. National Archives Still Picture Branch, www.nintendo.com 



SUBJECT ENTERS HYPER-REALITY 
OF THIRD DIMENSION 

SUBJECT INTERACTS IN REAL 
TIME WITH FELLOW PILOTS 

SUBJECT PERSPECTIVE CHANGES 
FROM VICTOR TO VICTIM 
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let me reiterate, the I -100% ranking is a grading ■ 
chart. A 50 is not average but an F, and anything * 
lower is a coaster. And if we score a game high, 
it is always because we, personally, like the game 
that much. We would never throw a review for jk 
anyone’s sake; there’s no need. Advertising’s a 
numbers game and as the creative body, we 4 
don’t even go there. That is a corporate issue. * 
We simply produce the best mag we can and the j 
rest is up to the suits. w 

We’re often offered bucks to feature certain 
games on the cover (think about this one, folks), & 
but we’ve always made that a creative decision. 
You think ‘corporate’ liked Beyond Oasis, or 
Guardian Heroes (games with no marketing) on 
the cover? Heck no, we just dug the games. 
Now think about some other covers you’ve ■ 

seen on obviously shoddy games that had monster budgets... 
Hmmm. We could’ve gone there... (Snap! The can of worms W 

Welcome to the June issue of GameFan. 
As you can already see, some changes 
have taken place as we’ve begun to 

spruce things up a bit in the interest of staying 
fresh, vibrant and exciting! 

Since no burning topic comes to mind, I’ll fill 
my 55th Ed Zone by dealing with some issues, 
answering some critics and generally filling 
space, so in the instance anyone actually reads 
this page there’s something here. 

Last month, the focus was on Sega. 
Questions were raised and forecasts project¬ 
ed. Well, I’m happy to report that since, they’ve 
been back to GF with not only some choice 
games, but choice words as well. Turns out I 
actually had a point, as Sega is tapping into the 
import scene quite heavily in the months to 
come. The best news comes in November, with Sonic R (the 
new Yuji Naka Sonic which uses the meaty 3D engine fea- 
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phenomenal follow up to D. Shining the Holy Ark is coming in 
July, Bomberman in September and Sega is looking at Grandia, 
Gun Griffon 2, and Silhouette Mirage, to name only a few. 
Basically, they’re adopting a Nintendo-like point of view, bas¬ 
ing their emphasis on quality over quantity. A smart choice 
when you consider the amount of great SS software that 
debuted at the Tokyo Game Show (we’ll feature GD Net and 
Sega in Part 2 of our show coverage). Sega wouldn’t com¬ 
ment on the new hardware, except to say that it does exist, 
as they seem determined to keep current Saturn users happy 
and recruit more of them through exciting software, mainly 
from Japan. Sega’s back on track. 

Now for those criticisms, all of which interested me, 
except for the ones from Team Sandbox that I won’t even dig¬ 
nify with a reply (except to say, “My, you are a dim bulb.”). A 
few maintain that we exude some bias towards Sony and 
their PlayStation, covering way more PS than Saturn or 
Nintendo, and boosting PS scores. I assure you, each issue is 
structured around available software, and lately the PS has 
simply had more to offer, month after month. We don’t 
choose to cover any more or less of any console, we merely 
comb the industry and shake loose all the playable stuff we 
can get our hands on. Each issue can only be as good as the 
games it contains, which is why GF goes the extra mile, 
working absurd hours, pounding our brains to provide you 
with a good read (no ‘back o’ the box’ stuff here), blinding 
graphics and solid reporting. This takes countless hours more 
to achieve and we’ve no other reason to do it except for our 
readers’ enjoyment. Which is why, when a group of‘industry 
veterans’ dare talk trash, we feel like busting out the clubs and 
beating them senseless (Oops, I promised myself I wouldn’t 
go there). Anyways, we are diverse, but not biased. Of 
course, each editor has his favorite console, but moreover we 
simply enjoy quality games, regardless of what console it’s on. 
Bias only comes into play regarding genres. It’s no secret that 
Knightmare (Dan Jevons) prefers Corridor games, and I (E. 
Storm) Platformers. Mike Griffin (Glitch) prefers Adventure, 
M. Hobbs (Substance D) Racing, Nick Des Barres (N. Rox 
etc.) Role Playing and Bruce Stockert (Reubus), anything that 
steers. But any of us will embrace any other type of game if 
it’s good. Which leads me to my next venue:Viewpoint. First, 
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have never even been 
there. Truth be told, 
GF is made in offices 
that look like your 
bedroom (if you 
have a cool bed¬ 
room full of game 
stuff and spaghetti 
wiring) by a bunch of 
guys who shoot 
NERF darts and 
laugh at the Enquirer. 
Respect! Jeeyah! 

We have no reason 
to bring you anything 
other than what we 
feel is the best mag 
possible, and so that’s 
what we do. It’s 1:45 
A.M. right now, and 
I’ve spent the last six 
hours preparing my 
next layout (clips, bg, 
etc.). I could’ve done a 
quicky Quark layout in 
minutes and been home 
nestled in the sheets. And 
so it is throughout the GF 
offices. We love what we 
do, or we wouldn’t be 
doing it, period. 

If you still think 
there’s some huge GF 
conspiracy to some¬ 
how steer people any 
given direction, ^ •; 
well, then... you 
guessed it pal! 
Everybody go out 
and find Budokan right 
now! It’s a perfect 100! 
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• 10 all new arenas, and this time they’re enclosed. 
30 characters. 12 completely new, each armed with their own deadly weapon 

• Select from an unbelievable 30 frames per second or an even faster 60 frames per second. 
• Unique save/ranking feature holds your place between matches. • 2 player mode. 

• Dozens of brand new fighting combos. • Improved game and control dynamics. 

http://www.playmatestoys.com 
ruir/p 

PIE™ is a trademark of Playmates Interactive Entertainment Battle Arena Toshinden 3 and its characters are trademarks of 
Takara Co. Ltd. ©I 997 All rights reserved. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation 

game console. PlayStation and PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
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THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A TWO-GAME GARAGE 

Lose the pretenders. Rage Racer is the king of speed. Nothing 

captures the realism of street racing like it. Rage Racer is not some 

retread. It’s brand new from the ground up. But please, don’t take 

our word for it. Take one lap. Then you’ll know why Game Fan calls 

Rage Racer “the greatest racing game on the planet.” Real. Fast 
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Welcome to the land of the flat-out 

fast. Tear up hellacious hills and rocket 

around hair-pin turns. 13 new Rage Racer 

cars stick to the tarmac like gum to the 

bottom of your shoe. 4 new tracks and 

an 11 circuit challenge will twist, fold, 

bend and bludgeon your central nervous 

system. The more rivals you humiliate, 

RElMflfD 
1'25"2?8 

1:1*29*911 
2:1'02"721 

TIME LIMIT 
7* 22" 

rOlXLBULQRB 
7*28-765 

T/MEUM/T 
lO'JOO' 

the more cash you accumulate. Use it to modify your 

existing car, or save it to finance a tricker, quicker ride. 

See the face on the hood of that car? His handsome 

mug was lacquered on with the Custom Paint & Team 

Logo Designer. No bolt was left untorqued in an effort 

to make Rage Racer the most realistic street racing 

experience. The only question is, how Powered By 

fast can you race to the store and buy it? namccr 
RageRaceim&©1996NarnroUlMf^ResefvednayStaljonandttiePfaySiationl()gosafeti^^ InixTlieiatingsninisatjaden^ofthelrtefa^ 
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ORivt A TRW THIS 

YOU DON * T 
FRoA TRo 

A gear-grinding joyride 

i—ir r—11—ic—it \is7% IrnU from the makers of 
1 Destruction Derby 1 & 2. 

Strap yourself in pal, because Thunder Truck Rally is putting you in the 

driver’s seat of destruction. When you get behind the wheel of a two- 

ton, nitro-burning, sedan-eating, four-story 4x4 steel beast, the result PSYGNOSIS 



PlayStation 

is high-octane excitement. Pound asphalt, dirt and the com¬ 

petition into submission in several monster vehicles. And 

with life-like 4WD suspension, 360° range of motion and killer 

3D landscapes, kicking-ass will look kick-ass. Ravage roads. 

Trample trouble. Send family wagons to meet their maker. Get 

Thunder Truck Rally, and get ready to shred. 



READERS’ TOP TEN 

H-N64 6. Star Wars: SOTE- mi 
4 - N64 7. Wayne Gretzky Hockey - N 
64 - N64 8. MegaMan 8- PS 

q TpldtPn 2- P9 
r- PS/Saturn 10. Pitot Wings - N64 

READERS’ MOST WANTED 

6. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
7. Tomb Raider 2 - PS 
8. Tekken 3 - PS 
9. Crash 2 - PS 
10. Mission: Impossible - ill 

1. Zelda 64 - N64 
2. Yoshi’s Island 64 - N64 
3. Golden Eye - N64 
4. Final Fantasy I/II- PS 
5. StarFox 64 - N64 Mario Kart 64 

READERS’ TOP TEN 

GAMEFAN EDITOR’S TOP TEN 

1. StarFox 64 - N64 
2. Castlevania X - PS 
3. Alundra - PS 
4. Swag man - PS 
5. Tobal 2 - PS 

6. Shining the Holy Ark - Saturn 
7. Magical Hoppers - Saturn 
8. Gamera 2000 - PS 
9. Broken Helix - PS 
10. Toshinden 3 - PS 

1. Sonic Jam - Saturn 
2. Tobal 2- PS 
3. Virtual On Netlink - Saturn 
4. Sega Rally Netlink - Saturn 

l * . 5. StarFox 64 - N64 

6. Broken Helix - PS 
7. Powerslave - Saturn 
8. PoyPoy - PS 
9. Guardian Heroes - Saturn 
10. Iron Soldier 2- Jaguar 

1. StarFox 64-m4 
I 2. Sonic Jam - Saturn 13. Final Fantasy VII - PS 

4. Tobal2-PS 
5. Blast Corps - N64 

6. Street Fighter III - Arcade 
7. PoyPoy - PS 
8. Hexen 64 - N64 
9. Daytona CE (Import) - Saturn 
10. Sonic CD - Sega CD 

StarFox 64-U64 
2. Tail Of The Sun - PS 

idM®) 3. Tobal2-PS 
4. Blast Corps - N64 [^4,y 4. Blast Corps - N64 
5. Rally Cross - PS 

6. Je7/l4ofo-PS 
7. Sfreef Fighter III - Arcade 
8. fti/s/7 Hour - PS 
9. Sowc Jam - Saturn 
10. 7i/ro/r-N64 

1. StarFox 64 - N64 
2. Tobal 2- PS 
3. Broken Helix - PS 
4. Poy Poy - PS 
5. Sfreef Fighter III - Arcade 

6. Bushido Blade - PS 
7. Tekken 3 - Arcade 
8. Final Fantasy VII - PS 
9. Street Fighter EX - Arcade 
10. Super Mario Kart - N64 ML 

1. StarFox 64 - N64 
2. Sega Rally Netlink- Saturn 
3. Virtual On Netlink - Saturn 
4. Tobal 2- PS 
5. So/7/ic Jam - Saturn 

6. Poy Poy - PS 
7. Daytona CE (Import) - Saturn 
8. Night Warriors - Saturn 
9. Dynasty Warriors - PS 
10. Military Madness -TurboDuo 

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 
10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out 
yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN 
TOP TEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Your choice of a 32X, 
1 VIRTUAL BOY, or NOMAD. 

Your choice of one of the Picks 
j of the Month in Viewpoint. _ 

A FREE year of GameFan! 
The best magazine in the universe! 

Congratulations to last month’s winners: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 
Kevin Stahl Addam Gee, Craig Benusa, 
Wash. Twp. Ml New York, NY Arcadia, Wl 

Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per 
month. Drawings will be held on the 21 st of each 
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by 
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list 
of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 
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This Month's Guest: 

Ulrich Sledgemont 
Designer, Scream Software 

1. StarFox 64- N64 
2. Castlevania X - PS 
3. Evangelion 2nd Impression - SS 
4. Gamera 2000 - PS 
5. Tail of the Sun - PS 
6. Do ream on 64-N 64 
7. Guardian Heroes - SS 
8. Wario Land - Virtual Boy 

9. Iron Soldier 2- Jaguar CD 
10. Shining the Holy Ark - SS 

090 * 



Sweet Dreams. 

In the nightmarish world of 

the Swagman, members of 

the Dreamflight are being 

held captive. The twins 

Zack and Hannah need 

your help to make the 

night safe again for 

happy dreams. 

■HsHfcir JiiJP 

Explore the eerie house 

of the real world and 

learn the bizarre secrets 

of the dream world with 

Zack and Hannah in 6 

massive levels of adventure 

with 16 graphically intense 

3-D settings. 

"Swagman is 
eye-popping!" 

-GameFan 

“Swagman’s dream-like 
graphics and involving 

gameplay will capture the 
player’s imagination!" 

“PS Extreme 

«5 S» 
PlayStation 

JMUR, mu, 

) GIDOS 
mf INTERACTIVE 

( www.eidosinteractive.com 

SWAGMAN CORE and Eidos Interactive are trademarks of EIDOS, PLC. © 1997 EIDOS. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Eidos Interactive. 303 Sacramento St., San Francisco. CA 94111 

For Swagman hints and tips: CALL 1-900-77EID0S $.95 per minute / must have touchtone phone. If under 18, must have parent's permission. 



Vind if you plan lo suruiue, you're yo/ny to Iiaue to 

Sat tie t/ie enemy wit/iyour ayile wits. QIncouer tJie 

powers that fie deep in tSe ruins. Oiscouer what it 

UNLESS YOU CAN UNFOLD THE MYSTERIES OF THE WAST 

B.'. * ' - ! 

For game hints call 1-900-933-SONY(7669). The charge is $0.95 per minute. Callers under the age of 18 must get parental permission to call. Touch-tone phone is required. Available 
24 hours a day/7 days a week. U.S. only. Sony Computer Entertainment logo is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony 



UND, YOU’RE GOING DOWN WHETHER YOU’RE READY OR NOT 

Jack Cecil 
m 175nr 15 nr ij»i 

Computer Entertainment Inc. U R NOT is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. Wild Arms is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. 
©1997 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. www.sony.com 

1 
lakes lo conauer JKelal Oemons. Jlndno, tfie ullimate 

yoalof tyour yuesl is nol lo save l/ieprincess. S7l’s lo 

save llieplanel. Qoodluc£. you’re <y01212a need//. PlayStation 
- 
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1. New music has been 
added to the bonus rounds 
(really good music) and 
Tawna disappears after you 
complete the round. 2.When 
Aku Aku crates are smashed 
they reveal his powers. 3. 
TNT crates are marked by a 
big black bomb. 
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With sales exceeding 450,000 in Japan (as of 4/26) and a worldwide mark of over 1.5 million, 

Crash bandicoot has become the most widely accepted US-bred video game hero in Japan, perhaps 

ever. Aftgr its 3rd week on sale, Crash Bandicoot remains the only US-originated title on Famitsu's 

weekly top 30, a space normally occupied by games born in Japan. Additionally, Crash, along with 

rap%tar Parapa (of Parapa the Rappa fame) have become Sony’s most recent spokescritters, tak- 

r ing center stage at the recent Tokyo Toy Show and appearing together in numerous trade and 

enthusiast game magazines as well as TV commercials. Speaking of TV commercials, the Japanese 

Crash TV ad is superb. It features the entire Crash cast in their own version of what could be consid- 

[ash Macarena. SCE has carefully orchestrated Crash's rise to this level of success. The completely re- 

feting campaign and some subtle game changes along with Crash's new, more, shall we say, streamlined 
de Crash, an American game, a Japanese hit; a rare occurrence. 

So it’s fitting that while the original is still being enjoyed by hundreds of thou- 

; } \ sands we get our first glimpse of Crash 2. While little is officially known about 

part 2 much has been floating about game circles-—like a camera that switches 

. views as Crash back-tracks, new attacks, and things which can be ridden or 

flown. Of course none of this is concrete. While you’ll get many a glimpse in 

lots of June game mags, GF will bring you the first complete in-depth game pro¬ 

file in our July Crash 2 feature. In reference to one of the shots below, it’s obvi- 

ous that Crash now grapples and in a much wider environment which features a 

pipe ala’ Mario in the floor which Crash may or may not ascend into or out of. 

^ne thing * have confirmed is that somehow Crash 2 is even more visually spec¬ 

tacular than the original and that it is definitely not just more of the same. 8 lev¬ 

els will be playable at the E3 in June and you’ll get a good look at those first 8 in 

the next issue. We may not have the first Crash cover story, but we’ll definitely 

have the best Crash cover story. GF style in effect. 

Perhaps I’ll never live down giving Crash a perfect score, but even so, I still 

ieve that, upon its debut, Crash was a flawless platformer and it remains the 

best one available today. If Crash 2 breaks the boundaries forged in /, while 

retaining the perfect control, length, and staying power of the origi¬ 

nal, I may repeat, and give so many newsgroups fuel for the next 
Storm fry. I hope it tastes yummy. ES 

http:/ /w ww.gamefan.com 



SPACE HAS ALWAYS HAD THREE DIMENSIONS. # - 

SO WHY HAVE SHOOTER GAMES ONLY GIVEN YOU TWO? 

Introducing a new dimension in shooters - Xevious 3D/G4: A spectacular 3D 
% * . * . # 

shoot-fest, where it’s you and all your new, improved interstellar weaponry 

against an entire galaxy of tough, nasty aliens. You get’Xevious 3D/G, plus 

# KIDS TO ADULTS 
♦ 

PlayStation m three other classic Xevious games. 

* • 
(Little alien caskets sold separately.) 

1 POWERED By 

] namco® 

XEVIOUS ™ 3D/G+ © 1997 Namco Ltd. All rights reserved. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos $re trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. The ratings icon is a registered*trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 

* * * • i 
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The two greatest fighting Together, at last, ‘til death 11 vicious Fighting Vipers'” 11 combatants from Virtua 10 hidden mystery 
games of all time. do they part. characters. Fighter™ 2. characters. 

Sega is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark office. Sega Saturn, Virtua Fighter 2, Fighting Vipers, and Fighters MegaMix are trademarks of SEGA. © 1997 Sega, P.O. Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 94063. All rights reserved. 



A SATURN 
www.sega.com 
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Again, not my favorite genre and I V' 
blah, blah, blah, but Hexen on N64 f 
is solid. While I don’t like its aes- Mk 
thetic as much as that of Doom, I Vf ¥ 
could see how some would be 
drawn to its more medieval flavor. 
The level design is excellent and —- 
the inclusion of a four player split screen mode 
and the ability to play through a level coopera¬ 
tively with a friend make Hexen 64 a fine version 
of this PC classic. However, the non-config- 
urable control makes strafing properly and using 
the analog stick a real pain. 

WWiflklO 
There’s always something magical ("X 
about the 1st time you lay hands I ^ 
on a game caressed by Miyamoto A to, 
and company, and although that- V' 
feeling creeps up on you as you V. 
unravel the vastness of StarFox 64.C l PH kl 
once it does, you’ll be glued as you play over 
and over finding the game’s many layers of 
depth. And the jolt pack... genius! I love it!! 
The music’s a bit of a let down and there are 
some pop-up issues but otherwise SF64 is 
everything it’s cracked up to be... spectacular. 

G [Cl IP Ml O 
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Although 32-bit looking in appear-["T 
ance (not necessarily a bad thing) I v 
Dark Rift is a solid 3D fighter. An \ 
excellent combo system, great char-. V ‘ 
acters, and some of the best music V' 
tn cnp\A/ forth from the Mfid malro it \ to spew forth from the N64 make it V ,' 
so. Playing like a combo between1—-^—1 
SoulBlade and Fighting Vipers, the game has good 
staying power, and if not for the mostly flat back¬ 
grounds and slightly chunky characters, would 
have the looks to match. Vic’s done a great job 
with the emphasis on gameplay, opening the door 
for a sequel with graphic prowess. 

Gk Ck Pk ML, O 
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Ranking graphically 2nd (behind 2) y 
and 1st among the available 3 in *1 ^ 
terms of gameplay, Toshinden 3 is 'S*- 
the Toshinden player’s ultimate mix_ 
of excellent characters and game- Vk 
play to match. The new enclosed \ | 
areas, added combo system and——1 
juggles, along with the sheer number of charac¬ 
ters may even quiet some of Toshinden's tough 
critics... but I doubt it. OK, so it’s not Tobal2(But 
what is? It’s a miracle!), or a thoroughly polished 
Namco piece, it’s still a good game, especially if 
you’re into the series. 

[Gk |C.k |Pk M , [O 
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When it comes to going around a track 1 
no one does it as much, or, lately, as 1 | 
good, as Psygnosis. The top-down 
approach gets the PS treatment this \ JT 
time out with huge layered (and seam- V 
less!) polygonal environments, a V" 
zooming helicopter point of view, and ~ 
sporadic lighting FX. The control (with back to the 
center steering) is a joy as well, and the music’s very 
good. The choice of Monster or High performance 
cars gives RH some nice diversity. This is a class act 
from start to finish and most importantly a refreshing 
entry into the overcrowded racing category. 

Gk Ck Pk Mk O 

Hexen may have some control L 
issues (Software Creations should 
be flogged for not allowing circular 
strafing with the analog stick), but : W 
the sheer genius of Raven y'% , /§. 
Software’s original game design still 1 '‘jfpT 
shines through. If you like corridor games and 
you’ve never played a version of Hexen before, 
then I highly recommend you give this a try. It may 
not be as pretty as Doom or Turok, but there’s just 
much more meat on the gameplay bones. Pius the 
multiplayer mode is great chicken. 

This is the best console Hexen available. ^ 1 
The 30 fps graphics are very pretty, mip- 
mapping and all, and the sound effects ojo 
are fantastic, rivaling even the Saturn 
and PS versions. Sadly, movement 

! could have been so much better if a con- 1 ' v 
trol configuration option were present._: V \ |; 
The truly pathetic N64 d-pad can bite me, but I’m stuck 
with it if I want proper strafing...arrgh! Well, regard¬ 
less, one has to appreciate the cunning level design of 
Hexen, the awesome medieval theme, and the beau¬ 
teous degrees of carnage that can be attained (not to 
mention a great split-screen game). If Turok and Doom 
are in your library, make room for Hexen. 

Gk Ck Pk M O 
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I loved the original StarFox, and 
happy to report that StarFox 64 is a 
worthy sequel. This is everything you 
could hope for in an update: sumptu- 1 
ous 30 fps visuals, 32 megs of sound, 
new vehicles, new levels and new 
modes of gameplay. The ‘fly any-Lj£-L-J^*E-1 
where’ stages are a great addition, and there’s 
oodles of secrets to be discovered. Admittedly, the 
music is pretty weak, and the game has a few graph¬ 
ical issues, but overall there’s no denying that this is 
quality fare. Yet another pedigree from the 
Miyamoto stable. Does the man ever stop?!? 

Having been a huge fan on the original I V '• 
StarFox, I was absolutely beside 7 m 
myself with anticipation for SF64. After 
the slight disappointment of SMK Qmf 
though, I learned to temper my enthu¬ 
siasm. But my god, StarFox 64 is 
good. This game obviously got , *‘f-- : 
Miyamoto’s full attention. There is so much cool stuff 
to do and see in this game that I might even venture to 
say that it’s is one of the most fun shooters I’ve ever 
played. Even the four-player battle mode is pure, 
unadulterated dogfighting rapture. This is easily 
Nintendo’s most ambitious and best title since Mario 
64. And by the way, the jolt pack is awesome. 

Gk Ck P^ M [0 
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Is it wrong to make a game thatL n ** 
doesn’t push your system’s limi- / 
tations? With its 2D backdrops 
and stiff animation, Dark RiftKiSJrS 
looks more 32-bit than 64-bit. 
Kronos have wisely based their 1 >; mm 
efforts on a good source—SoulBlade— and as 
a result the game plays pretty well. The 3D 
evasion sucks, but there are some cool charac¬ 
ter designs, and the combo system is well 
implemented. The best 3D fighter on N64 to 
date (i.e., it’s better than War Gods). 

Dark Rift is everything I expected it 
to be...good and bad. First, the 
bad: Control issues. The 3D button, 
more specifically how quickly your 
rharantor roantc tn tho hnttnn nracr character reacts to the button press, [ > ,vr 
just plain sucks. O.K., that’s it. \ * 
Now the good: I like the combo sys¬ 
tem, responsive controls, and most of the charac¬ 
ters are pretty cool (especially little Nikki, my 
fave). The music’s some of the best I’ve heard on 
the ’64, and 60 fps action does it for me any day. 
Not the most in-depth fighter, sure, but it still 
makes a great 2 player game. 

Gk [Ci, [PI Ik O 
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I’m somewhat disappointed in 
Toshinden 3. Tamsoft has over¬ 
hauled the game a little too 
much for me and some of the k-j 
new characters have issues. I V 
was also saddened to see that!_ l 
PIE didn’t keep the Japanese voices like last 
time... some of the American voices REALLY 
made me wince. This is definitely a different 
Toshinden than the last time, and while you 
may more than enjoy the new feel of the 
game, it’s not for me. 

G IP P M O 
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“Ok, ok, I’ll put aside work to play 
this, \h\s...overhead racing game!!! * 
What do you mean? Of course I’ll 
score it fairly (snik, snik)\” (Hey, 
wait-a-minute, I’m startin’ to like 
this... The control is, is, wow it’s] j M / 
pretty cool!) “What? Back to what? Work? Yeah, 
yeah, in a minute!” (Damn! second place again!) 
“Okay, yeah, I’ll get to it in a second.” (That blast¬ 
ed..., I was ahead ’til that last turn...) “Okay, 
’bye. See you in the morning!” (One more race 
and I'm outta here! Just gotta beat that blasted... What!? , 

Gk [C 
® 

Toshinden 3 is another poor example 
in a poor series. E.Storm may consid¬ 
er 3 to be the best Toshinden, which 
still isn’t saying much, but I believe 
Toshinden 2to be vastly superior to 3. 
Toshinden 3s graphics are quite poor 
when compared side-by-side with its 
predecessor, and the concept of essentially palette- 
swapped foes is just lame, not to mention that some 
of the alter-ego character designs were quite a 
stretch... can you say “Atahua?” In addition, PIE fur¬ 
ther harmed the game by recording shockingly poor 
American voices... some of which are actually worse 
than Toshinden Ts tragedies. 

Gk Ck Pk Mk O 
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Man, you don’t see many racing games 
that use this perspective. Overhead 
racing games are few and far between 
in this country, and Psygnosis’ Rush 
Hour just might turn a few people on to 
this style of video game racing. With a 1 

camera placed high above the action,-^—1 
it’s as if you’re controlling your car from a helicopter. 
The perspective allows for a very good view of every¬ 
thing and makes maneuvering through traffic and tak¬ 
ing corners a blast. It almost gives me the feeling of 
a slot car race except that you have total control of 
your vehicle. 

Gk Ck Pk Mk O 
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This isn’t necessarily my type of 
game and blah, blah, blah, but 
there is absolutely no denying the 
quality of the Konami US-developed 
Broken Helix. This is an ambitious 
title that manages to maintain an 
amazing sense of humor about! __ 
itself. A truly clever script and super-cool Bruce 
Campbell providing the voice of your alter-ego 
come together to create genuine laughs. And 
aside from some wonky jumping, BH is immense¬ 
ly playable. Even the graphics impress with their 
persistence and vibrant, atmospheric lighting 
effects. Konami’s on a roll, it would seem. 

89 
Alas, poor Xevious, I knew him well. 
Why hast thy former glory been 
reduced to this near abomination? I 
can’t quite figure out why Namco, 
one of the best 3D developers on the 
PS, would produce something so 
underwhelming. It’s as if their col¬ 
lective heart just wasn’t in it. I think Namco knew 
this, which is why there are three versions of the 
classic 2D Xevious included plus a goofy (though 
amusing) code that changes your ship model to 
either Heihachi Mishima or Paul Phoenix. Nice try, 
Namco, but you can’t skirt the fact that Xevious 
3D/G+ just sort of blows, you know. 

65 
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Dynasty Warriors has a smooth, solid 
feel. Excellent 60 fps polygons. 
Surprisingly everything’s original too, 
despite the potential this game had to be 
a Soul Edge rip-off. Koei did their home¬ 
work; you know, they researched 
weapons combat, fighting techniques, 
and probably with as much care and accuracy as their 
historical sims. This is reflected in the gameplay, which 
employs a finely-tuned parrying system and perfect 
weapon-to-weapon clashes, as well as effective coun¬ 
ters. And with throws, supers, and nasty combos, DW 
ends up being an all-around kick-ass 3D fighter. 

Am I completely and utterly amazed at 
how well this version turned out? 
Yep. I figured it would be a compe¬ 
tent conversion, but miles away from 
the PS game. Seriously, stunning 
light-sourcing, transparencies, and a 
smooth frame rate? Saturn power! 
Ok, so here’s the official retraction for the “wimpiest 
guts” comment I made in the Bug Too! review 
(Volume 4, Issue 12)... never again will I underesti¬ 
mate the power of the Saturn. After all, it looks like 
third parties are getting the hang of things, finally. 
Check out my review for details, I’m out of space. 

ckEkMUo 83 
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You own a Saturn, you love shooters. 
Me, too. Play Mass Destruction. 
Point #1: 60 fps rules, anytime, any¬ 
where. Mass Dis blindingly smooth, 
littered with chaos, and never slows 
down. Point #2: Excellent graphics. 
The explosions are awesome, and the enemies 
and obstacles are colorful and unique. Point #3; 
Great gameplay and level design. The tank control 
couldn’t be better, the power ups rock, and every 
level is worth your time. I recommend this obscure 
title to all shooter fans. 

84 
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Let it be known: Evil Rox doesn’t like 
mecha. Let it be known doubly: Evil Rox 
loves Capcom. Evil Rox therefore forced 
himself to play Capcom’s latest conver¬ 
sion, and his opinions are mixed. 
Clearly, Cyberbots is gorgeous, espe¬ 
cially with the RAM cart, and I could for¬ 
give the lack of hardcore Capcom char¬ 
acters (except the pilots, rendered beautifully by Kinu) if 
the gameplay was fantastic, but unfortunately it isn’t. 
Don’t get me wrong, it is very good, certainly better than 
most other pap that graces the shelves, but it can’t com¬ 
pare to Capcom’s other series. Perhaps that’s why 
Cyberbots all but failed in arcades. Yet, for the price of 
a home game, Cyberbots is worth trying. 

Wow. Where did this one come 
from? With little or no hype, 
Konami has dropped on us an amaz¬ 
ing 3D corridor/adventure with a 
solid 30 fps graphics engine, tight 
control, multiple story lines, 95 
minutes of voice audio (!), 38 min¬ 
utes of music, 56 CG cut-scenes, an adjustable 
camera and... Bruce Campbell! I love the way 
things happen in real-time. It adds so much to the 
experience. Konami has taken a big risk by pro¬ 
ducing something so unique, and it’s paid off in 
spades. Broken, this isn’t! 

G CL IPh M O 
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Why the hell is Broken Helix so good? I 
think I know why: Bruce “the Main 
Man” Campbell. Wait a sec, sure his 
voice is incredibly cool, and the writing 
is perfect, but there’s more to Broken 
Helix than just Bruce. Ah, yes, I know: 
this game rocks in every conceivable 
way! This is the first real-time’ game to actually feel 
real-time. Loads of characters are always on the 
move, talking, progressing, killing, all within a huge, 
smooth, effects-ridden multi-level environment. 
Multiple paths, multiple endings, fantastic play- 
mechanics, an epic movie feel...it’s amazing what 
Konami has accomplished here. 

el ® 
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I wonder if this was some sort of 
side project that someone at 
Namco was working on in their 
spare time? It certainly doesn’t 
seem like one of their typically 
ambitious technological marvels. 
It’s more of a curiosity really—as if the 3D 
version of Xevious was thrown into the muse¬ 
um collection as an afterthought. If you’re 
really into classic Xevious, then you’ll get 
your money’s worth. If not, then get your nos¬ 
talgia kicks elsewhere. 

G , C L PI M|, O 11 i“.r) ie n imn 
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When I sit down to play a shooter, I 
play religiously. So I sat down and 
played Xevious 3D/G+...and my beliefs 
were shattered. Seriously, this new 
Xevious is a real stinker. The graphics 
are simplistic and uninspired, but I 
can get over that fact. It’s the game¬ 
play that really kills me. If this game, and I mean the 
game itself, were a beautiful 2D shooter filled with 
glorious art, I still wouldn’t give a crap. The enemy 
patterns are lame, the level structure is weak, and 
the whole experience screams blah. Cool tunes, and 
the classic games are decent, but if the 3D update is 
your buying motivation, forget it. 

En [Mj, [0| 66 
Well here’s a surprise. Koei’s first 
foray into the world of 3D fighting 
games is actually pretty decent. 
The visuals may be genre-stan- w 
dard 2D backdrop/3D character!**’.),’^ 
fare, but a lot of effort has gone 
into making the gameplay some¬ 
thing special. The countering/parrying system 
is excellent and as a result the fights are 
deeply strategic. It’s not quite up there with 
the TekkenZs or TobalZs of this world, but it’s 
not half bad either. If you like the setting, you 
could do a lot worse than give it try. 

WW« 

What’s that you say? A good 
fighting game from Koei? You’re 
darn tootin’! Dynasty Warriors is 
an amazingly solid, 3D weapon- 
based fighter. With its innova¬ 
tive parry system, 60 fps charac¬ 
ter movement, subtle light sourcing, and his¬ 
torical backdrop, DW is a cut above. The 
tunes however are a bit lacking. (“Welcome 
to Amazing Discoveries\") Aside from this 
shortcoming, DW stands as one of the better 
3D fighters available today. 

1 was a big fan of PS Minus some light sourcing and 
A Pandemonium when it came out background detail, Pandemonium 

< last year, and I’m shocked at how has actually been squeezed onto 

A % good this conversion is. 1 guess 1 the Saturn! The huge polygonal 
r 7> ' ■ .*> should have more faith in my environments that make up this 

V J Saturn. Pandemonium is the platform feast have been left com- 

grandaddy of the 2.5D genre, combining hard¬ 
core 2D platform action with lush 3D polygon 
environments, awesome lighting effects and 
sweeping camera angles. It’s taken a while, but 
finally Saturn owners will get a chance to expe¬ 
rience total Pandemonium for themselves. 

[o 
(8) (8 

solid platformer was sorely needed; it doesn’t 
get much better. Pandemonium is long, has 
towering bosses, a quality soundtrack and hid¬ 
den agendas in nearly every level. Saturn fans 
should jump all over this one. 

|G El M 88 
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As the name suggest, this[ 

game is all about blowing 

things up. If that sounds good 
to you, then you’re going to be 
in seventh heaven with Mass 
Destruction. It’s like Soviet 
Strike in a tank without the strategy! The 
control is tight, the action is intense, and 
you’ve just gotta love a game that runs at 
60 fps... in hi-res! Cool weapons, cool 
tunes, BIG carnage—Mass Destruction! 

Using a perspective that gives the 
game a ballpark resemblance to 
Return Fire, Mass Destruction is 
really a completely different kind 
of game. Instead of a capture- 
the-flag type of objective, Mass DI 
is set up more like your typical 
search-and-destroy. The overhead look and 
the cute little models of everything come 
together to create a look that’s at once practi¬ 
cal and visually appealing. With infallible 
control and a smooth, constant frame rate, 
Mass D is simply a good little game. 

SkEklP Mjjo 84 Hi IE, Hi [mi , 10 
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Cyberbots may not exactly be the 
most precise fighting game ever 
created, but that’s all part of its 
charm. The insane 2D graphics 
(with the RAM cart) perfectly com¬ 
pliment the chunky, over-the-top 
fighting action; and with only four 
buttons to speak of it’s definitely Capcom’s 
biggest departure from the SF formula yet. 
Besides, who can resist the prospect of control¬ 
ling a 100 ft. tall rendered Zero Gouki. A great 
conversion of a good beat-’em-up. Now let’s hope 
Sega or Capcom bring the RAM cart out over here. 

6 Ck Pk M 89 

Perhaps possible only on Saturn, 
Capcom’s Cyberbots is absolute 2D 
madness. Using the optional mem¬ 
ory cartridge, the ‘Bots animate 
beautifully and the incredibly active 
and well drawn backgrounds literal¬ 
ly sparkle with Capcom quality. This 
is a really kinetic game as all kinds of stuff is con¬ 
stantly happening, whether it’s the animation in 
the background or the multitude of insane moves 
each character possesses. And exclusive to this 
version is the awesome looking rendered Zero 
Gouki as a hidden character. Another typically 
high quality Capcom conversion. 
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A lot of people have a problem with the 
violence in video games. 

We, for example, 
feel it hasn't been realistic enough. 

An evil corporation is threatening to kill off humankind, and 

it's up to you as Tenka, a war-hardened resistance fighter, 

to stop them from putting man at the top of the extinction list. 

This is the real deal. This-is-the-baddest-most-realistic-kill-or-be-killed-switching- 

to-fully-autoinatic-how'd-you-like-a-nuclear-rocket-up-your-butt-?-did-l-just- 

feel-someone's-brain-splatter-on-iny-face-?-corridor-shooting game ever built. 

CODENAME: TENKA gives yov features you just can't get in Dark Forces™ 

and Final Doom™: 

a Fully 3D playfield and enemies in a smooth non-pixellating environment. 

a Freedom of movement to look up & down, jump and crouch while moving. 

a Laser sighting on your gun to target more effectively. 

With terrific light sourcing, fluid controls, non-stop action and superb 

graphic quality, Tenka will blow you away. 

"Makes the flat, pixellated characters in titles like Doom and 

Alien Trilogy pale by comparison." — PSExtreme 

"...redefining the state of console shooters as we know them. 

— Next Generation 

"This one kicks butt!" — GamePro 

www.psygnosis.com 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR NINTENDO (.4 

SUPPORTS 

4 PLAYERS! 
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HOCUS FOCUS REDESIGN BY REUBUS, WITH THE ABLE ASSISTANCE OF GLITCH 

ENTER THE GAMEFAN 
HOCUS pocus giveaway: 

GRAND PRIZE: 
A GXTV 

FIRST PRIZE: 
A SEGA NOMAD 

SECOND PRIZE: 
VIEWPOINT 

GAME OF YOUR 
CHOICE 

THIRD PRIZE: 
1-YEAR 

SUBSCRIPTION 
TO GAMEFAN 

GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with 
hyper-amplified sound and graphics. 
Enhance the thrill of gaming with 
adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15 watt sub woofer. Plus, the 
intense screen graphics will make you feel 
like your head’s right inside the game. 
GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13" stereo TV 
with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone jack, 
backlit remote control and tilt/swivel 
stand. So whatcha waitin' for? Send in 
those codes and maybe you can win one of 
these GXTVs for yourself! 

The mighty Monitaur seeks the 
finest cheats, secrets and tips 
known to humanity, and we need 

them from YOUII We'll look over 
r all the codes you send and 

award a magnificent Grand 
Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap codes 
from previously pub¬ 
lished US magazines: 
Winners will be drawn 
each month and dis¬ 
played in the only place 
where cheaters prosper, 
(Current subscribers who 

win a subscription will 
receive a one-year extension,) 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: 

JOHN TEDDLIE 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: 

DAVE SENQER 
_CINCINNATI, OHIO 

SECOND PRIZE WINNER: 

TOMMASINO CONTE 
VIA INTERNET SEND YOUR CARDS 

AND LETTERS TO: 
Hocus Pocus 
5137 Clareton Drive 
Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

THIRD PRIZE WINNER: 

PAUL HAWXHURST 
PORT ORCHARD, WASHINGTON 



DYNASTY WARRIORS 
45 ^Secret Character Codel 

To play as Sun Shang 
Xiang, highlight 'IP Battle' 
at the title screen and 
input the following; 
<^O,D,0,A,«,LI,RI 
If you're having trouble 

pr beating the game, she might 
be your ticket to success. 
Her moves are almost iden¬ 
tical to Zhou Yu, 'cept she's 

— a little faster. 

TUROK; DINOSAUR HUNTER 

The only code you need! 

v—c-drtn kwz/ 
^ PTH^THP^PrFTPTFK 

r k p r 

a ,a,4i#r m 
qht mt 

# prinr 
Fnjrp 
TXIT 

W 
0,K,, finally, here it is; The 
ultimate Turok code. This 
one will open up absolutely 
every cheat in the game. 
It's about time somebody 
found this one! At the pass¬ 
word input screen, punch in 
the following; 
NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK 
"On the eighth day, god cre¬ 
ated Turok",, .indeed. 

XEVIOUS 3D/G+ (import) jg^MANX TT 
45 ^Play as Paul Sc Heihachi! Sheep Code! 

Player One; Heihachi; 
At the Xevious 3D/G+ title 

— screen press and hold 
O, X, • & start until you see 
your ship become Heihachi, 

Player Two; Paul; 
- At the Xevious 3D/G+ title 

screen press and hold 
<=>,*,•& start until you see 
your ship become Paul. 

~ (Paul's waaaaaay too fasti) 

Seeing is believing and 
these shots don't lie. Jump 
on a sheep and hit the con¬ 
crete pasture! At the 
"select transmission" screen 
(above), input the following; 
0,0,0,0,<^,^,z,y 
If done correctly, you'll 
hear a sheep sound loud ’n 

__ clear. Now burn wool! 

* Thanks to Dominick and all at 
Skip! Lobotomy for these awesome codes! 

All of these codes must be entered on 
the overworld map screen, see above. 

All Ammo and Full life; Enter 
0, c=!>, 0, O', ^9 ^9 0, ^ 0, Oj ^ 
Then, to fill 'er up when you're get¬ 
ting low, go to the items screen and 
press X, Easy money. 

Level Skip; 
Y, Y, Z, Z, X, X, Z,Y, X, Z,Y, X,Y, X, Z 
Enter this code again and again to 
access level after level. 

Pillar Drop in the Final Level; 
Z, X,Y,Y, X,Y, X, X,Y, Z, Z,Y, X, Z, A 
Anyone who knows PowerSlave will 

_ appreciate this great cheat. 

GO HERE, HXT "X" 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 25 



VR BASEBALL TIP Q 

Check out VR Baseball ’97 at www.vrsports.com 

LAY DOWN THE PERFECT BUNT ANO 
SQUEEZE THE RUNNER HOME WITH 

SIMULTANEOUS BATTER AND 
BASERUNNER CONTROL. 

licensed by 
.Baseball^ 3 

Baseball Pla 
Association_ 

Officially 
t|or league 
or League - 

Check out the official Major League Baseball™ web site at www.majorleaguebaseball.com 



MORE CONTROL THAN ANY 
OTHER BASEBALL GAME! 

VR Baseball '97 is the next generation baseball game that lets you 
control both the batter and baserunners simultaneously. Hit and 
run, tag up, steal, stretch out a double or execute a squeeze play. 
VR Baseball's completely new, easy-to-use controller design 
provides total bat control for power, contact, bunt and pull-hitting 

as well as control over pitch selection and speed with unlimited pitch 
locations. You can even control a real 3-D camera that let's you play 
from any position or angle because only VR Baseball has a true 
3-D engine. 

After 3 years of internal development and a total —+« 

quality, VR Sports delivers a winning roster 

Virtual FieldVision™ technology creates an immersiver ultra-realistic, 
gaming environment that lets you play the game from any view or 
perspective. You can even play from the ball's view if you don't mind 
getting knocked around. 

Play baseball in a true real-time 3-D world with 

unlimited 360° views and motion captured polygon 

models for all players. 

inter-league play with a real-time in stadium scoreboard 

and big screen in stadium television. 

© 1997 Interplay Productions. All right reserved. VR Sports, VR Baseball and The 

are trademarks of Interplay Productions All rights reserved. Maior League Baseball trademarks and 

copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties Inc ©MIBPA Official Licensee-Major League 

Baseball Players Association Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are 

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc Microsoft, Windows and the Windows9S logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft 

Four uniform options per team including updated colors and team 
' “" logos for 1997. Plus, four play options and three difficulty settings for 

the skill level most challenging to you. 

MV 

Instant access to pitch selection, speed and control for unlimited 
plate locations without menus. Total bat control for power, contact, 

l' bunt and pull-hitting without tipping your hand to your opponent. 

Super-fast Season Play mode with top 10 or full stats. Plus, 
mid-season All-Star voting and game. 

COMING SOON!!! 

The Difference Is Real. 

PIUS, a true physics model controls velocity, 

rotation, gravity and air friction for true flight, 
bounce and roll for varying surfaces like Astroturf, 
grass, dirt and fences. 

VR Baseball '97 
Try it. It's new. It's different. You may never 
go back to your old game again. 

9 
Microsoft ** 

Corporation All rights reserved All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners 



DOOM 64 

"Features" Password 
DIE HARD ARCADE 
New Music, Hard-Core Mode, and Hyper DeepScan 

For those of you who can't 
cope with the copious 
amounts of enemies in 
Doom 64, we give you the 
Features Password,•• 

PRESS 
START 

TO PAUSE 
DEEPSCRN 

OR 
TO BEGIN 

IOIE HARO 
r ARCADE 

New _Mu_sic _C ode_;_ 
At the main menu, put the cursor on 
Die Hard and hold X, Y, and Z then 
press start, and listen carefully. 

?TJL BDFW BFGV JVV. 
(don't forget the period) 

SCORE 
CO170 

EXTEND 
NONE 

So, Die Hard Arcade is too easy for 
ypuj__huh? Try_ HardrCore _Mode_:_ 
Put the cursor over Die Hard again, 
hold X, Y, Z, B, and press start. Now 
try 4 credits and brutal enemies on 
for size, you tough guys! (or, pardon 
me, tough galsl) 

Fas_ter_ Hype r_ Deeps c a n_:_ 
Hal Insane! Give it a try; 
With the cursor on Deepscan 
again, hold X, Y, Z, B, and 
press start. 

oo V. 

Hype P_e_eps c a n_:_ 
This time stick the cursor next to 
Deepscan, Hold X, Y, Z, and press start, 
Now be prepared for Hyper Deepscan 
(check out the shot), a mad-man’s ver¬ 
sion of the credit building sub-game. 

Super _Hyper JDeeps can. _Turbo_ 2: 
Put the cursor over 
Deepscan and execute two 
reverse fireballs while 
holding,,, Nah, just kid- 
din' (I had to do it!). 

RALLY CROSS 
^2 p*Playin' With Physics 

NANOTEK WARRIOR 

<2 Mass Destruction, Full Shields, and Warp Speed 

Mass _De struct i.o_n:_ 

How would you like 

to blow up almost 

anything in this 

tough shooter? 

With this cool 

cheat, nearly every 

object in the game 

can be destroyed. 

Just pause the game 

anytime, and input 

the following; 

R2, R2, O, ■&,.&, * 

(How cool is that?!) 

mm 
ft filter name for season 

no.wheels 

move ''V change back done 

Enter At Above Screen: 
FEATHER: Light Cars 
RADBRAD: Heavy Cars 
FLOAT: Super Light Cars 
STONE; Super Heavy Cars 
NO WHEELS: No Wheels On Cars 
WHEELS; No Bodies On Cars 
SPINNER; Tighter Turning 
VET ME; Veteran Level 
IAMPRO: Pro Level 

TRY OUT THESE 

CODES TOO; 

saving, and presto, 

save screen appears 

R_andom _ Curvinpp_ 

#, select, <=>,■,■, ft, i>, X 

The tube curves randomly, 

Full_ S_h i el dj__ 

select, •, <=>, ft, ft, LI, LI 

W_arp_ B o_o s t_ 

•, ■, •, ■, A, ▲, A, X 
" § _Mpde:_ _ 
A, #, B, B, A, A, select, start 

A cool first person mode. 

SAY®-?®!?!®!_ 
<=>, ^>, <=>, <=i, R2, #, LI,X 

Quit a game when you feel like 
Random_Enemy_ Pqsition.s 
R l , R I , ft", V, m ~ A, L 2 , X 



' FINAL FANTASY VII 

jp*"A11-Seven Fever” 

mmmmm 

First, get your character to 7777 hit 

points. It's tricky, but with strategic Materia 

placement it can be done. If you're lucky 

enough to hit 7777, your character will 

be in a ’’berserker" mode, attacking 

... viciously until every enemy is 

^ destroyed. You'll be taking off 

over 9999 hitpoints with 

every hit, and no one 

else can attack, so it's 

a sure bet! After the 

battle your hitpoints 

will be at 1/7777. Cure your charac¬ 

ter and let the "All 7 fever" begin 

again! The downside: Once you pass 

7777, it's all over. So count your¬ 

self as lucky if you get it to 

work., ,and enjoy the fever! 

>) VANDAL HEARTS 
^ jp* Level-Up Cheat! 

- ::r: ® 

r • A, 
*• V 

*120% s :n\ 
x. f fit. a . - 

Remember the battle right before the big 

Magnus confrontation? It's the battlefield 

with two elevators and two healing circles. 

Before the fight, make sure everyone except 

Ash is stocked with Mage Oils. Clear out the 

monsters, but have Sara stand on a healing 

circle, casting Mystic Shield repeatedly, 

instead of leaving. Keep it up 'til she maxes 

out at level 49, Now have Huxley cast Mystic 

Shields on Sara and his level will also jump 

up to 49. Have everyone else (except Ash!) use 

their mage oils on Sara and Huxley and if 

you're lucky their levels will max-out too. 

Although Ash has to level-up legitimately, 

your party will kick ass. Cool trick! 

EVEN MORE CHEATS, PASSWORDS, AND UH„,STUFFI 

m 
~ SOVIET STRIKE - SEGA SATURN DOOM - SEGA SATURN 

LEVEL .PASSWORDS AND SECRET CODES GOD MODE_ 
m Levels: While game is paused, press 

Crimea.MAROZ ft ,Y, X, R, cj>, L, <^>, B 
Black Sea.KRAZHA Now enjoy this turd without 
Khyber,.   .VERBLUD ever dying again! 
Dracula...................YADRO 
Kremlin.PERIWOROT WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY - NINTENDO 64 

Secret Codes: NON-S_TOP_FIGHTING!,_ 
Unlimited Fuel.COLDPIZZA At the Options screen, hold L and 
One Extra Life...FREEBIE press the following sequence on 
Four Extra Lives,.........VOODOO the C buttons: O, ^, 

4X Weapon Power.GABRIEL ft, ft, ft, ft, <Pt <=>, <£ 
1/2-Speed Fuel Usage.. .ALBATROSS If it worked you should be get¬ 

ting into a fight every 5 to 20 

WAR GODS - NINTENDO 64 seconds! 
FREE PLAY AND CHEAT MENU_ 
At the title screen, input the GAME SHARK INSANITY! 
following; NEED FOR SPEED 2(PS)_ 
Free Play: C<Pt C<?t R, A, B, , CO Bonus Track & Car,.. .800E292A 0803 
CHEAT MENU: R, R, R, B, B, A, A 

Street Fighter Alpha 2 (PS)_ 
BUG TOO! - SEGA SATURN Inf inite taunts PI... .8019830A 0100 
LEVEL SELECT, FLYING, Infinite taunts P2,., .8019869E 0100 

■ INVULNERABILITY_ Multi-projectiles PI., .801983D4 0000 
Use d-pad for N (up), S (down), E Multi-projectiles P2.. ,80198768 0000 
(right), and W (left) with the but- Infinite Customs PI. .80198434 9000 
tons to spell the following (enter ...80198436 0090 
while game is paused): Infinite Customs P2, .801987C8 9000 
Level Select.LAZY WEASEL .801987CA 0090 
Fly Around.LAWLESS Mid-air Specials PI. .801981D8 0000 
Invulnerable.REAL EASY Mid-air Specials P2. .801985C6 0000 

^ HEXEN 
Cheat Menu, Glitchy Link-Up! 

FaiUuoe 1 bu»T SI IrlOlOO -211V2) 

£L 

To get into the cheat menu, 
do the following sequence 
at the Option screen: 
ft, ft, <3, ^>.Y,Y, Z, Z, A, X, ft, ft, C, B 
This code even opens up the 
Link-up mode! If both 
linked players hit ’A' simul¬ 
taneously at the final 
selection screen (right 
before "attempting link-up"), 
it should work for you. It's 
buggy and j^roblematic, but 
hey, it's Link-Up Hexen on 
your Saturn! 

j$\ 

RSRC ftDUISQRT.u A k 
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You’re in the cockpit against Earth’s deadliest menace in this high-tech flight-based 

game with blazing arcade thrills. Battle alien attack fighters as you obliterate the 

City Destroyers deployed overhead by the massive Alien Mothership. As your 

mission progresses from city to city, you fly faster and more heavily-armed planes, 

from the F-18 Hornet to the captured alien fighter from Area 51, building to a 

death-defying climax in a whiplash-paced assault inside the Mothership! 

TM 

'! f' 
LOCK CM LOCK 0( 

Midi 

Multi-player capabilities provide 
head-to-head combat. 

wk |js& 

Fly over 15 of the hottest fighter 
planes including F-18s, Soviet 

Blast your way through ove 
a dozen missions that take 

you from the Grand Canyon, 
to Tokyo, to Paris. 

-*’%grxn 

PlayStation mm 
ENTERTAINMENT 

■ I 

Microsoft* 
Windows 95 

• \ 



MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIE 

THE KOMBATANTS RETURN IN AN ALL-NEW SIDE-SCROLLING SCENARIO! 
. . . , . _ Set over eight differ¬ 

ent (& vast) worlds, 
MK Mythologies: Sub 

Zero is a side-scrolling 
action/adventure that 
features 2D MK charac- 
tors imposed over 3D 
polygonal backgrounds. 
The adventure elements 
are supplied by the occa¬ 
sional item or puzzle (i.e. 1 ^ -_ 
freeze an enemy then push them onto a switch) 
and your ability to take multiple paths through 
a level. We know the levels are many screens 
high, but we've also been told of Bug style A 
'into the screen' paths that break up the 
side scrolling action. jppj 

Despite these RPG trimmings, the 
emphasis in Mythologies is plated IjKL 
squarely on action. Control of Sub JmS! 
Zero is identical to any previous MK d 
game, right down to having to press wMj 9 
UP to jump. This may not be practi- ^ \ 
cal for the platform sections, but it / v 
means that MK fans will be instantly ^ 

Sub Zero * 1 at home with the controls 
has all his special moves from previ¬ 
ous MK games, and combat takes place 

MORTAL KOMBAT VETERANS AND NEW WARRIORS CLASH! 
PLATFORM ACTION WITH THE ORIGINAL MK CONTROL! 

KNIGHTMARE 
The devil’s 
throwing 
snowballs... 



3D BACKDROPS BRING THE NETHERWORLD TO LIFE! 
THE MORTAL KOMBAT UNIVERSE AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE! 
exactly as it would in regular MK—just in slightly 
more dangerous environments. Knock an enemy 
into one the many level obstacles (such as swinging 
blades or crushing pillars) and watch the blood fly! 
As you progress through the levels you will 
encounter over 30 enemies, which range from low 
level grunts (bald soldiers who only take a couple of 
..i-.---— hits to kill) to famil- 
....1. iar MK characters to 

4 ^' fearsome polygonal 
IT < bosses. 

Graphically, what 
weVe seen so far looks very promising indeed. The 

* 3D backdrops are incredibly detailed and benefit 
from some impressive lighting effects, while the 
2D characters interact seamlessly with the poly¬ 
gon environments. The camera zooms in and 

out to give you a better view of the area you are 
tackling, and there are even some Pandemonium- 
style camera sweeps when the level path veers 
off into, or out of, the screen. 

The events in MK Mythologies take place M 
before the original MK tournament, and iSTWf* 

chronicle the story of Sub Zero's involvement 
with a group of characters called the Elder 

k-: -■ -f-—-——- Gods, ultimately lead- 

.. 'w- ' ~ in9 t0 his untimely 
Wl v demise at the hands of 

1 \ | j . Jj Scorpion. MK fans 
j' / | fi ^ if] j will be glad to know 

jl* p i* that Mythologies 
retains the same look 
and feel of previous > 

_' _ MK games (and that 
if — includes the gore) 

but in my opinion, it 
looks better than any 

~ m >4 of its predecessors. I 
L| y r-r ’ 1 jSv can't believe I'm saying 
ft j ^ thiS; but Vm actually 

^ looking forward to an MK 
game. I guess hell just 

_Lij_i_ froze over. K 

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES: THE NEXT MK SMASH! 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES 

THE INTERVIEW 
Recently Knightmare spoke with Mortal Kombat's creators, John Tobias and Ed Boon, 

about MK4, Mortal Kombat Mythologies, and life in general. 

GF: How long has MK4 beet] in development? 

EB: Well, conceptually, it's been in development 

since MK3 finished. But we didn't get the hard¬ 

ware done till about November of last year/ 

GF: When do you hope to debut the game to the public? 

EB: We want to test it mid to late summer. You 

know, June to July. 

GF: How many guys do you have working on it? 

EB: It's the exact same team who did the previous 

MK with the addition of Mike Boon, my brother, 

who's programming and a guy named Todd Allen 

who also is programming. He worked on some pre¬ 

vious Midway games like NARG and Terminator 2. 

GF: Can you tell us a bit about the game's story? 

EB: Well as with all the MK games, John usually 

dictates the story. 

JT: MK4 actually ties in with the story from 

Mythologies. Mythologies takes place as a prequel 

to the first MK, and we introduce characters and a 

set of villains that predate the more recent MK 

games. The story centers around a group of char¬ 

acters we call the Elder Gods and the problems 

Rayden is having with them. It doesn't necessarily 

center around a tournament this time. The story 

goes further back than Shao Khan. 

GF: So the Elder Gods turn up in both MK 

Mythologies and MK4? 

JT: They turn up in some form in MK Mythologies. 

GF: Approximately how many characters are you hop¬ 

ing to include? How many old and how many new? 

EB: The final number isn't fixed yet, but roughly speak¬ 

ing, we're shooting for between twelve to fifteen char¬ 

acters, with half being old and half being new. 

GF: Can you tell us about any of the new characters? 

Do they have anything to do with the MK: 

Annihilation movie? 

EB: Actually, there's a character from the movie 

that's gonna be in both games. At the moment 

he's developed a lot more story-wise than he is 

few villains that have been developed in 

Mythologies that we're borrowing for MK4, but 

what role they play is probably going to be deter¬ 

mined in the later part of the cycle. 

GF: Can you be any more specific? / - ^ 

EB: Well there is a bad Elder God, not all the Elder 

Gods are good, and it kind of centers around that. 

GF: Tell us about the hardware that MK4 is running on. 

EB: It's very similar to the specs you already print¬ 

ed. It's called Zeus, jt was designed by a guy 

named Mark Loffredo, who did all our previous 

hardware. It can put out over a million polygons 

per second. It has a lot of lighting effects and 

other types of shading for a realistic look. We have 

over 3000 polygons per character, so the game 

doesn't look polygonal at all. It just looks like dig¬ 

itized guys moving in 3D space. 

GF: What resolution and frame ratejs MK4 current¬ 

ly running at? 

EB: It's running at 60 fps and we haven't pin¬ 

pointed down a final resolution yet. 

GF: Is it possible to create outlandish creatures 

like Coro, Kintaro and Motaro convincingly using 

this hardware? 

EB: Oh yeah, that's absolutely possible. 

GF: Have you got any characters like that in MK4? 

EB: Not yet. Like I said we haven't done all the 

characters yet. But it's possible. 

GF: How will making the leap to 3D effect Mortal 

Kombat's gameplay? 

EB: Pretty dramatically. The plan is to keep the ele¬ 

ments that players liked about the 2D stuff while at 

the same time introducing a whole new set of new 

moves that will be activated with certain commands. 

We are introducing a major step up in gameplay that 

hasn't existed in any other fighting game. 

GFiWhat's that? 

EB: We can't say. But when we go on test that's all 

your going to be hearing about. 

GF: Does it have anything to do with parries or 

counter moves? 

EB: Yes! 

GF: Will MK experts be able to Just pick up and play 

MK4 like any other MK game? 

EB: They're gonna know how to play the game, 

but once they discover this new mode of play that 

we're going to be introducing, it's gonna be a 

learning curve for them. But they'll still be so 

familiar with the basics of MK. 

GF:Now that all the characters are made of poly¬ 

gons, will you include cheat. codes to do things 

like big/tiny heads, etc.? 

EB: Yeah, we are playing with those ideas. 

GF: We've-heard talk that there are going to be no 

fatalities in MK4? Is this true? 

EB: We never said that there weren't going to be fatal¬ 

ities in MK4. We just said that we weren't gonna have 

the cutesy type. The game's gonna have fatalities. 

GF: Can you give an example? Are they going to be evil? 

EB: Oh yeah, yeah. Lots of blood! 

,GF: Is the blood going to be sprite-based? 

EB: No it's very cool, it's 3D blood. 

GF: Any Word on what home systems MK4 will be 

converted too? 

EB: GameBoy, Lynx, Atari VCS (laughing). It's 

not been talked about yet. 

GF: How long has MK Mythologies been in development? 

jT: We've been working on it for about a year. 

GF: How many guys do you have working on it? 

JT: Let me count 'em on my fingers. There's now, 

like, seven of 'em. 

GF: Did any of the team work on any previous MK games? 

JT: Nope. 

GF: How would you best describe the game? 

JT: We get this question a lot. I call it an 

action/adventure game. It's got RPG elements in 

it, but it's really not an RPG. It's more of an 

action/adventure game. There's a lot of exploring. 

GF: Could you relate it to any other game currently 

available? 

ise- EB: Uhhhh, very possibly... JT: Not really, it's pretty new. I mean, tl 

'j decided who the main villain is going GF: Will MK4 take advantage of the 3D play field? of elements are taken from MK. But it 

ED: It's gonna be a hybrid of the two (2D & 3D), elements from games like, say OutofTh 

t or no.t/ we haven't! There are quite a GF: Are you keeping the block and the run buttons? the exploring elements of Tomb Raider. 

Mythologies takes place as a prequel to the first MK, and we introduce characters 
_ and a set of villains that predate the more recent MK games. 



GF: What systems is it coming out for? GF: Are there going to be any fatalities in this game? , Centipede, Millipede. 
JT: PS and N64. JT: Yes, but only to a small extent. ]T: Yeah, same thing here. I mean, I was a f 

GF: Will they come out at the same time? GF: Flow long did it take to develop the graphics engine? all the big arcade games that were out back 

JT: That hasn't been determined yet, but that's the JT: It's still in development. A majority of the And then the home consoles. The Atari 260( 

plan. They may be staggered slightly. graphics are typical MK style, although Pd say the a big impact on me. I was a total arcade jun 

GF: Will the two versions differ much? hardest part of it was integrating the three ele- GF: What gam^s have you been playing recent 
JT: Well the PS version is going to have some FMV ments...there's a lot of that going on in the game. EB: I've played a lot of Cruis'n The World, : 
sequences, but the Nintendo version will have GR Can you take different paths to get through the levels? Hang Time. 
backgrounds that are a little bit prettier. JT: Yeah, there's different paths you can take to get GF: Mortal Kombat is, a very popular game, 
GF: What size N64 cart are you shooting for? through a level. It's not like a side scroller where takes a bit of a bashing in the specialist press. 
JT: The biggest one they've got! you're just sort of scrolling along. You can control do you feel about this? 
GF: How does the game control? I've heard you say where you go and how you do things. EB: Well, you know, there's a lot of press thai 

that the controls are identical to MK but it looks like GF: What frame rate is the game currently runnings? the game, but there's one particular magaz 

there are a lot of platform sections. Do you really JT: It's running at 30 fps. and I think everyone can pretty much guess v 

have to press "up" to jump? '' J ? ' GF: I know it's a different kind of game than MK, but one it is—that just has it out for us. They don 

JT: Yes you have to press "up" to jump. Anybody are you going to include many secrets? the fact that we're on top of the heap a 

who can play MK can play this game. The controls JT:. Yeah, tons of secrets! Although they aren't moment. Just because they prefer VF or s 

are identical, with the addition of moves that will based so much on secret moves or things of that thing doesn't hide the fact that every MK < 

allow you to traverse the environment, like climb- nature. The secrets are more based on environ- has beaten every VF game to date. And they \ 

ing up cliffs, crawling, etc. ments, stuff hidden in the levels; things that you even acknowledge that. And, you know, ' 

GF: Why Sub Zero? find and characters that you face. they won't even acknowledge the game's su 

JT: I think visually, Sub Zero is one of the most mem- GF: Who's doing the music for MK Mythologies? then we can't take them seriously with regai 

orable characters. Also he was one of the more mys- JT: Dan Forden (Same guy who's doing MK4). the comments they make about the game, 

terious. I had this back story for him that we thought GF: If MK Mythologies: Sub Zero is a hit, will you GF: Why do you think the MK series has been so pol 
we be kind of cool to explore a little bit. Other than do any more Mythologies games. EB: Again, I think we always give our same ar 

that, he's one of the most popular characters. JT: Sure. to that question, and that is: It's a combinati 

GF: What's the story so far? GF: Who's the next character you'd do? everything that's in it. People relate to the ct 

JT: This game is a prequel to the very first MK JT: Probably Liu Kang. He's got an interesting ters more than they do with other games, \ 
game. It takes place ten years prior to the first back story and he's always sort of been our pri- are kind of generic. And uh, you know, th 

tournament. Sub Zero is still alive, it's one of his mary focus. snowball effect. 

first adventures. He gets to meet a group of char- GF: I've gotta ask. Which one of you is better 01 

acters that sort of play a larger part in MK later on. JT: Ed can play a lot better than I can now. I thii 

GF: Anything more specific? GF: How did the two of you meet? J used to be on the same level, but not any mon 

JT: Well, he starts out as sort of as a bad guy and EB: We just happened to both be working in the GF: Will MK4 be the first MK game to make it inj 
you wind up stealing something you shouldn't Midway video department at the same time. I EB: I don't know. They've all been top sellers 

have, and then you sort of have to steal it back. started with Midway almost eleven years ago, but US but for some reason we haven't had mu 

GF: So how's the game linked to MK4? I moved to the video department in 1989. an effect in Japan. I think there are other f< 

JT: Well, primarily it's linked through the Elder JT: I also started in the Midway video department in involved than just the game. 

Gods aspect. We're introducing a few characters 1989. Ed and I met at that point. But MK didn't get GF: I know you guys are both focused on your ow 

that will be in MK4. started until after I finished a game called Total orate projects, but do you ever help each other c 
GF: Will there be many familiar characters in MK Carnage, which was 1991. EB: No, we're not working directly togethe 

Mythologies? GF: What else had you done prior to MK? t ' not writing any software for Mythologies and ] 

JT: The majority of them are new with the excep- EB: I had done a few pinball games, and I did a not doing computer graphics for MK4. Bi 

tion of a few, and Scorpion's one of them. Also football game called High Impact and the sequel, based the new characters in MK4 off the moc 

Rayden shows up in it, and Shang (Tsung) to Super High Impact. That's when John and I teamed John's sketches for Mythologies, and we stil 

some extent. up and we started Mortal Kombat. We've been each other's brains like we did with the othei 

GF: Will any of them be playable? doing that ever since. GF: So what's next for you guys after you finisl 
JT: Just Sub Zero. JT: I did a couple of games called Smash TV and Total games? 
GF: The game is made up of eight "worlds. " How Carnage, both of those were with Mark Tramiel. EB: You know what, there's so many MK t 

does this work in game terms? Mark Tramiel and actually went on to do NBA jam. going on r'9^t now were kind ^oini 

JT: One world is a big level and you progress from GF: How important has Mortal Kombat been in your lives? games at once. And then there's the s< 

A-Z. Each world is based on tasks that you have to JT: Fairly important. I mean obviously, profession- movie coming out, and all the animation sti 

perform, in addition to a lot of fighting. And that's ally it's been a great success for us. GF: Do you have any non-MK original titles pla 
it primarily. Once you select the correct items in GF: What games influenced you when you* were JT: At some point I'm sure we will. It's a har 

the correct sequence then you get to move on. growing up? because it's become a franchise to the 

GF: So it's linear. You just go from one level to the next? EB: I was affected by the '80s video game boom, where we try to keep it alive. 

JT: Primarily, but there is some back and forth. You know, Defender, Missile Command, Robotron, GF: Thanks a lot guys. 

Anybody who can play MK can play this game.. The contrQts are identical, with the addition c 
moves that will allow you to traverse the environment, like climbing up cliffs, crawling, etc 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 35 



E. STORM 
Lucky for us, 

Zack’s not a 

bed wetter. 
PlayStation 

For this final Swagman update I was handed a 
95% finished version of the game. The save 
points weren’t activated, the FMV scenes had yet 
to be placed and much of the audio was still in some¬ 
one’s hard drive but I finally got to feel what Swagman 
would play like after a suitable two-year develop¬ 

ment time. Swagman piays^much like—you > 
guessed it, those Ze/da games of old. You pick 
stuff up, push stuff, pull stuff, and hack away at 
slimy bad guys as you trek between two parallel 

worlds in an effort to WAKE UP and get the hell 
out of this dark, dank world. Generous light- 

I ing, countless rendered creeps and huge 

P bosses compliment this twisting maze of puz¬ 
zles and outer wordly terrain. The music 

mimics the game’s dark overtones. We will 
(definitely) have a Swagman review for you 
next month. Currently the PS game is ahead of 
the SS version which (regardless of what 

you’ve heard) has not been cancelled. 

5.1997. 



including 20 

bonus missions 

The ultimate strategy game Dozens of close-ups and action shots Over 60 missions on two CD-ROMs 

PlayStation 
Also available on DOS, Windows® 95, Macintosh” CD-ROM & Sega Saturn w. 

Command & Conquer is a ter tered trademark of Westwood Stud s, Inc. © 1997 Westwood Sfodi , Inc. 

All rights reserved. Sony PH Station and ttio PlayStation logo an lademarks of SonyCcmpuler Ent* ainmopt, 

Inc. Windows 95 is a rer .teied Irodontork of Microsoft Ccrpc dion. Macintosh is a registered tr :emark of 

Appie Compute', Inc. •c go Saturn is a tredomork of Sega Er - cuisos, ltd. 

For Sony PlayStation TM 

-jfs* 

"Strategy fans should definitely enlist in this war.” 
— Game Pro 

"This is an amazing game, like nothing any 
console gamer has ever played before.” 

— EGM 2 

"Plain and simple, C&C is one of 
the greatest games of all time." 

— Game Informer 

"Command & Conquer is simply the best 
PlayStation release of the year.” 

— Games Domain 

Exclusive! 

Over 60 missions. 



Every now and then a game just • — — 
comes from out of nowhere and i 
takes you completely by surprise. . 
Admittedly, it doesn't happen that ~’"~ 
often these days (big games are lllllll!li 
normally always hyped in advance) 
but it does happen. The most H /////* / 
recent example I can think of is I 
PowerSlave. I mean, really, who I--——-- 
saw that one coming? Well, now |_z7/™ J _« 
it's happened again, as with 
minimum fuss and bother, Konami's 

Broken Helix has slipped out and quietly created a new genre 

comm 

If you’re a regular reader of GameFan, you'll already know all about the 
premise behind Broken Helix* It's a 3D corridor/adventure game that 
puts you in the combat boots of Jake Burton, bomb disposal expert and 

purveyor of all things cool. Jake's been called into Area 51 to disarm a 
bomb planted by a group of rogue scientists who, prior to their terrorist 

activities, were working on a top-secret military project codenamed "Broken 
Helix*'* Jake is accompanied by a crack Marine team lead by the fearsome 
Black Dawn (who looks and sounds for all the world like a digitized Arnold 
Schwarzenegger), and once the bombs have been defused, their true inten¬ 
tions are revealed. Your only hope is to uncover the mystery behind Broken 
Helix and escape Area 51 before it's too late*,, 

Let's get one thing clear right from the start: Broken Helix is NOT just an 
another corridor game. Sure it has corridor elements, but it's as much Tomb 
Raider and Resident Evil as #.. 
Doom. Sound ambitious? You i DOOM The Doom influence is most 
don’t know the half of it. Ok, j apparent in the way the game actu- 
let's break it down, { allY Plays, Jake's controls are typ- 
rnmmiPmmmmmammBmmmmssaBtmw' i a first-person shooter, with 
5.™ - J : responsive 3D movement, strafing 

. ™„„ I • and vertical aiming. Like Doom, EL !if . r : the earlier stages of the game are 
~ " ; I • set in claustrophobic corridors and 

"■***&■ | : tunnels, and there's a fair amount 
IK • of Doom-style shooting action 

10 I • required. You can even move the 
^ : camera 'into' Jake for a true first- 
♦ [ ‘T \^|! | person perspective, though the poly- 

gBnHHMHPlPlpJi I gon gun looks a bit funky. 

TOMB RAIDER Although you may not be 
able to tell from the shots, the graphics 
engine is similar to Tomb Raider. In 
Broken Helix, both the environments and 
characters are rendered using texture 
mapped polygons, and everything runs at a 
constant 30 fps. You can select a Tomb 
Raider-style 3rd-person camera (handy for 
the platform sections), and the game con¬ 
tains a similar mixture of puzzles and 
action. Plus, the further you get into Area 
51, the more the environments open up. By 
the time you reach the alien ship, you'll be 
exploring Tomb Raider-sized cavernsl 

PUBLISHER KONflMI ■ DIFFm 
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ETOTTER THE FOUKTH PimrETOSIOTO 

Everything in Broken 

Helix happens in 

real-time 4D, mean¬ 
ing that while you’re 
walking around doing 

your stuff on one 
level, other charac¬ 

ters are walking 

LET’S TALK! 

In Broken Helix, you 

can talk to any charac¬ 

ter by simply walking 
up to them and press¬ 

ing circle. Sometimes 
they will give you 
vital information or a 
crucial item, and 
other times the con¬ 

versation will be just 
for laughs. Bruce Campbell lends his voice to the key role 

=2 of Jake Burton (for all 
intents and purposes a futur¬ 

istic Ash) and some of the 
resulting dialogue is absolute¬ 

ly hilarious. Whoever wrote 
the script deserves an award. 
‘Your mama drives a school 

bus’ indeed! 

By blending this com- 
bination of elements 

together, Konami has™ wpr 

taken the familiar and I I ■£} 
created something entire- 9 |T' 

; ly new. The graphics are || ||||g 

solid, the audio is excel-B|S| 
lent, the story is grip- 1 

ping and the gameplay is | 

top notch. Now, I'm not ™ 
saying that everything's - 
perfect (the jumping kind of sucks), but the 

fact is: Broken Helix treads new ground, and I Bruce Campbell's in it! 
Bruce! The main man! 

treads it well. The designers have a great 
sense of humor (gotta love that elevator music) 

“ and they've obviously 
watched enough decent 
sci-fi movies to get things 

right. Besides, Bruce 

Campbell's in itl Brucel 
The main manl Of course, 
even without his input 
Broken Helix would still 
be brilliant. But with 
him, the cake is well and 
truly iced. Groovy, K 

Black Dawn and his marine squad come after you, they 
systematically sweep 

through each level, killing 

everyone in their path and 

destroying evidence. If 

you’re careful, you can watch 

(and listen to) them as they 

do it. Just make sure you 

don’t get spotted... 

w. 
T- 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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WHAT" hW-j A FiGHtlnC GAME FROM KOEP WELL, WHADDYA K.nOW-if’5 GREAfl 

*wm J 
DYNASTY WARRIORS Ah, just picture it. It’s third centu- A 
try China; the ubiquitous Han M 
Dynasty has splintered and the * 

period of the fabled Three Kingdoms 9 
has begun. The three ruling war- jfl 
lords—Sun Quan of Wu, Liu Bei of jjK 
Shu, and Cao Cao of Wei—recruit the 
very best fighters to protect and expand ijl 
their respective territories in a narcissis- 1 
tic struggle for power. Hey, that sounds 
suspiciously like the set up for a fighting 
game, doesn’t it? Indeed it does, and it is. 

Surely by now everyone is over the “shock” that Koei and three bosses (plus maybe a hidden character or two), 
has made a fighting game. What everyone may not have DW is not lacking fighters. They’re all surprisingly cool 

title through and through, 

r Immediately apparent are the clean and pol¬ 
ished visuals. The characters are big, smooth, 

I and wonderfully textured. Imagine the 60fps 
I look of Tekken 2 as opposed to Soul Blade. 

\ Light sourcing is used sparingly but effective- 
f ly and weapons leave big, swooshing tracers as 

they fly through the air. Things do get flashy 
at times, though for the most part the look is 
quite restrained and classy, with a rich and 
appropriate color palette. 

With ten immediately selectable characters 

My personal favorite is Xiahoun 

1WE 

Artwork © Omega Force 1997. 
Check us out oni fNE at - http://www.gamefan.com 

SUBSTANCE D 
Aw, shut yer cake 

hole—it’s good! 
DIFFICULTY-INTERMEDIATE 



I hope this game doesn’t get lost amidst Soul Blade’s con¬ 
siderable mindshare. This is a really polished product to be 

coixalii.g; from a developer that I have never 
"..—even heard of till now (Omega Force) 

and some- And aside from the generic 
times out of place tunes (one of which 
reeks of Amazing Discoveries) and 
the inability to run, I’d have to say 
they did just about everything else 
right with this game. I’m ^i_ 
impressed, Koei. SD 

pm'ry, n.; b m evasion; ^ 

rjrr or a turniim aside of m / / 
■ , . ft 

attack, blow,.eic.;m-m ■, ft 
ty mnior, 

, 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

Or, by pressing +. you can pull the 
enemy past you, exposing their 
briefly prone form to some despica¬ 
ble back stabbing. Good fun, eh? 

THE PARRIES: 
By pressing # just as you see the 
opponent’s attack beginning, you can 
deflect the blow leaving them open. 
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Even Toshinden fans ^--j ~~ ^ 
may find this j y 6 • 

hard to believe.... ^ A ( 
J if Tamsoft has crafted 

rmwl^ a £ame that actually 
/ plays as good as it f 

y looks. That’s ^ 
’ w right, after two / f ^ 

| ) visual smorgas- 
P\ 7 / borgs that no serious 
4 j ) \ fight fan would stab a 
I \ ^ ^ 'fork at they finally found ^ 
r \ J v the game play but- / 
| J 4. 4 ton. T3’s got wild com- 
| % JL ' # bos, juggles, and even 

’ . some measure of balance 
i S to accompany those trade- 
I / mark visuals that have e-fijg 
" m ried the series thus far.13 

W\ I’ve been a Toshinden j 

fan since the get- 
go due mainly to the 

C0HPU1ER NODE 

Say goodbye to the background detail 

60FPS MODE and hello to spectacular animation! 
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E. STORM 
Rebuilt from 

the ground up 
and loaded 

with options! 
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time) and the fact that I really liked 2 (the anime’s not bad 
either) have all contributed to my fondness for the series... and 
I'm making excuses, OK, I don't live for fighters (I live for plat 
formers), spending month’s mastering techniques just 

doesn’t fit my schedule, I play them until 
k something with jumping comes around and ^ 
* a then move on. Those who do (many of 

^ whom are in this building), I admire 
J| ' for their diligence, but they need % v m 

•* not check in to the Toshinden ’rtf (a 
f ,, ^ experience, (’cept for maybe a I' 
dr / j J quicky intermission between SF3 \ Vlk 

% ! sessions,) \ y 
™ If it’s a solid 3D fighter you’re after, 

655 driven by intruiging character designs 'Y\^ 
g . jy m ant| qua|jty visuals, than do check in, 

YO because Toshinden 3 is all new and B 1 
Wl vastly improved, I 1 

- Playmates has added to the import A, ] 

TIME AFTAGK'VODE 
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Smooth 

4 walls and 

vs computer nope VS COMPUTER NODE 

A Toshinden panning cameras add a mea¬ 
sure of drama to the battles, such as the painful 
encounter above, as Gaia introduces Tracy to the 
wall. Police brutality... polygonally speaking. 

Toshinden 3's forgiving combo system 
allows you to link just about anything. COMBOS! 

ATTACK MODE 

m^r~—  :: m 
——JTM-w' SHIZUKU., '■ - ■ I TT'ACY i i r 

i
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CUiUKS. 

Generous special effects and lighting are apparent jp 
throughout the Toshinden Tournament. a nr AVH fA 

^ The sum of 
I these parts 

adds up to a 
jl splendid 
; sequel as well 
^ as a great pre 

. quel for 
f Toshindens to 

come. ES 
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“Disposing of things and toss 
ing them out unsparingly 
without a second thought ” 
That sums up Konamis newest PlayStation 
title, Poiters Point, perfectly. Apparently 
the people of the future like nothing 
more than to watch specially selected con 

testants dispose of each other by tossing heavy objects at their 
heads! Four odd individuals must square off and then polish 
off their opponent in the allotted time. Grab objects that are 
placed around the stage including boulders, boxes and missiles 

and then use them to beat 
your foes into the ground. 

Over fifteen varied contes 
tants. six exciting stages, bulging sack 

fuls of special attacks, two game modes 
and most importantly, four player simulta 
neous action makes Poiters Point (or Poy 

Poy as it might be known here) one of the best multi player 
games weve seen for quite some time. 

A US release date is uncertain at this time though an update 
on this and more game details shall appear next issue. K 

The logs make excellent weapons. Roll them 
I at your opponents and strike them out! 

oncoming dinosaurs 

o 
KNIGHTMARE 
It’s log, it’s log! 
It’s big, it’s heavy, 
it’s wood! - 

DEVELOPER KCET OF PLAYERS 

PUBLISHER KCET DIFFICULTY EASY 

FORMAT AVAILABLE N/A 

mkimmm 
Slippery surface 

hazards f0 warch are the 
on these frozen 

,ce tundras 

.1.:, ,e-.no into dar 



Buy Street Fighter Alpha 2 

Buy Darkstalkers™ and 

a Free* limited edition June 

Morrigan collectable figure 

THE NIGHT WARRIORS 

Buy the game and now you get the grrrl! A $25 value, 

each game’s custom Figure is yours For Free* with 

game purchase. Every limited edition Figure is 6 tall, 

beautifully crafted, and hand painted. Buy all three 

ures. 

CAPCQMs fierce. Fighting women 
You’ve seen them in action-theyv 
probably even introduc*d.you to the Moor 

Few hundred times. NOW it s youi 
turn to OWN them. games a 

_ M 

Kbtt jr • . ' ' M 

http://www.capcom.com 

Buv The Gnmc. Get The Grrrl! 
^lame 

\ddress__ 

street address only, UPS will not deliver to P.O. Box 

"ity 

State_Zip  

You pay $4.95 per character to cover shipping and handling. 

Me cannot process orders without original store receipts and UPC bar 
:odes. No copies allowed. Please allow 4-6 weeks For delivery. Offer 
/alid only in the US except where prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. 
Jmit one figure per game. CAPCOM reserves the right to make substi- 
:utions if necessary. 

©CAPCOM CO., LTD. 1996,1997©CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 1996,1997 Al 
LTD. Street Fighter Alpha 2, Darkstalkers and 

© Quantities are limited. To receive your Free Grrrl, Follow 

these steps: 

© Buy the game(s) between May 1,1997 and June 15,1997 

All orders must include: 

• This completed coupon; 

• Your original, dated store receipt (must show purchase 

between 5/1/97 - 6/15/97); 

• The original UPC bar code From the package as proof 

of purchase; 

• A check or money order For $4.95 per character to 

cover shipping and handling. 

© Mail to : CAPCOM 

Get the Grrrl 

475 Oakmead Parkway 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

© All orders must be postmarked by June 30,1997. 

RIGHTS RESERVED. CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM CO., 
tar Gladiator are trademarks of CAPCOM CO., LTD. 

i 
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KNIGHTMARE 
So what happened 
to PS X Men.COTA? 

[DEVELOPER • CflPCOM # OF PLAYERS 
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HEROES FROM 

ANOTHER TIME 
Here’s Adventure offers players 
a choice of three playable char¬ 
acters: Here, Jason or Atlanta. 
Here is the strongest of the 
pack (he can pick up heavy 
objects) and attacks with his 
mighty club; Atlanta has a bow 
which she can use to safely nail 
enemies from a distance and 
Jason dices enemies into itty- 
bitty cubes with his sword. 

Here*s Adventure seems to be a pseudo-sequel to LucasArts* 16- 
bit classic. Zombies Ate My Neighbors. The theme may be new, 
but the control, gameplay and design all seem remarkably ‘sim¬ 

ilar*. Check out the shots of the Egyptian area. Does that UFO ring 
any bells? Of course, this is by no means a bad thing. ZAMN (and to 
a lesser extent Ghoul Patrol) were both really cool games, and Here's 
Adventure promises to be even better. 

Like ZAMN, Here's takes the form of a top-down scrolling action/adven¬ 
ture, with you (and a friend in two player mode), hitting the pastoral envi¬ 
rons of ancient Greece in an attempt to thwart a demonic plot by Hades 
himself. On your travels you’ll encounter witches, Cyclops, skeletons, cen¬ 
turions and gangster trees (among other things!), all out to stop you from 
progressing through the game’s vast world map. In keeping with the 
Greek theme, bosses take the from of recognizable figures from 
Greek mythology (i.e.. Medusa, Hydra, etc.) and on occa¬ 
sion even Zeus or Hades pop up to deliver a message. 

One advancement Here's makes oyer ZAMN is that the 
levels are all seamlessly linked together, giving the 
impression of one huge world map. The levels vary from 
snow capped mountains, to scorched deserts to dense 
forests, each with their own set of themed enemies. - 

As with ZAMN you can collect and store a number of 
items crucial to your success, including weapons, magi¬ 
cal attacks, health power-ups and inflatable sheep! 
Certain items work better on certain enemies than oth¬ 
ers, and you’ll have to experiment to find the best com¬ 
bination. Hint: Cyclopscan-t resist sheep! 

Like most of LucasArts’ titles, Here's Adventure has a 
wacky sense of^humor that permeates every facet of the 
game. From the comic-book style graphics to the 77c/c-like 
voice of the intellectually challenged Hercules, this game 
is guaranteed to put a smile on your face. Look for an ‘epic’ 
review next month. K 

PlayStation 



Fighting alongside a huge waterway, 
our warriors find themselves 
trapped in fierce melee combat. 
Beaten and battleworn, they make a 
desperate stand on the shore as two 
mad trolls close in. The bloody 
remains of their fallen kinsman are 
spattered nearby, foretelling, per¬ 
haps, the fate of them all. Unless... 

Hot on the heels of Command & Conquer comes Warcraft 2, the next great PC strat¬ 
egy title to make its way to home consoles. Originally programmed by Blizzard, the con¬ 
version to Saturn and PS is being handled by Electronic Arts. Although still early at 
this point, there’s hope that Warcraft 2 will make it intact to the 32-bit systems. 

So what makes Warcraft 2 so special, and why was it such a hit on the PC? Simple: 
excellent game design. Just like C&C, Warcraft 2 carefully balances real time battles with 
strategic resource management. Each campaign brings about new objectives and envi¬ 
ronments where you must organize both troops and common peasants. Here’s an exam¬ 
ple of a typical level: You start out in a huge clearing, surrounded by deep forests on all 
sides. In this scenario, you have four troops and three peasants, as well as a ‘Great Hall’ 
(the main base from which all development begins). A quick search of your surround¬ 
ings reveals a gold mine, and so you send a couple of townsfolk away to begin mining. 
Back at the Hall, you call upon the services of more peasants, which costs gold, so it’s for¬ 
tunate that your people have returned from the mines with good news. Now you set them 

to the task of chopping trees for timber, in order to build farms, to feed the troops and 
commoners, and ultimately expand your territory. As you grow, enemies will inevitably 
attack, and you must have troops to defend all corners of your land. To produce and 
maintain troops, you must build barracks, which takes wood, which requires peasants, 
and to have those peasants you need gold. Now imagine an intense campaign, filled with 
hours and hours of this type of gameplay—using an intuitive menu/cursor system and 
perfect, albeit simplistic, graphics and icons. 

That’s what Warcraft 2 is all about. As far as the conversions go, right now the PS 
and Saturn are almost exactly the same (the Saturn Warcraft 2 looks a little cleaner), and 
they both offer system-to-system link-up modes. And as most PC gamers will confirm, 
you haven’t really played Warcraft 2 till you’ve tried it against a human opponent. Both 
campaigns (the PC original Tides of Darkness^ and the expansion campaign Beyond the 
Dark Portal) are on the PS and Saturn discs, so be prepared to lead a band of humans 
OR a band of ores into battle and prosperity. It’s just good to see Warcraft 2 convert¬ 
ing to the 32-bit machines, giving newcomers like myself a chance to play a great game 
without a PC. More Warcraft 2 coverage coming soon. G 

The only way to move on was 
through this narrow mountain 
pass. The forest beyond looked 
lush and exciting, and the troops 
were anxious to walk new lands. 
Unfortunately, the pass also 
proved to be an ideal spot for an 
ambush, as beasts suddenly 
flanked from all sides. One man 
fell instantly, valiantly dragging 
his assailant down with him. The 
others quickly fall back, weapons 
drawn rpadv tr» far#> thn hnrdac 
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Like the film industry, games seem to follow trends. 
Witness the latest spate of games that take place 
fully or at least partially underwater. Scavenger’s 

Amok, GT’s TigerShark, and Black Ops’ upcoming 
Treasures of The Deep all share aquatic backdrops. 
Now, the premier PS developers at SingleTrac are test¬ 
ing the proverbial waters (I couldn’t resist) with their 
own undersea action game, Critical Depth. 

CD’s set up is sultry. After an unusual electromagnetic 
signal was detected deep in the Caribbean Sea, a scien¬ 
tific expedition team, Medusa 7, was sent to investigate. 
They found a strange metallic structure surrounded by 
multiple luminous pods. Following an attempt to retrieve 
the pods, communication with the team was lost. All 
attempts at locating Medusa 7 have proven unsuccessful. 
In the interim, several more sources of the EM transmis¬ 
sion have popped up all over the globe. In a mad rush of 
opportunism and idealism, treasure hunters, govern¬ 

ments, terrorists, and 
even secret societies 
converge on the 
strange submerged 
objects (dubbed 'the 
Thresholds’) to unrav¬ 
el their true nature. 
Will the secret of the 
Thresholds be used to 
enslave mankind or to 
set it free? 

Critical Depth allows the 
player to choose from 12 completely differ¬ 
ent subs, each with its own back story and agenda. For 
instance, the CIA’s sub seeks the pods in an attempt to 
hide any knowledge of extraterrestrial life on Earth, 
while the terrorists search in order to fashion a nuclear 
weapon. There are even those who search with more 
metaphysical intentions such as reaching a higher state 
of consciousness through the Threshold. 

So with the sub of your choice, you set out to find 
and activate the Thresholds. Of course, enemy craft 
are there to stop you at every turn. And, in addition 
to the risk of being blasted out of the water, you’ve 
got to keep your sub above critical depth (hey!; 
unless you’re in the mood to implode. You don’t want 
to end up like Michael Biehn in The Abyss do you? 
But it just so happens that the evil people at 
SingleTrac have placed some items just below critical 
depth, meaning that you must risk health and power 
to go after them. Tricky, tricky. 

CD is super early (it wasn’t even playable), but I must 
say I love the premise. If SingleTrac can make this game 
half as fun to play as WarHawk and implement some 

fluid, underwater physics, Critical Depth could 
easily rise to the top of this newfound aquatic 
wave. We know they can make a pretty mean 
engine, so my hopes are fairly high. Upon 
receipt of a playable version, we ll be back to 

if Critical Depth sinks or swims. SD 
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Nurated on the PS—the arcade style tank 
simulation. Similar in feel to Sega’s 

Desert Tank, Sony’s Steel Reign looks more 
than up to the challenge of filling this otherwise 
uncommon gap in the PS’ library quite nicely. 

Offering up a choice of three distinctive tanks, 
the game sets you about your task of destroying 
strategic targets (and anything else that hap¬ 
pens to cross your sights) in each level. It’s your 
standard fare—fuel and munitions depots, radar 
and communications installations, missile 
launchers—you know Ahe drill. And what fun 
would this be without something trying to blow 

©1997 Sony Interactive 

you up? Enemy tanks, planes, jeeps, and even lone soldiers all vie for 
the opportunity to end your life functions. Of course, you’re in a tank, 
so some big guns are at your disposal as well. Thus far, this is easily 
the^most satisfying element of SR. To the accompaniment of some 
incredibly meaty sound effects, the feeling of blasting enemy tanks and 
planes reaches an entropic high. Hey, it’s fun to destroy. 

Using what, to me, looks a little like the Rally Cross engine, 
SR's visuals are also more than up to the challenge. It’s a fairly 
robust engine with a frame rate always hovering at or around 
30ps. One bumpy-ass ride through the canyon level should con¬ 
vince just about anyone as to the stability of this engine. And 
though the draw-in is noticeable and could be (and may be) 
improved, it’s not too unreasonable even in this early stage. 

At its current level of development, the gameplay is fairly straightfor¬ 
ward. The levels are rectangular in construction, with you starting at 
one end and the target(s) generally located at the other end. Buildings, 
hills, and of course, enemies are all in between, doing their best to 
make your journey all the more interesting and memorable. Do a little 
exploring too, and you’ll come across much needed shields and 
weapons. There’s even a basic two player split screen battle mode for 
those times when some sentient opposition is desired. 

With some final tweaking of gameplay and buttoning up of 
graphics, Steel Reign should easily rise to the top of the “arcade 
style tank simulation” category on PS. It’s a sparsely populated 
category, to be sure, but SR has the potential to be a damn fine 
game in its own right. Stay tuned for more... SD 
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SUBSTANCE D 
Can you see me in 

a tank commander’s 

uniform? 
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COMING SOON: PLAYSTATION 

ItCTiviaon s most legendary senes, spanning 
2 decades, Is about to make its nineties 
debut. Looking just a little better than the 
Atari 2600 version, Pitfall 3D is an adventure 
packed with perilous gameplay elements 
steeped in precision. Platforming, battling the 
elements and finding items is only the begin¬ 
ning. I wonder if swinging vines come into 

play? Having been in 
j development for near- 

> ,. // ly two years, Pitfall 
j AI will make its 3D debut 

..... j ' this fall. We’ll preview 
AM'Pitfall 3D next month. 

If .you wake up early enough on your days off 
you’vO probably seen Reboot, a fully SGI-ren- 
dered series that, if anyone in TV-land had any 
brains, would air on prime time. In the game, 
like in the series, Bob must save ‘Mainframe’ 
from ‘Megabyte,’ the villain who always crashes 
your MAC (kidding). 
Hopefully, the glistening j \ 
look of the TV show will gjJ » ■=— 
shine through in the mt\Bvfl 1 
game. Anyways, it's 
been years in the mak- M 
ing, and is coming soon. 
So check it 

this display 
shot 

o display inis scrawny e- 
... ’ s the only thing we could 

. j excuse to tell you about the new 
_ EX. We saw the game running at 

Crystal and were blown away by its Mario-sized 
levels and spectacular gameplay features. This 
could be the shocker game at the upcoming E3. 
Gex’s moves combined with the 3D realm make 
interesting bedfellows and Gex himself is animat¬ 
ed to a degree seldom (if ever) seen. We’ll have 
detailed coverage, next month. 

•vehicles,. AU of the six tracks are fully realized 3D 
worlds witlp six unique course layouts. Some course 
variations^emove roadside barriers altogether, allowing 
you to go basically anywhere. And with locations includ 
ing Egypt, Switzerland, Scotland, Moscow, Hong Kong, 
and Easter Island, the scenery is always interesting. It 
can even be snowing or 
raining, noon or sunset, f! 
The vehicles themselves f f; \Mf-A 
run the gamut as well with '^1 
Indy cars, rally, Dakar, 
sports, and even dune bug 
gies. Activision is promis¬ 
ing analog control as well 
as four player mode which 
uses the PS link cable. 

■■■■■ 
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DOES IT JOLT OR RUMBLE? YOU DECIDE... 

StarFox 64 comes packed with N64s latest peripheral: the Jolt Pack. 
The pack connects to your pad via the memory pak port and causes 
the whole controller to shake in accordance with the on-screen 
action. However, given the rather subdued nature of the shaking we 
feel it should be re-named the Vibrate Pack. The pack can shake at 
varying frequencies and intensities to convey different types of ‘jolt,’ 
but to me it just feels like an electric toothbrush. 

KNIGHTMARE 
Never leave your 
wingman! 

IDEVELOPER-NINTENDO 1 # OF PLAYERS -1-4 

PUBLISHER - NINTENDO 

IFORMAT - 96-MEG CARTRIDGE a AVAILABLE SUMMER 



stunning boss 
IN GLORIOUS 3DI 

your tan 
SCORCHED 

DRIVE 

SUN 

V'^,' CHECK YOUR STAR MAP... 

^ | StarFox 64 contains 15 different levels, but the main path only feJL A 
fc ^ r i takes you through seven. If you want to see the rest, you're fr JrS fl 

X+ 1 / going to have to work for it. Nearly all the planets contain I 
* W: secret exits which you can only access by meeting specific 

I objectives on that level, such as flying under all the arches. 
M shooting all the lights, destroying a main enemy, etc. This I 

means that, once you know what you’re doing, you can create J|| 

— ... .... r*—^ v°ur own PaTh throuSh the P1anets! 

DESTROY GROUND FORCES WITH THE LANDMASTER ATTACK TANK 
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However, what really impresses is the attention to count gets 

detail. Little touches like the way your arwing kicks up a spray when 
it flies near water, or the tracks that your tank leaves as it drives 
though the sand on Katina, really draw you into the game. There 
is some pop-up on the space levels, and the submarine stage ~ 
(Aquas) is way too dark for my liking, but by the time you reach one 
of the many elaborate end level bosses, all is forgiven. 

But what about the sound? Well, consider this: StarFox 64 is a 
96 meg cart, and 32 of those megs are dedicated solely to sound. 
32 megs!!! That’s four times the size of the original StarFox cart 
JUST FOR SOUND! The sound effects are cool enough, but the real 
reason for this is the vast amount of sampled speech contained on 
the cart. You remember how, in StarFox, all the characters would 
talk in their own ‘Zabz-Zaba Odulabua’ language and you’d have to 
read the sub-titles? Well now they speak ^ 
English!! All 23 characters! And a lot of 
it, too. This adds a lot to the dramatic n-1 

impact of the game, and believe it or not, most of time they’re actu¬ 
ally saying something useful. Amazing! Unfortunately, the music 
isn’t half as impressive, and while Koji Kondo’s composition isn’t bad, 
the sound quality really lets the side down. Personally I would have 

preferred better music and less speech, 
^ V /, but I guess that’s just the nature of the 

■p n ri ■■ cartridge beast. 

; V—rPrv,.. . . divided up into two types of game- 1 m 
play: the traditional ‘on rails’ levels, and the all new 360- - T 

degree ’fly anywhere’ levels. As you might expect, the ’on rails’ levels play almost identically to the original StarFox, with your vehicle (be 
it arwing, tank or submarine) following a pre-determined path through the environment, leaving you free to concentrate on blasting enemie; 
and avoiding obstacles. There are a couple of nice new twists on the old formula (such as multiple routes throuah certain levelsl hut nthp 

PILOT TWO ALL -NEW FOR THE STARFOX TEAM! 

: In StarFox 64 you get to pilot two new vehicles in addition to your 
standard arwing-a tank or a submarine depending on what plan- Iet you're attempting. All three craft have similar control (like 
SNES StarFox) although each has its own special ability. The 
arwing can loop the loop (useful for dog fighting) or in the 360 

I | levels, flip 180; the tank can hover momentarily and the sub- 
m marine has a limitless supply of automatically locking missiles. 
m Both the arwing and tank can also utilize a lock-on technique 
M similar to Panzer Dragoon Zwei. By holding down the fire but- 
R ton you charge up a powerful ball of green plasma that can 

lock on to a target and destroy multiple enemies in a single hit. 
-1 Mastering the lock-on is the key to high scores. 7. Mastering the lock-on is the key to high 

USE THE LANDMASTER OR ATTACK CLASS SUBMARINE! 
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than that, it’s pretty much 
StarFox with new vehicles and 
better graphics. 

The 360-degree levels, how¬ 
ever, are a different story. 
They’re like the snowspeeder 
stage from Shadows Of The 
Empire, only with more ene¬ 
mies. The environmental detail 
may not be as lavish as the ‘on 

rails’ levels, but the arenas are a decent size, and after following a 

cal game, and Starfox 64 con¬ 
tinues this tradition in force. 
Not only are all the real-time cut 
scenes very cinematic, but the 
premise for several of the later 
levels are taken directly from 
contemporary sci-fi movies. 
Witness the Titania level where 
you and a squadron of arwings 
take on literally hundreds of alien 
ships while a giant disc-shaped mothership maneuvers into firing 

set path for so long the freedom of movement is very liberating. position over the colony you are defending. A blatant rip off of 
There are some evil CPU-controlled characters to dogfight against Independence Day? Probably. Excellent fun? Definitely. Miyamoto 

said he wanted the game to feel like an interactive “B” movie, and to 
his credit he has succeeded. 

As I mentioned already, StarFox 64 just 
Ax 3 j||j ‘feels’ right. By that I mean: all of the var- 

(the StarWolf Team], and even though it takes a while to adapt to 
the new style of play, these levels add a 
welcome element of diversity. 

The original StarFox was a very theatri- I r1 —| 

ate a cohesive whole that makes playing StarFox 64 a truly special experience. I got that feeling with the 
original StarFox five years ago, and I’m getting it again now with StarFox 64. Any criticisms? Well, the music is pretty weak, the graphics 
are occasionally less than 64-bit and I suppose the gameplay hasn’t developed that much since the first installment (though in my opinion 
that works in the game’s favor). But these are all moot points at best. The fact is: StarFox 64 is a really great 3D shooter. The first time 
you play it you’ll be in awe, and even after the novelty wears off you’ll spend months trying to obtain medals on every level. After the minor- 

SPACE CADET TRAINING BEGINS HERE! 

FOUR-PLAYER Vs ACTION IS THE HOTTEST YET! 

I must admit, when I first heard that StarFox 64 was going to have a VS mode I thought it was 
going to be for novelty value only. Boy. was I wrong! Four-player dogfighting is awesome! You 
start with two different 360-degree arenas (Sector Y and Corneria) and the idea is to simply be 
the first player to reach the allotted number of kills. The arenas are pretty sparse, but the frame 
rate is excellent and you can see a long way. Not bad for chicken! 



ZAP, HACK BLUDGEOH, 
/BURT1, AUD FREEZE YOUREHEMES! 
When Hexen came out on PC at the end of ’95, it was hailed as one of the greatest first per¬ 

son shooters ever made. The graphics engine was superior to its nearest rival, Doom 2, and 
developer Raven Software introduced a number of innovative gameplay features that ele¬ 

vated Hexen above the quagmire of substandard Doom clones and into the realms of genre leader. But 
was over a year ago, and corridor games have come on in leaps and bounds since then. The 

is: Does a conversion of a year-old PC title have what it takes to compete with the likes of 
Powers lave or Turok? Well, as with most things in life, the answer isn’t simple. 

As a straight conversion of the PC original, Hexen 64 delivers the goods. The frame rate 
is smooth (though not quite as smooth as Doom 64), while the now-customary N64 mip- 
mapping gives the wall and ceiling textures a nice ‘solid’ feel. The level design, item place¬ 
ment, monster animation (slightly better than Doom 64), and weapon balance are all iden¬ 
tical to the PC—right down 
to the inclusion of the Dark 
Servant power-up that was¬ 
n’t in the PS or Saturn ver¬ 
sion. The sound effects are 
also excellent, high quality 
and entirely appropriate. 

However, there are some 
serious thorns on the Hexen 
64 rose. Firstly, the game 
loads. Not badly, but 
around 10 seconds every 
time you change level. 
Secondly, the music just 
plain sucks. Software 
Creations has attempted to 
reproduce the PC Redbook 
audio tunes on the N64 with 
absolutely no success what- 

ZOOM OR SMOOTH? 

I-IKF /><)<>A! 64. HEXEN 64 : 

USES N64 HARDWARE MIP- H| 
MAPPING TO ERADICATE THE BLOCKY PIXELS ON ENEMY 
SPRITES WHEN THEY SCALE TOO CLOSE BUT THIS GIVES 
THE APPEARANCE OE THE ENEMIES BEING OUT OF 
FOCUS' WHICH TO SOME IS MORE DISTRACTING THAN 
THE PIXELS HEXEN 64 GIVES YOU THE OPTION TO 
TURN OFF THE MIP-MAPPING AND GO WITH THE ORIG¬ 
INAL PC SPRITES SHOULD YOU SO WISH COOIJ 

REVIEW 
32 

IPUBLISHEB - 6T IBITERflCfitfn DIFFICULTY ADJUSTABLE" 

[FORMAT CARTRIDGE I (AVAILABLE • JUNE *97~ 

C 
KNIGHTMARE 
Hexen is, was and 
always will be a 
great corridor game. 
So bite me. £ 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



DEATH MATCH!!! 

HEXEN M IS THE FIRST 1 

HOME CORRIDOft CAME EVER eSzEE^SiLEBHEH I 
TO FEATURE FOUR-PLAYER SIMULTANEOUS SPLIT-SCREEN I 

DEATHMATCHI YOU CAN FIGHT ON ANY LEVEL YOU WANT 1 
WITH OR WITHOUT MONSTERS. UNFORTUNATELY. IN 1 

DEATHMATCH MODE THE GAME TAKES A DROP IN DETAIL I 

AND THINGS GET A LOT DARKER (YOUR FIELD OF VISION IS | 

REDUCED) IN ORDER TO KEEP UP THE SPEED. ON A BIG TV . 
ITS GOOD FUN. BUT IT'S NOTHING LIKE PLAYING ON A PC 1 
NETWORK STILL IT'S A LOT CHEAPER THAN FOUR PCS j 
AND WITH TWO PLAYERS IT'S REALLY NOT THAT BAD AT J 
ALL EVEN IF YOU CAN SEE WHERE YOU OPPONENT IS! i 
HEXEN 64 IS DEATHMATCH FOR THE MASSES. HURRAH! 

soever. Doom 64-style ambient environmental sounds would have been infinitely better, 

the game comes with only two pre-set button configurations: one for the analog stick an 

the d-pad. The d-pad set up isn’t bad, but the analog set-up is truly horrible! The Z 

’strafe on’ (you can’t turn and ^■ 
strafe at the same time) making it 

impossible to circle an enemy! ■ ^ 110mABSlffljKtJ 

Doh! This renders analog control yt "" 

(one of the best things about Doom I 

64 and Turok) completely useless, m & 
and Software Creations is to be ^ 

given a good slap up side the head V ~ ^ «-r 

for committing such a cardinal sin. J W 

Despite this somewhat irritat- 

ing setback (better get used to SfJ * " " 

that d-pad!), the strength of 

Raven’s original game design still 
shines through. Hexen (and now 

Hexen 64) combines all the vio- 

lence and action of Doom with 

cunning puzzles, a non-linear 

level structure and your choice 

bL«&~ r.oria 



NOW THAT’S A DARK RIFT! 

;f KRONOS, MAKERS OF BOTH ETERNAL CHAMPIONS (FOR THE SEGA GENESIS 

!■ AND CD) AND CRITICOM (FOR THE SATURN AND PLAYSTATION), HAS CRAFT" 

^^*fcassR^aaaat| ED THEIR FIRST N64 GAME AND SURPRISINGLY, IT’S A FIGHTER. WHY AM I 

used? Well, because thus far they’ve not had much success in this hardest of 

genres, while Eternal Champions was a decent Genesis game, it had some major 
=.. AND AS FOR CRITICOM, WELL, LET’S JUST SAY IT WAS LESS THAN SPECTACULAR. SO WIT 

Rift l wasn’t expecting much and therefore, was quite surprised. The game actu- 

’LAYS REALLY WELL IN A SOUL BLADE MEETS MK SORT OF WAY, WITH A TEKKEN-ISH COMBO 

M SERVED UP ON THE SIDE. THE CHARACTERS HOWEVER, WHILE WELL DESIGNED, DO NOT 

E. STORM 
A solid polygon 
fighter, yes. 
But a testa¬ 
ment to 64-bit 
technology... 
uh...no. 

1# OF PLAYERS-1-2 



CM1n*sirf(t) 

APPEAR SUPERIOR TO, OR EVEN AS GOOD AS, THOSE FOUND IN SIMILAR 3D 

FARE FOR OTHER SYSTEMS (IN TERMS OF T'MAPPED POLYGONS) SUCH AS 

TEKKEN, TOBAL 1&2, STAR GLADIATORS, SOUL BLADE, FIGHTING VIPERS, 

ETC... SAD, CONSIDERING THE BGS ARE FLAT AND THIS IS 64-BIT HARD¬ 

WARE. SO WHAT WE’RE LEFT WITH IS A 32'BIT GAME IN A 64'BIT CASE. 

□ H, THE JOYS OF THE CARTRIDGE FORMAT! TO TAKE IT A STEP FURTHER, ON 

THE PS, WHERE POLYGON BGS COULD HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED ALONG WITH 

A WIDER ASSORTMENT OF CHARACTERS, DARK RlFT WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE 

AT HOME. GF COURSE IT WOULDN’T SELL NEARLY AS WELL, HENCE THE BID 

N on the box. Regardless, this may be the first case where 

Nintendo's hardware actually wdrked against the developers (if 

INDEED MORE MEMORY WOULD HAVE EQUATED TO POLYGON BG’S). BUT HEY, 

XSS PLAYFIELDS ALLOW CLOSE HAND-TO-HAND DUELING AS WELL AS THE OPTION 
11) AVOID ATTACKS BY RETREATING OR OUT-MANEUVERING YOUR OPPONENT 

EVEN THE JUNKIEST N64 SOFTWARE IS SELLING IN DROVES 

(CRUIS’N CONTINUES TO PLAGUE TOP TEN CHARTS). WITH A 

USER BASE SO STARVED I’M LOOKING FOR REPRESENTATION 

from Sally struthers, I can’t blame Vic for choosing the 

N 6 4. ESPECIALLY AFTER SONY REJECTED DR SOME TIME AGO. 

ADVANCED HORIZONTAL COMBOS 

Zenmuron 

Aaron + ◄ «- + ◄ 
Demonica + ◄ + <4 A 
Eve + ▲ ► +A 
Gore ◄ ◄ +◄ ◄ + A A 
Morphix ◄ ◄◄A + ◄ + ◄ AB 
Nikki ◄ +Y + ▲ + A 
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If you tuned in last month you saw a smidge 
Human GP. Well, here it is in its US form a: 
F1PP. This is one of the finest FI si ms I’ve 

Tonic Trouble 
UBI • ACTION ■ SPRING 98 # 

Okay, picture this. Ed the extraterrestrial, on 
a jaunt through our solar system, accidentally | 
drops a can onto Earth, the contents of which Be¬ 
cause strange unnatural reactions all over the Kjfff 
planet (the nature of which we’re not sure yet). 
Anyway, some evil dude that goes by the han- 
die of Grogh the Hellish wants this can to help 

him take over the world, and it’s your job as Ed, solv 
QQ ing puzzles while avoiding enemy attacks and traps, 

to retrieve the can and save our humble green 
planet. Taking place within a “real-time, 3D 

i graphically stunning, cartoon-like environment,” 
Tonic Trouble looks awesome, but of course, 
time will tell. More as we get it... 

COM\NG SOON-. NINTENDO 64 

9 0 SEE 0 
g © fTTTTi ijp 
EfrO CTHT) Q 
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COMING SOON-. NINTENDO 6H 

j'QNAM ' 3D ACT/ADV JDUK= jMUKCL/J * COfirtJDOfi 
>' it or not, Gastleyaniais goin’ 3D. Honestly, after the 
PS game I can’t blame KCET as 2D of that magnitude 
lid be hard to top on the cart format. These dev. shots 
hyper early and are only meant to whet our appetites, 
bourse the finished graphics will be much smoother etc 

Duke 64. Next month 
a playable will be ours 
so expect eye bleeding 
coverage from 
Knightmare, corridor 
hound extraordinaire. 

MIDWAY • FIGHTING • TBA 
From Midway, via Atari games, comes Mace. 
Drawing from the power of the voodoo graphics 
chip (used first in San Francisco Rush) this newly 
released arcade fighter will be a challenge to port 
onto the N64. Mace plays similar to Soul Blade in 
that it’s weapon based and displays like a million 
polygons. Rush is coming too, by the way. Let’s 
hope the N64 is up to the task at hand. Actual 
shots (these are coin-op) should be coming soon. 

pH Y Y v 
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E. STORM 
Sega’s seeing 
blue again 
and all at 
once things 
are beginning 

SEGA SATURN 

the Saturn’s true 3D power is actu 
ally the beginnings of Yuji Naka’s 
new 3D Sonic game which will 
debut at the upcoming E3. 
However, as awesome as Janfs 
3D is, Sega tells us the actual 
game in progress looks even 
better! If this is true, Saturn 
owners will be enjoying a vast 
3D Sonic game a la SM64 and 
Tomb Raider, from the master 
himself, before the year’s out! 

The games: Sonic 1. 2. 3 <Sf 

GAME 

1ST- EPS 
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P 
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Even though I haven't Kar < w x - !f • 
played the Cyberbots coin-op 
that much, our resident 
Capcom expert(s) reliably 
inform me that this is an 
incredibly accurate conversion. Obviously certain details had to 
be compromised (the arcade was 300 Meg) but as far as we can 
tell, with the SNK RAM cartridge, Saturn Cyberbots retains prac¬ 
tically all of the animation frames of the arcade, both for the 
characters and backgrounds. Admittedly the speech samples are 
poor, but the FX and music are spot on, and the speech was 

game to satiate you - it's a 
veritable festival of hand 
drawn art! The mechs ani¬ 
mate with uncanny fluidity 
(even the throws eject spent 
cartridges), while the back¬ 
grounds are among the most 
detailed I've ever seen. 
Witness the Megalopolis 
where buildings crumble, 
civilians run for cover, heli¬ 
copters circle the action and 

DESTRUCTION INFLICTED 

HimNICM m MACHINES! 
i£wt$ 

Reptos 
ElGHTAIIftJG 

JACKAL 

70 Artwork ©Capcom 1994, 1995, 1997 All rights reserved, 
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jjAijjj CYCLONE 

BOOST BUTTON PRODUCES HIGH SPEED MOBILE WARFARE! 
FINISH ENEMIES WITH THE CYBER EX’ SUPER ATTACK! 

fire engines show up to put out the fires you 
started. Admittedly you need the RAM cart to 
fully appreciate all the finer details of the ani- 
mation (which effectively gives the Saturn a P . 
third more memory), but even without it the ^ 
game looks pretty good. 

But how does it play? Well, it's a Capcom 2D _ 
beat 'em up—how do you think it plays? It ~~ Jgj 
plays like SF2! Even though Capcom have ^ 
implemented a number of interesting gameplay fjjKcS 
features (like weapon attacks, a ‘dash’ button Bmp fiS 
that lets you hover in the air and the ability to 
rip your opponents weapon arm off), the basic mechanics 
are SF2 all the way. Anyone experienced with any of 
Capcom's other 2D fighters will find themselves on familiar 
territory. To be honest, with only three attack buttons 
(Light attack, heavy attack and Weapon) Cyberbots leans 
more towards the X-Men school of 'button bashing' game- 
play than the precision of SF2, but that's not necessarily a 

^ DO bad thing. There's still a great 
5] deal of depth and strategy in 

| ‘ ^ere, it's just easier to just 
. pick up and play than any of 

/// the SF series. 
At present, Cyberbots is 

slated for a fourth quarter 
£||/& release in the States. Lets 

hope that it has something to 
do with Sega getting the 
memory cart out here first. 

Games like Samurai Shodown 3, KOF '96, Metal Slug and 
now Cyberbots all demonstrate how, with the aid of a $20 
cartridge, the Saturn can be transformed into a 2D power¬ 
house without equal. Both Capcom and SNK will continue 
to support the cart (in Japan) and that can only mean more 
accurate conversions of all their future 2D coin-op ports. 
Saturn 2D has never looked so bright. K 

SEGA SATURN 

1 DEVELOPER CAPCOM 

I DIFFICULTY-M00ERAfr~1 

MACHINE SELECT 

Cyberbots contains a \ 
massive 17 characters: 12 ftgti V ^ fgl 
regular botsr 3 sub-boss- FC,g 
es, a main boss and a hid¬ 
den character. The regular bots are divided up into four 5[[[QJ 
classes: Blodia (standard type), Reptos (high speed), ........ 
Guildin (high-output), and Fordy (high mobility). All IjLMhoto. 
four of the robots in each class have the same upper 
body, albeit with different weapons 
and attacks. 

KNIGHTMARE 
I love my RAM 
cartridge! 

killer b^e FZ-900J TARANTULA 
FZ-100 FORDY 

m
m
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■pOLV&ONAl ?E*IIS» SEGA SATURN It’s about time! Pandemonium is finally being released for the 
Saturn, months and months after the PS version. It may 
be a little late, but Crystal Dynamics’ cool 2.5D plat- 

former has made a truly stunning translation. Quick 
story break: Nikki is an apprentice practicing spells 
with her buddy Fargus the jester. She goes overboard 
with a strange incantation, and the realm is swallowed by 
a giant demon. Time to set things straight again! W 

First things first, let me explain the “stunning” part. The graphics, while 
not an enormous task for the Saturn, are amazing. Pseudo-transparencies, 
ridiculously effective light-sourcing, and a fantastic frame rate simply 
astonish. If you thought the PS effects were impossible to replicate on the 
Saturn, well, you thought wrong. 

Secondly, the joy that is the Saturn pad (preferably the Japanese pad!) 
transforms platforming into a perfect experience. Honestly, the control is 
identical to the PS version, including the slightly irritating double-jump (you 
must press jump again at the exact peak of the first jump), but, per usual, 
the Saturn pad provides platforming excellence. 

O.K., enough of the side by side comparisons, let’s talk gameplay. 
Pandemoniumjs a 22 level platformer’s dream. Using the cartwheeling Fargus, 
or the double jumping (argh!) Nikki, you’ll be facing countless platform-ridden 
environments filled with slides, spikes, falling boulders, fireballs, and a huge 
assortment of enemies (ranging from strange man-beasts to giant spiders and 
dinosaurs). The level design is superb; you’re faced with a perfect balance of 
tough platforming over desert, cavernous, and forest levels, each filled with var¬ 
ious power-ups (like freezing and shrinking rays) and crazed end bosses. 

Well, I’m out of space, so I’ll tell you that 1) It’s a great conversion, and 2) 
Pandemonium is a really good game. Er...cool, enjoy! G 
72 

Check us out online at 

CREATURE COMFORTS! 
Nikki and Fargus can morph 
into many cool forms, includ¬ 
ing (see above) a ram-happy 
Rino, a high-jumping Frog, a 
flame-spitting dragon, and 

this...umm...sIou; turtle. RS. You 
morph into the turtle just in time 
for an insane platforming sec¬ 
tion littered with spinning saw 
blades...what a cruel joke! 

http://www.gamefan.com 

GLITCH 
2.5D platform 
ing joy on 
Saturn! 



InifflCULTY - ADVANCED 

GLITCH 
Heh, heh, (ire, heh, 

heh, BOOMi heh, 
heh, heh, cool... 

BMG’s Mass Destruction is an extremely solid game. 

Put aside the amazingly efficient 60 fps engine, and 

the ultra-polished environments, and Mass D still 

astounds with pinpoint control and excellent play- 

mechanics. Besides, this is the first cool tank game 

since Granada X, and it’s on the Saturn. 

Mass Destruction lives up to its name. Split up between 

five campaigns and a total of almost 20 hard-core mis¬ 

sions, you'll literally be blasting everything and any¬ 

body to bits. That’s right, almost the entire polygo¬ 

nal playfield can be shot, torched, or blown to tiny 

pieces. The firing control is smooth; you use the 

L and R buttons to rotate your turret, so you can 

move and fire simultaneously. Machine 

guns, flame throwers, grenade launchers, 

and missiles are all at your disposal, 

ready to rock buildings and enemies into 

a fiery death. You’ll be hard pressed to 

care about your mission when there’s 

so much to be victimized, but stick to 

it and you’ll see some very impres¬ 

sive level design. 

SEGA SATURN 

[PUBLISHER - BMG 

[FORMAT ■ CD 

I# HF PLAYERS 1 I 

IflUAILABlE - MAY 97 I 

DllfflOPFR NMS I 

Thankfully the missions aren’t 

strict to the point of detracting 

from the glory of mindless blast¬ 

ing. Actually, I enjoy the sub¬ 

stance, it’s kind of like Soviet 
Strike in a tank. The missions are 

comprised of your basic search- 

and-destroy (specific buildings 

and such), prevention (stopping 

military convoys, etc.), and tough 

battles with special groups of ene¬ 

mies. Fact is, the gameplay is 

designed in such a way that it 

keeps you busy constantly, so 

wheather or not you give a rat’s ass 

about your “Mission” you’ll always 

be on a mission to kill. 

Australian developer NMS has put 

together a sound game, in all ways. Not 

only does Mass D peak at 60 frames per 

second, it stays that way, no matter how 

much destruction fills the screen. Lately 

very few developers have taken advantage of 

the Saturn hardware, so this is a fine achieve¬ 

ment. The sound is good too, with perfect 

weapon effects and cool shooter-style techno tunes 

Ultimately, this isn’t a major 

release, and you probably 

won’t see a review this 

fair anywhere else... 

Mass Destruction is 

a cool little shoot¬ 

er, period. G 

3 >QQQOOOP 1000 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 73 
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PlayStation, 

Mystery 
Word 
Grid 

You have the POWER, in this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the 
draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 
skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, 
but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles get a little harder. But this time it's all 
up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. 
With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win! 

Computer Contest. Win a blazing fast computer with 200 Mhz MMX 
Pentium, 24 meg. RAM, 4 Gig. HD, 8X CD-ROM, Windows 95, modem and more! 

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: 
Sony Playstation w/ ASCII control pads; Sega Saturn; Game Bov Pocket; and 
Nintendo 64! Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options 
include: 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! 

Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 60 inch monitor, 
130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!! 

We’re talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN! 
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words aoina across that spell 
out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue. 
In the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie¬ 
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you bv mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve 
each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the 
highest score possible score to Phase 1,43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32% 
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will 
split the value of the grand prize they are playing for. 

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTRY FEE: 
□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
□ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
PINCH.W PRESS.K BLAST.A WRECK.D 
BREAK.Z PUNCH.S SPRAY.C TURBO.V 
STOMP.T STAND.R PRESS.E DREAM....O 
CRUSH.I SCORE.H SLANT.L CHASE.P 

MYSTERY WORD CLUE: 

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YOU HAVE IT 

rKSP SEND CASH, M.O., OR CHECK TOs 
PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY AUG. 23RD, 1997 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only one entry per person. You must be under 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are 
ineligible. Judges decisions are final. If judges are in error the sponsor's liability is limited to entry fees paid. Not responsible 
for lost or delayed mail. Open to residents of the U.S. and Canada. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washington Ave. S., Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their 
respective companies who, along with this magazine, have no affiliation with this contest. © 1996 Pandemonium, Inc. 

■ PANDEMONIUM 

Now everyone 
who plays wins 

a free six 
month 

magazine 
subscription!! 
You can't lose! 



* accelerated connection times 
•one-touch keyboard functions 
* faster GIF Hie rendering 
'improved BG loading £ 
'frames now visible as links 
•screen updates without flicker 
•more efficient use of Saturn RAM 
•firajlRC support 
•outgoing mail retained if server fa 
•increased mail list compression 
•enhanced color capabilities 

THE SATURN GOES ON-LINE. 
by.- GX.XTCIT 

What is the NetLink? 
The Net Link is a modem peripheral 
designed exclusively for the Sega 
Saturn. Not unlike PC modems, the 
Net Link allows Internet access and 
many popular features, such as e- 
mail and chatting. It operates at a 
speedy 28.8 bps. enabling quick 
access to the World Wide Web and 
mail and downloading services. 
Is the Saturn/Net Link combo a viable 
interface? 
Yes and no. The Net Link’s first 
browser disc - version 2.0 - offered 
the most basic of services. It was 
fine for surfing the web and sending 
e-mail, but it offered very little in the 
way of extra features, and its speed 
was questionable (for example large 
image files loaded up slowly). As ’97 
rolled around. Sega's Net Link-only 
website. PlanetWeb’. began to list all 
Net Link compatible Newsgroups 
and Chatrooms. While this wasn't 
the improved browser Net Link users 
were hoping for. it did show Sega’s 
committment to the ’net capabilities 
of their peripheral. 

Finally, in April. Sega offered a free 
beta test version of their latest brows¬ 

er. downloadable through PlanetWeb. on CD (for a mere 20-25$). and if the 
Highly requested features, like IRC first disc was any indication, loading 
chat capabilities, frames, and even time will not be an issue, 
improved menus and headers, made What kind of peripherals does the 
their way into the new browser. Of Net Link support? 
course the new browser would have At this [Joint the Net Link supports 

the Sega Mouse and most PC com¬ 
patible keyboards Sega will also be 
offering their own keyboard, a com¬ 
pact. QWERTY design. The mouse 
connects directly to the Saturn while 
PC keyboards require a low-cost key¬ 
board adapter. An interesting note: 
In conjunction with the updated 
browsers, the keyboard may be used 
to move the on-screen pointer 
(arrow). It might also be incorporat¬ 
ed into future Net Link titles as a con¬ 
trol method. 
How much is the Net Link, what’s 
included, and where can you get it? 
The Net Link retails at around 
$199.99. and can be found at most 
electronic, game, and department 
stores. It includes the modem 
itself, registration information 
(including an optional free month 
of unlimited service with 
Concentric Network), and approxi¬ 
mately 25 feet of phone cable. 

been infinitely cooler if you didn’t 
have to download it into the Saturn’s 
RAM every single time you turn the 
system on... but when you're deal¬ 
ing with a little over 2 megs, that’s 
the price to pay. Thankfully the 
finalized browser will be available 

This is Net link City. It’s the 
first thing you see every 

O') time you turn on the Net 
Link. Check your mail, log 
onto the web. or explore the 
vast contents of the city. 

This is one of the basic fea¬ 
tures of the Net Link browser 
engine, the magnifier. Using 
the ’C’ key on the mouse, you 
can magnify images 2. 4 or 8 
times as large 

CWMiKSt»3S'BnU«W«£j!a 

Select a Tude Gram 
(clt» in*9» lotao tergci vrrscn) 

|hHp:/Vmw> excite.conwreiK 

O0E)i)El[2]0(3Q{i0aag The Excite search engine is 
immediately accessible 
through Net Link City. It's a 
very thorough search en¬ 
gine that can locate virtually 
anything you desire. 

Here we have one of the 
newer features of the Net 
Link browser: the Segagram. 
Simple images and text can 
be e-mailed to a friend any¬ 
time of day or night. 

Search The Web 

Ti? q w c i t v u ! j -o p i 

‘.?m a s d I o h fj 'k U r: 
twin [z x c v fb; fn mj . 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



..AND WHEN YOU’RE DONE SURFIN'IT PLAYS GAMES, X-BAND-STYLE! 

© 1 mat i \ m 
Dial Wait Setup 

■ 

DiobloPablo 
m3* 
Andp&n 

* You burn In the fires l begin world 
Back To Web Solo Play Return of hellllll domination by 

conquering you. 

Your Taunt appears with your Code None and 

Character when you challenge other players. 

Let your opponents know who's coming! Aim 

for clever and clean. 

EOT SHALL NOT EE STOPPED: 

®Typ» 1 •’ •• 3 - ’ •- •- ~ -: 1 

©Delete SIWM 

3 - 

©Space 

The Net Link uses X-Band 

technology, and as any game 

loads up, you’ll be lead into 

several X-Band set-up 

screens (see pics, left) 

where you can: (1) create a 

code name (2) create taunts 

(3) set up your dialing sys¬ 

tem (4) dial or wait for a 

call (5) practice the game as you wait for a call (cool!) or 

(6) dial direct or dial the Net Link Zone. 

Once in the Net Link Zone, you can access the 

“Lobby” area where you can check X-Band rankings, 

match up with players, organize tournaments, and enter 

IRC chat rooms to gloat, challenge, or simply chew the fat 

with other Net Linkers. You’ll never be missing a second 

player again (or a third, for that matter)! 
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• • •AVAILABLE GAMES• • • 
VIRTUAL ON SEGA RALLY 

While I can appreciate Sega I’ve just experienced a 

Rally to no end, Virtual On is week of hard-core Sega 

truly something special. Point Rally Net Link playing v.s. 

of fact: The entire premise of fellow editor Substance D. 

Virtual On revolves around Apart from building a 

direct 2 player head to head fierce grudge against 

combat. There’s no track to each other, we’ve had an 

!|§| 
worry about, no environmental hazards, and, optionally, no time 

limits. In other words, VO simply explodes over the Net Link. 

Finally approaching an arcade feel at home, you’ll be astounded 

by Virtual On’s non-stop 30 fps, zero lag-time, and perfect full 

screen two-player action. Additionally, Sega’s included a timed 

or Deathmatch option, arena select, and the ability to customize 

the color of your Virtualoid, from top to bottom. Virtual On is 

the most convincing testament of the Net Link’s power thus far. 

amazingly good time. ‘Rally plays like a dream. The laten¬ 

cy is virtually irrelevant, with absolutely no loss of detail or 

frame rate. In fact, except for a half-second ‘hiccup’, where 

the game simply stops dead (trust me, it’s 100% harmless), 

it’s difficult to tell you’re even playing through the Net 

Link. All the cars and tracks are immediately available, sans 

code, and the loading is extremely fast. Simply consider 

this: 2-player Sega Rally, full screen, 30 fps. Yes, heaven. 

•••COMING SOON*** DAYTONA USA CCE SATURN ^ BOMBERMAN 

Without Net Link, Bomberman will offer the same multi-tapped 10- 

player action as its Japanese brethren. Once Net Linked, however, up 

to four-players may play simultaneously, two on each end. This is a 

little disappointing, but its impact 

as a Net Link game should more 

than compensate. An interesting 

note: All 9 battlezones, 20 

power-ups, and 5 unique 

dinosaurs will be included, and 

multiple taunts triggered by the 

X, Y, and Z buttons, exclusive to 

the Net Link version. 

Although Daytona CCE’s not going to be ready ‘til October, 

it’s one of the most promising titles scheduled for the Net Link. 

The linked-up gameplay will be exactly like ‘Rally: Head to 

head, one on one, full screen. 

The graphics (specifically the 

frame rate) will be dramati¬ 

cally improved now that 

there’s only two cars on the 

track, not forty. And the 

latency, just like every Net 

Link game, will be an excel¬ 

lent 50 milliseconds or less. 

http://www.gamefan.com Check us out online at 77 
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For those of us who have little 
patience for 3 hour baseball games, 
yet still yearn for the feel of a homerun 
yank, ASB ’98 is the game. Still has 
all of the major league names, great 
graphics and the whole nine yards, 
but it just moves along so much quick¬ 
er than the traditional snail-paced 
sim. A pure scorer’s game—forget 
the purist, this is action for lover’s of 
good old-fashioned game-play. A 
great game for 1 or 2 players. 

Istorical moments cannot go unac- 
>dged. You know how I proclaim Tiger 
as “The Man”—well, he appears to he 
nore than that. TW is making history 
lis most recent domination of the 
s, making him, as his father so elo- 
T put it, “The Chosen One.” No argu- 
Lere. At SI, Eldrick “Tiger” Woods has 

89958 WW 

I like the effort, but this one’s just 
not for me. Why you ask? Simply 
because I may be the single, 
largest opponent of metered style 
action, which GrandSlam is relying 
heavily upon for user appeal. 
Overall load time for EVERYTHING 
gets old quick. GSB has its 
moments, but overall isn’t any¬ 
thing to write home about. 
GrandSlam goes down swinging. 

GrandSlam Baseball 

Virgin 

You gotta be kidding me. The Chosen One knows that the path 
has been paved by guys like Lee Elder and Jackie Robinson, 
guys who broke the color lines and integrated sports for the 
first time, and he is grateful. He is not surprised by what he 
has accomplished thus far, he always knew he would. You 
want a symbol of Tiger’s effect on golf? How about over 
50,000 TVs tuned into the Masters Tourney, the most ever for 
a golf event. Just another Nike commercial, just another GQ 
cover, just another Masters. Well done. 

Anyone see the De La Hoya vs. Whittaker fight? I was on 
the road, but from what I’ve been told and have read, that was 
a blessing in disguise. The fight was described with such 
words as “annoying,” “boring” and “weak.” Well... good thing 
we’ve got Tyson vs. Holyfield II right on the horizon... 

The only question in hockey seems to be how far the 
Avalanche will go. Taking a look at Roy’s past performances 
in the playoffs, it looks like a one-way ticket to Stanley 

If I had to choose one baseball game for 
my library, I would have to go with TP 
’98. This game looks and plays so good, 
I couldn’t consider another. You could 
literally mistake this commentary team 
as a live broadcast, and a chimpanzee 
like me can actually learn something 
about baseball by their observations. 
This game is stacked from the detailed 
graphics to the actual ball-park sound 
effects, from the numerous options to 
the diversified stat categories. The 
Cadillac of baseball games. 

Triple Play '98 
Electronic Arts 

ipdom... Pittsburgh’s on their way out, and it could be a 
de good-bye to Lemieux... Jersey could surprise... 
With an injury-depleted Bulls team in the East, Miami looks 
:e the real beast in the East... What a match-up it would bel 

NBA ACTION 98 Action 1 

lere’s the first look at 
I what appears to be 
1 one of the best b-bali 
*es to hit the Saturn. 
ia has done a fantastic 
with the graphics as 

, can see. and game 
V looked enticing. Wei 

you have any future questions regarding anything in the 
world of sports video games, don’t hesitate to spill it. And if 
sports games are your thing, and I’m sure it is, otherwise you 
wouldn’t he reading this, make sure to check out our new 
quarterly GSN, GamePan Sports Network, hitting the shelves 
in June! GSN will be packed with in-depth sports game 
reviews, behind-the-scenes looks, codes, strategy, feature arti¬ 
cles with sports celebrity gamers, fantasy sports tips, the lat¬ 
est trends in sports cards, draft reports from the NFL and 
NBA, and everything else fresh and insightful in the world of 
sports, video games and PCs. 

Joe Kidd can be reached for questions or comments at: 
rlee@metropolismedia.com 



NHL POWERPLAY 98 

•cover? No way uaDy. 
■ by releasing the latest 

jteHr 
course, what 

■stat-tracKing or creating 

’ hit the ice! 

do you mean tne 
keeping the steak 
Sr V series 

ackers and °,ct°B^|( 
i. with upgrade ■ 
motion captured anin 
Sseasoeelaybe- 

trading players. 

LEGENDS FOOTBALL 98 QUARTERBACK CLUB '98 

What do you get when you com¬ 
bine bone crushing modern 
day football, with 3 legendary 

eras of lace-up pigskin? You get 
Legends ’98, a game built for the ’90s 
that transcends through history. In 
addition to over 1100 licensed 
NFL/NFLPA players of today, you can 
also choose from teams available in 
’32, ’50 and ’68! What a cool idea! 
Don’t let this antiquated approach fool 
you though, Legends is complete with 
every modern day option like cus¬ 
tomized play books and stat-tracking, 
career modes and multi-player action. 
Can’t wait to see this one play! 

t look’s like it’s the start of some¬ 
thing beautiful, as Acclaim busts 
through the hole and releases 

the first football game for the N64! 
Imagine over 400 polygons per 
player, 3D rendered stadiums, 
personalized play scripting, sea¬ 
son-long statistical tracking in 9 
different categories, over 1500 
players on all 30 NFL teams, a 
Fantasy League mode where you 
draft your own team, and Mr. MVP 
Brett Favre as the playmaker! 
Strap on the chin straps! 

Wallace, John Andretti and the rest of 
the lot. These drivers’ participation 
in the game has created revolutionary 
AI, 3 different racing environments, 
pinpoint control, and 

unmatched physics. Each car has 24 
independent textures, for crisp visual 
detail. This may he the most powerful 
racing game to hit the circuit yet. 

Stay tuned. 

October marks the release date of Sega's highly anticipated 
Worldwide Soccer '98. Featuring Cobi Jones of the U.S. National 
team. WS '98 goes even more global by including both Spanish 

and French Premier League plav^|^tacWng in over 30 categories 

keeps the purist satisfied, advanced goalie AI. 
increased difficulty levels, and overall smoother gameplay. 3 new stadi¬ 
ums have been added to the repertoire, as well as instant replays, play- 
by-play announcing and color commentary. Well have more soon! 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

Gentlemen start your engines! 
Coming this September is the 
latest racing machine from EA, 

NASCAR ’98. We’re talking 24 of the 
field’s top drivers like Jeff Gordon, 
ferry Labonte, Ricky Craven, Rusty 

GOAL LINE STAND! 
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WORLD SERIES BASEBALL ’98 SEGA 

Just in time for spring fever, World Series 
'98 hits the batter's box. This arcade-style 
trend-setter is back, with new interleague 
play, MLB licensing on all 1997 schedules, 
teams and rosters. Select from any of the 
30 ballparks including the Tropicana Dome, 
Bank One Ballpark, as well as the newly 
constructed Oakland Coliseum and Turner 
Field. Look to WS 98 for the best in signa¬ 
ture stances, swings and pitches. Sega’s 
looking to take this one deep! 

HARDBALL 6 Accolade 
The highly acclaimed Hardball series 
releases its latest 3D rendition with 
newly-implemented MLB and MLBPA 
licenses, a variety of player swings, bat¬ 
ting stances and player size, an 
improved statistical model, create play¬ 
er, and modern as well as old-time sta¬ 
diums. Other features include improved 
Al on trades, a Draft Mode, player 
awards at season’s end, consecutive 
season play and career stat-tracking. 

<*, v * A rp % 
mu < 

Select from one of 28 MLB teams in exhibi¬ 
tion or season play. MLB 98 was created 
on an entirely 3D engine, capturing all 
polygonal players and real time rendering 
for a more realistic baseball experience. 
Sony went after a faster paced game, with¬ 
out losing the strategy involved. 5 unique 
camera options cover the action, and you 
can be sure tracking your statistics over the 
season will be included as well. This July 
release will be available exclusively on 
Sony’s PlayStation platform. 

/ Konami 
f "T"he early stages of this Konami 

j title are extremely promising. 
I The players’ animations are 

J some of the best I’ve seen, as bat¬ 
ters even display their signature 
stances and swings. My first impres¬ 
sion leads me to call this game the In 
the Zone 2 of baseball. The reason 
I’ve come to this conclusion is due to 

■riF the classic rotating camera found in 
4^; Zone, which gives you plenty of 

quality close-ups, and a break from 
the traditional way of viewing the 
game. In addition, similarities are 

- drawn in that this definitely is no sim, 
but rather a faster paced, arcade- 
style game along the lines of All Star 

and World Series Baseball. It 1^- 
appears Al will take a backseat to 
overall gameplay and graphics, 
which seems to be the start of a 
trend—moving toward appealing to 
more gamers rather than baseball 
enthusiasts. There are two options 
that set this game apart from the 
rest: Scenario mode, placing you in 
key moments of historical games, 
and the Practice mode, primarily 
found in Japanese made games, __ 
where you can develop your 
Pitching, Batting, Base Running, 
Offense and Defense. We’ll let you 
know if Bottom of the 9th ’97 lives j 
up to all of its high expectations. 



On a weekly basis, sports fans clamor 
to ask me, “Just what is the best base¬ 
ball game out there?” While this J \ 

used to be a question I cringed at answering, 
similar to being asked, ‘‘Who did you vote 
for?”, I can now say we’ve got a legitimate £ fi 
candidate to cast the ballot toward. Triple 1 M / j 
Play VS will get you oul of your satiated ■ ^ r 
seats, and drive you straight to the ballpark, j L 

Why is this game better than any other J J 
baseball game? Because TP '98 is complete yr 
in every aspect, it unleashes a flurry of 
attractions that stimulates all audio-visual game-play¬ 
ing senses. Graphically, TP ’98 uses an advanced real- 

time 3-D game engine. 
The players, all of 

S which are actual, are 
5 Motion Captured and 

“•"'S polygonal, and come 
-3-5 complete with their sig- 

J nature stances, swings 
4 and pitches. The play- 

-"'y ers’ names on their jer- 
N seys (home, away and 

t alternate) are clearer 

^ of the features and options 
include 1997 team rosters, inter-league play and trades, 
create player options, 6 different play modes, enhanced 
AI and baseball team strategy, pat-tracking with 3 times 
more stats, on-thc-fly camera switching and baseball triv¬ 
ia while the game is loading! With 2 out of 3 categories 
covered in graphics and options, it is nearly a lock, but 
the game only gets better with the most important feature 
of all: gameplay. The play is calculated with precision 
timing and control is tight. Batting is facilitated by a float¬ 
ing cursor that follows the path of the ball, leaving it up to 
you to examine the 
route and determine 
the timing of the / 
pitch, factually had f * , ^ 'J 
a fair amount of sue- ^ ^ 
cess in hitting, just 
enough to keep me Mg- < 
out of the frustra- > is* I 

ii»vy«£mu* 

| PlayStation 

Ground lovet Cam 

mm 

than ever bclore, making their 
resemblance that much more 
unmistakable. Truly amazing FMV stadium 
introductions and fly-bys of all 30 MLB stadiums, with 
actual stadium cheers, chants and national anthems. 
The audio environment is enhanced by intelligible 
yells from the crowd particular to the teams on the 
field, deep synthesized drumbeats, and authentic 
umpire calls. In TP ’98, we are introduced to the first 
2 Man Booth, Play by Play and Color Commentary, 
that is not only animated but, intelligent, thought pro¬ 
voking, informative and on time. 

JOE KIDD 
Like Iverson’s 
name... 
The answer. 
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Check us out online at - 
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r* aseball games are hitting the shelves everywhere these days, and right now Virgin is at bat 
v^with GRAND SLAM. Every once in awhile, when certain games run into patterns of redundan- 

r cy, others try to separate themselves from the pack by doing something different. With GS, 
Virgin re-invents the wheel in quite a few ways, but when you change things in such a dramatic way you can 
either come out smelling like a rose or end up falling way behind. 

Batting in GS includes the marriage of metered power hitting with cursored aiming. Now, I'm no believ¬ 
er in divorce, but I found the challenge of watching the power meter reach its peak while simultaneously 
trying to align the ball with the cursor a near impossibility. Of course, I’m notorious for being a below 
average batter to begin with, but one thing that just doesn’t make sense is this: The meter takes a second 
to reach its maximum; conversely, you have to anticipate whether or not the pitch is going to be a ball or a 
strike. In no baseball game is the time between the pitch and the hit ever more than about 2 seconds, so 
in order to get full power on the hit, you almost have to assume you’re going to swing at every ball! I didn’t 
see any other way around it, and others seemed to have just as much difficulty as I did. Pitching unveils a 
completely different system as well, which is also meter-based. While the batting is the vertical meter (i.e. 
football kickoffs), the pitching is pendulum-based, like you find in most golf games. I’ve never been a fan of 
the 1-2-3 swing-o-meter, and kind of feel like the only thing it adds is frustration. 

In theory the meter system is great and I can appreciate what GS is trying to do by incorporating more 
of the user’s skill rather than just selecting a pitch and pushing a button —- like most other baseball game. 
But for me at least the concept is impractical for pitching, since a metered system doesn’t translate into 
any kind of real, applicable baseball talent — just a game within a game. Fielding? Well, the timing is all 
off. In most circumstances, no matter how big a jump you get on the ball, there is no way to catch the darn 
thing. I mean the ball drops into the outfield so quickly you couldn’t reach it no matter how good your 
anticipation was! OK, I’m a terrible outfielder as well, but in all seriousness, I don’t think it’s as much a 
matter of skill as programming. However, you do have the option of shifting your infield and outfield to 

f ' HINNY lOt <0H 

T02BJL5i— 
"[jfuutHi srftP 

HHts rnsifnuis 
ghovno unu niw 

various positions and I’m sure this could help the matter somewhat. Alas, we do have the Practice Mode 
where you can work the bugs out of your batting, pitching and fielding too. Apparently I haven’t spent 

_ enough time in this mode, but I know that I will have to invest quite a few hours before I’ll ever be able t< 
31 lay the wood on the ball. » Graphically speaking, I was impressed to see different stances, swings and waggle - even a batter 

blow a bubble from time to time. Different players also have different sizes which is great — Mark 
| McGwire is a monster! The stadium graphics are a bit rough, nothing to get excited about, and unfoi 
t tunately the commentary is repetitious and often untimely — definitely not on the fly. GS includes a 

28 stadiums though, over 800 Major League (MLBPA) players, a Home Run Derby,Trades, StatTrackii 
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JOE KIDD G 
AND IT’S A 
POP FLY TO 
CENTER- 
FIELD... ^ 
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JOE KIDD 
It’s all about 
red hots... 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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•JAPAN NOW SPECIAL REPORT* PART 1 

TOKYOGAMESHOW 
ONLY GAMEFAN CAN DELIVER THE LATEST AND HOTTEST NEWS FROM JAPAN, AND THIS IN-DEPTH 
REPORT ON THE TOKYO GAME SHOW, THE BIGGEST SOFTWARE EVENT THIS YEAR, IS NO EXCEPTION. 
GAMEFAN GOT A GLIMPSE OF THIS YEAR'S POTENTIAL BLOCKBUSTERS AND NOW IT'S YOUR CHANCE... From April 4th to April 6th, The 

Computer Entertainment Software 
Association (CESA) once again 

hosted Japan’s largest exhibition of com¬ 
puter games, the Tokyo Game Show. This 
twice-a-year event has replaced the Tokyo 
Toy Show as the place to go for being the 
first to play all the latest games, and to 
find out about the new releases. 

This mammoth event was held at 
Japan’s largest exhibition center, the 
Tokyo International Exhibition Hall 
(known as the “Tokyo Big Site”), which 
has been built on land reclaimed from 
Tokyo Bay. Just 30 minutes away from 
the center of Tokyo via the high-tech 
“Yurikamome” train, it’s a lot more acces¬ 
sible than the Makuhari Messe, where all 
the arcade shows are held. Because of 
this, the attendance rate was much larger 
than normal. The high attendance was 
helped by the fact that this is one of the 

EXPECTANT JAPANESE GAMERS LINE UP IN THE 

POURING RAIN TO CATCH THEIR FIRST LOOK AT 

THE NEXT WAVE OF VIDEO GAMING JOY! 

few shows that is specifically held for the 
general public, and the not game indus¬ 
try—so every day was jam packed with 
thousands of screaming kids! 

This year there were 104 companies 
(up from last year’s 87), packing into a 
combined 1,200 booths, exhibiting over 

500 titles both new and old. Even though 
it rained all three days of the show, 
120,000 gamers decided to brave the 
inclement weather and wait in line for 
hours (some without umbrellas), to make 
it the most successful game show ever. 

CESA was founded by companies 
associated with the computer game 
industry in order to handle the maturing 
software entertainment industry. The 
focus is to undertake both investigation 
and research into computer entertain¬ 
ment software and publicity through exhi¬ 
bitions and seminars. Through this, the 
CESA hopes to contribute to the whole¬ 
some development of the software indus¬ 
try, not just in Japan but worldwide. 

Besides all the usual stage events, talk 
shows and competitions that were held at 
each company’s booth, there were also a 
number of special events that were held 
on each day of the Tokyo Game Show. 

♦ TOKYOGAMESHOW • CAPCOM 
SUPER ADVENTURE ROCKMAN • BIO HAZARD • BIOHAZARD 2 • BREATH OF FIRE III 

CAPCOMFOCUS • BREATH OF FIRE III 

Although Capcom had plenty of 
great games lined up at the 
show, one character in particu¬ 

lar was grabbing all of the limelight. In 
celebration of RockMaris 10th anniver¬ 
sary, Capcom’s booth was designed 
around the theme of the history of 
RockMan, with games both new and 
old featured at the show. In addition, 
there was a special RockMan goods 
display, a history of RockMan video 

show, and even RockMan himself 
appeared on stage! 

As well as the now-familiar Rock¬ 
Man X4 and Rockman Battle and 
Chase, Capcom unveiled yet anoth¬ 
er new title for our metallic hero. 
Super Adventure Rockman is an 
adventure game that combines high 
quality animation with game action. 
The 90 minutes of completely origi¬ 
nal animation spans three different 

adventure plots where you can bat¬ 
tle over 20 RockMan bosses 
(although not all at once). 

Since Capcom’s Bio Hazard press 
conference earlier this year, this was 
our first glimpse of how these games 
have been progressing. The Saturn 
version of Bio Hazard was finally in a 
playable condition, being around 
50% complete. While it’s still too 
early to know what new features will 

make it into the Saturn version, the 
graphics engine, though not as good 
as the PS version, was still very well 
done. Biohazard 2 looked, for the 
most part, unchanged since its last 
showing. As only a video was run¬ 
ning, Capcom wasn’t giving anyone 
the opportunity to play it. They did 
highlight some of the main features 
of the game, however, and it was a 
decent showcase if nothing else. 

•BIOHAZARD 2 

Capcom, a name synonymous with 
great fighting and action titles, really 
isn’t known for RPGs. Yet, one of the 
more popular RPG series introduced 
in the US by Square had Capcom ori¬ 
gins, and it’s making its first appear¬ 
ance on a 32-bit console. 

All the information we have on 

Breath of Fire III is still very early. The 
storyline begins with the uncovering of 
a dragon’s egg in a cave, which quick¬ 
ly hatches. When the miners try to 
move the baby dragon, the cage 
breaks and the animal falls into a for¬ 
est. A short time later, a small naked 
baby with blue hair is found in the 

same forest by two woodland brothers, 
and is taken under their care. This 
character with blue hair (which we 
could conceivably guess is the baby 
dragon), just as in every Breath of 
Fire, is named Ryu. 

BoF3 comes with spectacular tex¬ 
ture mapped 3D polygons, which can 

be rotated in real time with a dynamic 
view-point camera. BoF3 is unique not 
only in this “Pseudo-3D engine,’* but in 
its “No Interruption Battle System.” 
Instead of having some psychedelic 
effect appear before each fight, BoF3 
has the enemies just swoop into what¬ 
ever screen you’re on. 

86 
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FRONT MISSION ALTERNATIVE • FINAL FANTASY TACTICS • SAGA FRONTIER • BUSHIDO BLADE • TOBAL 2 Having the stage area 
half the size of their 
entire booth resulted in 

a fairly chaotic scene both in 
front of and inside Square’s 
booth, as there were obviously 
far too many people there for 
Square to cope with. 
(Considering the success and 
popularity of their games one 
would have hoped that they 
could have afforded a bigger 
booth by now.) The queues for 
each game proceeded to 
stretch in all directions until one 
couldn’t be sure just exactly 

es themselves. 
Their were six games on play 

at the show; Bushido Blade, FF 
IV, Tobal 2, which are all cur¬ 
rently released, and the 
upcoming titles FF Tactics and 
Saga Frontier (which are still 
under development). The final 
game on display was Power 
Stakes, which was kept dis¬ 
tinctly out of the way and was¬ 
n’t really featured at all. A sev¬ 
enth title, a rather undistin¬ 
guished Derby Stallion look-a¬ 
like, will be the first game on 
the Agues label. 

which game you were in line events. In particular, Bun Bun 
for. This was a result of having Maru and Shinjuku Jackie, two 
to play four different games in of Japan’s gaming elite, were 
order to get a special present, on hand for the event. They 

Throughout the day, the main hung out to give advice and 
stage was dominated by tactics on how to play Tobal 2, 
Bushido Blade and Tobal 2 as well as fighting a few match- 

SQUAREFOCUS • FRONT MISSION ALTERNATIVE CESA GAME AWARDS 
For the months leading up to the Tokyo 

Game Show, most of the mainstream com¬ 

puter game magazines ran special fea¬ 

tures on this event. Included was a voting 

form, so that readers could choose their 

nominations for each award category. The 

results represent the best game software 

produced and sold in Japan. Just like the 

movies, all the top game producers in 

Japan were seated around tables in front 

of the main stage, awaiting the results. 

When the results were announced, the 

winner walked up on stage and collected 

his award. As you might expect, on the 

next day all the winners had their awards 

sitting at the front of their booth so that 

everyone could see them. 
The results are as follows (note that 

while the Sega Saturn cleans up in the 

game development awards, they have little 

success in the game category awards): 

Front Mission: Alternative is a 
real-time war simulation game 
set on the continent of African. 

Taking place at some point in the 
future, technology has advanced to a 
point where robot battle mechs have 
become a reality. Set slightly before 
the previous two Front Mission games, 
FMA has you control mechs called 
WAW’s, as opposed to the previously 
used “Vancer” robots. There are two 
types of WAW: a robo WAW and a tank 
WAW. Unlike the Vancer, you can’t 
change arm or leg parts with a WAW, 
although you can mount different 
weaponry on parts of your body. 

The game is made up of over 30 
missions, and in each mission you 
must correctly equip your WAW and 
check the mission zone and situation in 
that area. For example, in a case 
where you are required to capture an 
enemy installation, you first check the 
world map to find its location. Then, 
you zoom in to the local map, which 
uses a 3D topographical display to 
show relief, and marks all installations 
and major constructions. You can 
reach the target by either using the 
WAW tank or a special large size heli¬ 
copter, which can carry your robo 
WAW directly to the operation zone. 

Although most of shots revealed by 
Square show a rather barren desert, 
there is actually a wide variety of ter¬ 
rains. As the stage is Africa, not only 
must you act out campaigns in the 
desert, but also in jungles, swamps, 

beaches, desolate rock 
plains, cities and even a bay 
dock. Depending on the ter¬ 
rain and territory, the combat 
conditions will be different, so 
you’ll need to both equip your 
WAW appropriately and consider your 
deployment strategies carefully, in 
order to operate effectively. 

Not only can you destroy the ene¬ 
mies’ crafts and various buildings, but 
a wide variety of other objects as well. 
Even while casually walking down an 
empty street, you can open fire on the 
cars that lie abandoned to the side of 
road and send them bursting into 
flames. If they’re close to a cliff edge, 
the force of the explosion can send 
them rolling over the side. 

In the previous versions, you were 
able to alter all manner of your mech’s 
parts. In FMA, however, this system 
has been simplified. As a regular 
member of the army, you receive all 
your WAW equipment and weapons 
from them. The better you perform in 
your missions (i.e. the higher your suc¬ 
cess rating), the better the quality of 
weapons and equipment you receive 

FRONT MISSION ALTERNATIVE 

will be. A special set-up screen allows 
you to configure the weapon setup for 
each WAW individually, where you can 
allocate different weapons to various 
parts of your body. For those who 
don’t want to bother with this, there is 
an auto-setup mode available as well. 

Your WAW are equipped with a vari¬ 
ety of weaponry. For example, one of 
the robo WAW “back position” 
weapons is the rocket launcher. As the 
launcher normally faces upwards, 
you’ll need to alter your WAW’s stance 
to fire it. By moving your legs apart, 
and lowering your arms, the launcher 
on your back rises upwards to face for¬ 
wards, enabling you to fire. This takes 
some time to do, so in intense battle 
situations you may consider putting the 
other WAW into supportive roles to 
cover the WAW using the rocket 
launcher. Needless to say, FMA 
requires quite a level of thought! 

Game Category Awards 
Puzzle: Puyo Puvo (Compile. PSX) 
Adventure: Bio Hazard (Capcom, PSX) 
Fighting: Tekken 2 (Namco, PSX) 
Education: Lifescape (Mediaquest, PSX) 
Compilation: Namco Museum Series (Namco, PSX) 
Action: Super Mario 64 (Nintendo, Nintendo 64) 
Racing: Mario Kart 64 (Nintendo. Nintendo 64) 
RPG: Super Famicom Dragon Quest III (Enix, SFC) 
Simulation: Derby Stallion 96 (ASCII, SFC) 
Board: Happy (Hudson, SFC) 
Sports: Decathelete (Sega, Saturn) 
Shooting: Virtua Cop 2 (Sega, Saturn) 

Game Development Awards 
Direction: Sakura Wars (Sega, Saturn) 
Programming: NiGHTS (Sega. Saturn) 
Graphics: NiGHTS (Sega, Saturn) 
Main Character Sakura Wars (Sega, Saturn) 
Sub Character: Sakura Wars (Sega, Saturn) 
Scenario: Bio Hazard (Capcom, PSX) 
Sound: Parappa the Rapper (SCE, PSX) 
New Concept: Parappa the Rapper {SCE, PSX) 



• TOKYOGAMESHOW • KONAMI 

^ nan 

METAL GEAR SOLID • GOEMON 5 • POITER'S POINT • CASTLEVANIA 3D • OTHER LIFE, AZURE DREAMS 

allotted, there were never those long of Konami’s newer titles, such as Amon 
endless lines to play any particular Pointer’s Point, Another Life Azure were Sa 
game (Square could take some World and Midnight Run 2. All of collectioi 
notes!). However, two areas of mad Konami’s N64 titles released up to now player ! 
panic were the Tokimeki Memorial were there, as well as the first playable Parodiui 
original goods shop and the line to get version of Goemon 5. The special other), F 
the free video of the Konami game show version allowed you to either (N64 poi 
lineup. These were probably the explore around in the typical normal Eleven 
longest of the lines at the show. mode or fight a 3D boss. Although Konar 

The most popular games at the having been in development for some ments: 
show, not surprisingly, were Tokimeki time, it is obvious that Konami is hav- RPG ba 
Memorial, both a puzzle game and an ing some difficulty with the 3D engine ters, and 
adventure game (they were the only for Goemon. Attempts to explore Sega J 
games at Konami’s booth which you areas off the beaten track would fre- Suikodei 
had to wait any length of time to play), quently confuse the game to the extent that it wi 
Although already released, Dracula X that the character would get “stuck" by before s< 
was very popular at the show. It was some poor collision detection, at which No plays 
actually played more often than some point the display would break up. for eithei 

In recent years, Konami’s strength 
has greatly increased both in the 
arcade and home console areas. 

At the AOU Expo, Konami showed a 
strong line up of games and demon¬ 
strated the power of their new Cobra 
board. At the Tokyo Game Show, 
Konami demonstrated that they have 
the know-how to develop games for all 
formats (something Capcom has yet to 
do) with a major line-up of games on 
the PS, SS and N64. They also 
announced several new games for 
Windows ’95. 

Konami’s booth was very well 
designed, having a nice, open feel to 
it. Making use of both the inside and 
outside of the area they had been 

KONAMIFOCUS • METAL GEAR SOLID • GAMEFAN GAME OF THE SHOW! Unlike other action games, 
where the objective is just to 
shoot as many enemies as 

you can before you die, Metal Gear 
Solid requires a lot more brain power 
and quick thinking. Rather than run¬ 
ning in with guns blazing, you’re bet¬ 
ter off using stealth and cunning like a 
ninja spy. Stealth ranges from sneak¬ 
ing up behind an enemy, to hiding 
inside some boxes as guards pass by. 
Konami has put a lot of time and 
thought into the stealth aspects of the 
game, and a smart gamer will make 
use of their work. Almost anything is 
possible! An empty truck makes a 
perfect hiding place when the alarm 
has been raised, and while crossing 
the overhead walkways, crawl along 
on your belly to avoid being seen. 

In order to maintain this level of 
stealth, you’ll need to effectively use 
the three types of views available: 
(1) Normal Mode: You can look 
around from any viewpoint. This 
view is useful for viewing areas hid¬ 
den from your character. By altering 
the viewpoint, you can discover 

unseen items or 
find guards hidden 
in the area. (2) 
Subject Mode: You 
can look at yourself 
from ground level 
and close up but 
you can’t change 
the camera’s view 
point, (this is the 
standard view cho¬ 
sen by the comput¬ 
er.) (3) Interlude 
Mode: You can see 

from the player’s perspective, and detail. Buildings and surroundings 
as you turn left and right the view- aren’t just background scenery: It has 
point changes accordingly. Useful all been designed for a specific pur- 
for close up examination of objects pose. An example of this would be an 
and other tasks. innocent-looking grill plate on a wall 

With these 3 modes you can not that can be removed to reveal an air 
only see front, behind, left, and right duct, through which you can crawl to 
but also above and below as well, reach other rooms. 

By utilizing these capabilities you’ll The weapons found in the game 
be able to select the best route can all be used, and they act like their 
through the locations where your real-life counterpart would. The 
missions take place. development team used military gun 

All the stages have been designed catalogs from America to help them in 
with an incredible level of realistic their research and in June they plan to 

go to America to actually fire some of 
them as well. One example of this 
realism is depicted in the grenades. 
Even after you’ve pulled the safety pin 
out of the grenade you can still keep 
moving about until you throw it. 
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• TOKYOOAMESHOW • SOFTWAREROUND-UP 
NAMCO • SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT • SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT • CLIMAX • WARP • UEP • ENIX • 

TOTAL TIME 

GHOST IN THE SHELL AND RUNABOUT. TWO HOT TITLES ON THE WAY FOR 

THE SONY PLAYSTATION THIS YEAR. EXPECT MORE DETAILS SOON. 

their shadow, your opponent gets 
bigger, and so does their shadow 
(making it easier to jump on their 
shadow again). Due to the terrain 
and light sourcing, the size of your 
shadow alters, and therein lies the 
strategy of the game: making sure 
that your shadow is as small as pos¬ 
sible while your opponent’s shadow 

remains large. 

much a game, but like Depth is really 
an amusing graphical front end to some 
music software. However, this time you 
can put your own music CD into the PS 

while it’s playing. 
After the amazing Kowloon's Gate 

booth at the PS Expo, Sony Music 
Entertainment was a little more down to 
earth for the Tokyo Game Show. Back at 

the expo, their new RPG, Lagunakyulu, 
was looking very good indeed. 

Lagunakyulu is constructed from 
fully texture mapped polygons so that 
all the items, characters and scenery 
can be rotated in real time to be seen 
from any direction. All this is done 
very smoothly, the character anima¬ 
tion was all motion captured, and 
there is a lot of detail on all the 
objects. One of the main features of 
Lagunakyulu is the Memory-card 
Battle System (MBS). The MBS lets 
you save your characters to the 
memory card so that you can take it 
to your friend’s machine and then 
download them onto his system. By 
doing this, you can swap characters 
and build up a stronger party. 

SME’s latest game is Dam Dam 
Stompland, a fighting game with a 
difference. Stompland is a strange 
place where jumping makes a sort of 
‘Dam!’ noise. Jumping is the key to 
this game, as only by jumping on 
your opponent’s shadow can you 
defeat them. Each time you jump on 

CREATOR'S CONFERENCE 
On the second day of the show, there 

were two talk shows by famous 

Japanese game creators. To emphasize 

the freedom of their point of view, no 

mention was made of the companies 

they worked for—they were there only as 

independent developers. 

The Future of Games: 
This show talked about what kind of 

games we may see in the future and how 

games are evolving. The creators of some 

of the most original and ground-breaking 

games were there: 

Eno (Warp): “I’m not going to make any 
more interactive movie games. I don't like 
sequels. ” 
Aquanaut creator (Aqua): “I’d like to make 
games where saving data was essential. 
That's why the 64DD is the most suitable. * 

Game Dreams 
The top creators in the game industry 

talked about the dreams they had for their 

games and the future of gaming in gener¬ 

al. This was the most talked about show 

in the Japanese press, especially con¬ 

cerning attendees Yu Suzuki (Virtua 
Fighter Series) and Shigeru Miyamoto 

(Mario). Yoshiki Okamoto (Street Fighter 

Series) and Kouichi Nakamura from Chun 

Soft were also present. 

AERO GAUGE FROM ASCII WAS A SURPRISE N64 RACING GAME ON SHOW 

FOR THE FIRST TIME. FULL REPORT IN THE NEXT ISSUE. 

Suzuki: “I don't want to do Virtua Fighter 

4 until I really feel like doing it. It proba¬ 

bly won't start for a year. I want to make 

something different from Virtua Fighter. I 

can’t announce anything now but we are 

planning one big project. 
Miyamoto: “We plan to release the 64DD 

in Autumn. By then we’ll have games 

that you’ll be able to play on it. The car¬ 

tridge version of Zelda is also scheduled 

for Autumn.” 

TOKYOGAMESHOW • PART 2 NEXT ISSUE, 
WE CONTINUE OUR REPORT WITH REVEALING LOOKS AT SEGA'S HOT NEW TITLES FOR THE SEGA SATURN. 
YUJI NAKA SPEAKS ABOUT , TEAM ANDROMEDA REVEALS AND GD NET UNVEILED... 

ft 

Check us'out online at http://www.gamefan.com 89 
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“connect-the-dots” combo mentality to the next level by giving you about 8/60 of a second to 
input each successive command correctly... thus hindering button-mashing flangemasters. 
Luckily, the game’s extensive training mode will show you exactly when to press the button, and 
you can even slow down the action to learn timing! The third obvious change in Tobal is the 
severe crippling of back dashes; if you dash back too much, you’ll stumble, and if you’re hit 
ONCE in a backdash you are left groggy, ready for a beating. I’ll reserve my opinions of these 
new features until next month, when I’ll review Tobal 2. 

Something I CAN comment on now is the graphics. They’re simply unbelievable. Tobal 2 
retains the high-res display and 60fps action of the original but adds gorgeous gouraud shading 
and much more texture-mapping. The trade-off is a fairly substantial loss of polygonal objects in 
the backgrounds, but it’s more than worth it. Tobal 2 has created a new standard to judge home 
system graphics by—if you saw this game in an arcade you’d be very impressed. 

Tobal 2s music is good, but very, very different from 
/\—. f* the original’s. Tobal No. Vs composer, Yasunori Mitsuda, 
I / QQ —- was not in charge of Tobal2— instead, a newcomer to 

Square named Takayuki Nakamura did the tunes. (One 
could speculate that Yasunori wasn’t available because 
he’s doing Chrono Trigger 2... please, let it be true!) 

Well, that’s about all I can tell you based on a very 
short time with the game, I’m running out of space, and 
I’ve only told you about a fraction of Tobal 2s hardcore 
new options! (72 has a mode in which you can change 
the character’s colors and save them to memory card... 
I’ve wanted this feature in a fighting game forever!) 
We’ll be back next issue with a review and a report on 
the three new characters: Chaco Yutani, Doctor V, and 
Mark, so come back next month! NR 
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PlayStation 

F€€L THE RAW POWER 
OF DOCTOR V S 5LJRGI 

CAL WAIKOO PHOTON 
AND FEI-PUSUS SHIPPU 

SkugekV 
fvilRYAKU 5HITEJ<UR0- 
/HdAMM YoiDGotta 

NICK ROX 
Square has way 
too much power. 

THE At t -NF.W-AN.D IMPROVED EPON 

DEI NO 
46/200 

fined to claustro]®t)b3^4^geons, you now have 
the freedom to roifei across a huge world* equip 
Molmoran stones that raise various attributes, 
buy items in shorn save your game, and^ofverse 
with townspeople. The Quest Mode is no longer a 
bonus feature... iihs an entire game in itself. 



mysterious being called Ra, who tells him that he is one 
of the Elna, a race that can enter dreams. The young 

^ man, named Alundra, soon realizes that he must take 
^ advantage of his power as a dream-walker and save the 

populace from their nightmares. 
Alundra heyi a strange gameplay balance—the action 

parts are fairly easy: you can carry an abundance of heal 
ing items and few of the bosses are difficult. The aspect 
of the game which earned it a difficulty rating of "porno' 
is the puzzles... this game's stocked with 
a never-ending supply of them. They 
range from riddles, to pin-point j K l 
jumps, to lever-pushing, to / / \ 
Adventures of Lolo-style push-the- // —- 
blocks... the list goes on and on. J . 
And, unfortunately, the import / U Y \ 5I ** 
version of Alundra is nearly //  A |cTlJ| 4 
impossible to beat if you're a // 
non-Japanese reader, due to the j 
vast amount of tasks that J\ 'hf* *r 
require knowledge of the lan- / / / \ V ^ 
guage: riddles, signs that tell // / \ \ \ 

^ you what to do next, and 1/ / T \\ " 

t's been a long time since 1 played a 
game like Alundraf So long, in fact, that I 
had forgotten how much fun a well- 

SS8 I designed, traditional action RPC was. 
Sure, we just recently had Thor/Legend of 

Oasis, but that game was WAY too heavy on 
aggravating, repetitive puzzles and the story was 
spread far too thin for me. Alundra has its share of 
maddening puzzles, but it has a much nicer feel, far 
better graphics, and... um... let's just say its sound¬ 
track is slightly superior. 

The pre-story borrows heavily from Ys: You play as 
a young adventurer who doesn't speak a single word 
throughout the course of the game and, as the tale 
begins, travels to a faraway land via boat. After 
arriving in a town called Enoah, he gradually comes 
to discover that more and more of the townspeople 
are suffering from terrible nightmares. lu& 
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Since the 
dawn of the electronic entertainment industry 

there have been fundamental differences between 
the Japanese and American gaming scenes. Most 
of these differences are culture related and merely 
reflect the tastes of the society in question [e.g. 
certain genres appealing more to certain coun¬ 

tries]. Japan likes horse racing simulations. 
America likes MK. Japan likes anime art. 

likes Boris Vallejo. Go figure. This 

THE GAMES VERSION REASON TO BUY 

in turn has an effect on the 
range of games that get 
released. and in that 
respect. Japan has the 
edge on us. Bure, we get 
most of the 'major' titles 
developed in Japan, but at 
the same time dozens of 
lower profile, but equally 
wonderful, gems go un¬ 
noticed every month. 

However, the differences 
between the Japanese and 
American gaming scenes 
can be observed at a more 
intrinsic level—namely, in 
the games themselves. 
Normally these differences 
are limited to language 
translation and packaging 
issues, but occasionally 
they can be a little more 
significant than that. 
Here's a list of some 32-bit 
changes you may find 
interesting. 

FIGHTING VIPERS 

X-MEN^CDTA 

Secret character. Pepsiman. removed 
from American version. The Pepsiman 

theme alone is worth the price. 

Boss character Juggernaut playable in 
Japanese version through code. 
Removed from American version. 

Improved clipping, extra options, 
mountain background added to 
hairpin turn on Forest course. SEGrA iR A L LY 

Polygon glitching lessened. V IR TLA-FIGHT-ER 

VIRflilBrA^IIIDP T&g 

SHADOWS OF THE 
eiyutire 

Graphical and camera glitches fixed: 
more sound effects and more voice 

particularly in the intro and ending. 

Un-censored cut scenes.vocals on end¬ 
game song.and Capcom’s original difficul¬ 
ty settings [Jill gets more ammo. etc.]. 

RESIDENT EVIL 

More enemies on earlier levels and 
improved enemy Al. BRAHM^F-ORIE 

LB and JAPANESE versions missing caol 
music tracks by Orbital. Leftfield and 

Chemical Brothers. 

5AIVIUR Al 
SHOWDOWN III 

More animation frames added: control 
tweaked and smoother gameplay. 

The 5now Queen quest [a cool sub¬ 
quest] was removed from LIB version. 

PERSONA JAPANESE 

refined CPU Al. 
handling closer 
to the coin-op. 
night time and 
evening driving 
and the original 
B-UNIV tunes! 

Japanese 
r Daytona CF fea¬ 
tures better clip¬ 

ping. new tex¬ 
tures. a rable-link 
mnde. Net Link 

. compatibility. 
American 

- 
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If you own more than one 32 or 64-bit console and crave the intuitive 
feel that only true analog performance can deliver, the choice is clear... 
Power Wheel. Not only is the Power Wheel the finest steering peripheral 
on the market today but it comes standard with built in connectors for 
the Sony PlayStation, Sega Saturn, and Nintendo 64! 

Power Wheel 
•Programmable shift buttons and § J 
4 position shifter on the column! . 

•One-piece design, triple connecter ^ "t V,, 
for all 3 platforms! ^ ^ 
•Programmable foot brake 
and throttle! 

•Analog gas and brake pedals! / 
•Adjustable steering column! —- Jr ^ 1 
•Ferrari-type steering wheel! / ,,.trR?ST 

INTRODUCING THE POWER WHEEL. TRUE ANALOG STEERING CONTROL, 
REALISTIC GAS, BRAKE, AND SHIFTING, PLUS EVERY STOCK CONTROLLER 
FEATURE BUILT IN! THE POWER WHEEL BRINGS RACING GAMES TO LIFE. 
WHY DRIVE WITH ANYTHING LESS? 
IT’S THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB. 

/-W7/ - (212)-279-6758 
(FAX (212)-279-6760 

207 W28th Street, New 
SAME SOURCE York, NY 10001 

Sack three wheels 
he Power Wheel 
rforms the rest 
akesfUp a third 
she space! 

PlayStation™ trademark Sony Computer 
Entertainment.,Saturn™ trademark Sega Enterprises 
Ltd., Nintendo 64™trademark Nintendo of America Inc. 
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be countered into a lightly damaging 

third move distancing you from danger 

and causing any enemy mass confusion. 

And these new techniques are only 

the beginning of the fun! Theres Side 

Throws for every competitor 

( Hwoarang’s neck snap using his foot is 

a personal favorite of mine) and actual 

side stepping into or out of the screen. 

These dodging antics are one of the 

best features of all: turning Tekken into 

* 

TO 
W 1 NS:3 
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a truly 3D experience! Add to this an immediate ground recovery ( no more waiting in a furious rage for some 

cheap shake out queen to pound your prone form!). and for those of a more laid back nature, each prone fight 

er has an ankle-strike whilst on the floor: a small but effective way of stopping that extra energy loss. Finally, 

every Rave Warster has their own countering technique-from Paul’s crunching counters to Law’s simple parrying 
that pushes back-and this too, is a blessing 

that rounds out Tekken 3 superbly. 

Now then, you’ve donned your flowing 

silk pantaloons and laced up your geta’ 

combat clogs. Who’s up for a taste of 

punishment? A whole load of evenly- 

IF I can control this great power 

HEIHACHI MISHIMA 

balanced and highly tweaked characters, thats who! First up is the pixie 

with attitude. Ling Xiaoyu. a 16-year old Panda nanny utilizing the Bagua 

Fist technique with unconventional stances and a great use of the 3D 

plane with cartwheels and Jun-inspired short-range (and low strength) 

but lightning fast moves. Also present is Yoshimitsu. the demonic space 

ninja with a combination Suicide spin (!). more helicopter action, flip 
spins, a power sword slice of ulti¬ 

mate power, inexcusable bad 

breath and a throat grab which 

sucks the very life out of you and 

restores his own! Also watch for 

his side throw where he splits into 

two apparitions and deals some 

major double pummeling! 

There’s Nina (’Sarah Bryant’ 

plotline) Williams, aikido assassin 

and part-time family voyeur, up to 

rM 
*53 

"spiral I "be mine I 

TRUE KING OF IRON FIST 

her old tricks with a couple of groin connecting kicks, side-step double 

palm thrust and a load of slaps learned from her sister. We re hearing 

great things about her new multi-hit combo... Next to inadvertently 

enter the Rave War is Forrest Law (the son of the infamous Marshall). 

who has obviously trained hard with his dacl. as hes proficient in all 

Marshall’s moves, plus more of his own. A fantastic new throw (Law 

shakes with rage afterwards!), 

rushing punch combos, three 

exciting costumes and that all 

important one-inch punch make 

this gent the best Bruce Lee 

impersonator since Dragon from 

World Heroes... 

Hwoarang is Baek’s prized pupil 

and with good reason: He’s spec 

tacularly fast to watch and play. All 

of his throws are awesome to 

n% .:i—* 
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behold (especially his neck breaking kick [KERUNCHH]) and 

painful for the victim. He's got four different standing stances 

and different moves for each of them. He also has few punch 

techniques, so employ legwork with this taekwondo killing 

machine! Also worthy of note is Hwoarang's motion-capture; 

perhaps some of the most impressive ever seen in a video 

game... until you meet Eddy Gordo. Eddy’s a capoeira freak 

who uses both dancing and heavy hits to rain damage down 

on a foe. Eddy must simply be seen to be believed; his 

unorthodox style of play and supreme reach make him one of 

the most powerful characters of this tournament. 

Next is Paul Phoenix, determined to become the Rave 

War champion... again. For a third time. Come on Grandpa. 

m give jt up! YouVe near 
j~—mmi311—'—— i ly 50, and you've only 
•LEL f'UUUUI mi u u u 1 PAUL ■ 1 I I if I 

hhhhh learned half a dozen 

new techniques over the last 15 years! I tell you, when we get ’round to Tekken 
7. Revenge of Heihachi's Great Grandson they'll be rolling Phoenix out in a 

wheelchair and crutches! “C'mon you young whippersnappers! I trained under 

Willie Williams y'know!" If you must, try his new floating elbow, unimpressive 

side throws or combo off his backstep. But however, always go for his fourth 

victory stance: pure gangster style! Moving on. Lei Wulong obviously did some 

major training for this competition; he's increased his knowledge of the animal 

Shaolin martial arts to include five species and the infamous drunken stance 

(Lei is said to have gained the audience of an old white-haired bald gent on a 

raft for that technique), and these stances can be switched to during and after 

some moves. Great fun to play and always unpredictable. 

The new and improved (yet slightly portly) King is back (once an urchin 

from the original King's orphanage), and this time he's in spandex! Nice! The 

grapple fests available to expert King players just aren't even funny anymore- 

& he's got bone-popping 

i*bmr-■^hhhh£ ■ 7”'-Sr wrenches from every conceiv- 

^ '■ ■ d^e ang,e’ Particular 
i M ■ favorites are the groin bite 

% |llK that One Double 
\ S”T ... ?.ZZZ. « Mexican, as well as a new 

■% ^ ^ J , \ multi part throw. Countering 

* kicks is also a Godsend, and 

W "■<$$ 'Wf the ^r,s*1 WhlP (another 

System 12 power has created the ultimate in the Tekken series! 

NEW CHARACTERS, NEW TECHNIQUES AND NEW BOSSES 

that can start a whole series of ■' -4.. swinging move 

spectacular barraging attacks. Finally comes Jin 

Kazama. the son of Kazuya and Jun. As you'd 

^ - —Mi•* —*■ •* expect, he's learned fighting techniques from 

both sides of the family (Heihachi taught him... 

Mishima style!) and powerful punches combine with 

1 hook-punch combos, an electrical forcefield and 

, :r •' fighter to start your Tekken 3 career with. 

Graphically, Tekken 3 throws more polygons around at a 

faster rate than Tekken 7. with 3D backgrounds that don't gel togeth 
er quite as well as those of Virtua ^ 

Fighter 3. However, this System 12 hardware does mean a # *^^1. 

PlayStation port is scheduled (provisionally for February ^ 

1998) that'll be more or less perfect. I'm expecting the _* 

backdrops to be 2D. Other than that, it's business as usual 

with the addition of extra sparks to impact hits, close ups k 

of damaging hits and a more hardcore soundtrack ( more 2ggf 

akin to Ridge Racer and excellent to listen to the arranged . w ^ 

version is something to get very excited about!). What real 

ly shines through though is the motion capture: perfect repli " • 

s out online at - http://www.gamefan.eom 

tiiiiii.. 
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THE QOD OF FIGHT? 

cations of differing fightmg styles have 

been programmed into this game, 

this coupled with polygon envelope tech¬ 

nology ( no glitching polygon necks when 

the characters look down) make for excit 

ing visuals and the most impressive 3D out 

side of AM and Konami headquarters. 

llldl end new str&iig sou|B 

HAVE THEY THE STRENGTH TO DEFEAT 
m 

m- 

Of course, there's those 

secret characters to find, and as 

you'd expect. Tekken 3 doesn't 

disappoint. Sources say there's 

eight time-released and three |g 

ultra secret characters waiting 

to be found. Among these are 

Kuma (apparently, the 2? ver If 

sion is a Panda!). Brian Fury, a 

Bruce clone (lets hope so! 

and Julia Chang ( Michelle's sister). And finally, it would¬ 

n't be Tekken without the old Pantaloon king himself: 

Heihachi Mishima. With almost no hair at all, this spright 

ly 76 year old challenges you 

to a bout or two (and looks 

strangely like Vincent Price in 

the character select screens) 

before he gives way to the real 

god of fighting: a giant fighter 

named Ogre who has tech 

niques from Bruce. Jun. Jack 

and many others. A truly 

frightening foe! What really 

scared us was when Ogre 

melds with Heihachi to create a 

horrific demonic beast (essentially the 

same Ogre with a phenomenal fire 

attack). A fitting final boss to the third 

chapter in the Iron Fist competition. 

Check us out online at 

So Tekken 3 is here, and I'm 

generally very impressed with 

the whole affair. Aside from 

some minor graphical glitch 

ing (ground warping and 

scenery disappearances par 

ticularly on Hwoarangs stage), 

and the tendency for some tedious 

players to simply low right kick their 

pi 

■mm ■ 
CPU opponent into defeat, this is one of the 

most exciting 3D fighting titles out there in 

arcade land. Now I must go. Until the 

) PlayStation version... The Chiefster 

h 11 p: / / v 101 



heck us out online at - http://www.gamefan.eom 

The year... 2000. A cata¬ 

clysmic meteoric collision 

occurs, melting the polar 

ice cap and thrusting 

coastal cities under 

water. Massive environ¬ 

mental damage ensues, and thousands of ani¬ 

mal species die. Fully half of the Earth’s life- 
forms are killed, including humans. This 

disaster is dubbed the Second Impact. 

Fifteen years later... a mysterious being 

known as the Third Angel (In the original 

Japanese version of Evangelion, the Angels 
were called Shito, or ‘Apostle,’ but 

Gainax and AD Vision have chosen to 

rename these messengers) arrives from 

outer space. The Earth’s most powerful 
weaponry is scrambled against it, but 

they are useless against the Angel’s 

Absolute Terror Field. The only weapons 

on the planet that can penetrate these 

“A.T. Fields” are Evangelions, giant bio¬ 

mechanical weapons constructed by a 
mysterious agency known as NERV. 

Even with these high-tech weapons at 

their command, the odds are stacked against 
mankind: Only 14-year-olds born directly after 

the Second Impact can pilot the Evangelions... 

If you’ve never seen Evangelion, you’re probably 

scoffing at the fact that we’re giving such a generic¬ 

sounding anime an “A+.” You may even scoff after 

seeing the first few episodes, but rest assured, 

Evangelion turns into the best anime on the planet 

after Genesis 0:4. The human drama and incredibly 

controversial subject matter in the later episodes of 

Eva will truly break you... but, unfortunately, you’re 

going to be waiting a while for them, if A.D.Vision 

keeps up their current erratic release schedule. 

As godlike as Evangelion is, it’s not without its 

problems. The story is riddled with minor loop¬ 

holes, and the last two episodes are... well, let’s 

just say they’re not what they should have been. 

The controversy over these is so widespread in 

Japan that Gainax has decided to re-do them in 

two formats: OAVs that stick closely to the origi¬ 

nals in terms of plot, and a two-part theatrical 

version. The first installment of the “true” movie 

ending, Death and Rebirth, was released in Japan in 

March, and the followup, The End of Evangelion, is 
due in the Summer. There’s no word yet on 

whether A.D.Vision is going to bring these out in 

the U.S., but it’s safe to assume that they will. 

Here’s hoping that your Synchro Ratio with Neon 
Genesis Evangelion exceeds 100%! 

i 
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Neon Genesis Evangelion Genesis 0:2 

Genesis 0:2 contains the episodes “The Telephone Which Doesn’t Ring/A Transfer” and 
“Rain, Escape, and Afterwards/Hedgehog’s Dilemma.” In this volume we are introduced to 
Shinji’s new Tokyo-3 middle school and meet his schoolmates: Osaka-ben-spouting Toji 
Suzuhara and his sidekick Kensuke Aida, a military freak. Suddenly, the Fourth Angel 
attacks and Shinji’s schoolmates are caught in the skirmish. After defeating the Angel 

with only his Prog-Knife and with literally 
zero battery life to spare, Shinji no longer 
wants to pilot Eva and runs away. After 
being gone for two days, he meets Kensuke, 
who is camping, but is captured by NERV. 
He decides to return home. As he prepares 
to board the train back to his grandparents, 
Misato rushes to the platform... 

Neon Genesis Evangelion Genesis 0:3 

Genesis 0:3 contains the episodes Rei, 
Beyond Her Heart/Rei I and Showdown in 
Tokyo-3/Rei II. In this volume we flash back 
to before Shinji arrived in Tokyo-3, when 

Rei’s Evangelion Unit-00 went berserk during its activation test. Using his bare 
hands, Shinji’s father, Gendo Ikari, opens Unit-OO’s superheated Entry Plug to save 
Rei. Upon seeing Rei conversing pleasantly with his father later, Shinji is at a loss as 
what to think. His own relationship with his father is very poor, and Gendo is treat¬ 
ing Rei almost like a... daughter. 

Just then, the Fifth Angel attacks, ripping a violent blast into Eva-01’s breastplate! 
Shinji survives, and Unit One is repaired. This Angel’s AT Field is extremely strong, so 
Misato surmises that the only way to defeat it will be to draw all the electricity from 
Japan and concentrate it into a single shot that will be fired by Shinji, with Rei in Unit 
Zero providing backup. This plan is dubbed “Operation Yashima. At precisely midnight 
the operation begins, with only six minutes to spare. The first shot misses! Just as the 
Angel prepares to fire another beam into Unit-01, Rei in Unit-00 raises her shield to 
protect Shinji. However, the shield is rapidly melting... 

Neon Genesis Evangelion Genesis 0:4 

Genesis 0:4 contains the episodes A Human Work and Asuka Strikes! In this volume, we’re 
introduced to the unmanned anti-Angel robot Jet Alone. At its debut, however, it goes 
berserk, and there is a strong possibility of nuclear meltdown. Misato and Shinji suc¬ 
ceed in stopping Jet Alone, but it appears that someone, perhaps at NERV, had tampered 
with the robot. In the second episode we 
meet the Second Child, the three-quarters 
German, one-quarter Japanese Asuka Langley 
Sohryu. Shinji and Asuka, along with a UN 
fleet, make short work of the latest Angel 
that appears. A quick note on the dubbing 
of this series: It’s generally OK, but Shinji’s 
whiny voice really annoys, and Asuka is just 
AWFUL. We really don’t need such stereo¬ 
typical Germanisms as “Mein Gott!” 
“Achtung!” and “Wiinderbar!” peppered in 
with Asuka’s speech. It’s just annoying and 
wrong. I feel that the dubbing of Evangelion 
changes the whole feel of the series; one 
good example occurs in Episode 8: Gendo informs Kaji that he must escape by himself if 
worse comes to worst. In the American version he says, “Of course I can!” in a “l-think- 
I’m-really-cool” sort of way, whereas in the Japanese version, he says “I understand,” 
simply accepting an order. Also, NOBODY can try and be Megumi Hayashibara. If you 
can hang with sub-titles, PLEASE view the subbed version. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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story 
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After one of the most memorable open¬ 
ing scenarios ever seen (smooth animation 
and plenty of bounce for the buck, if you 
know what I mean), welcome to Burn Up W, 
one of the kookiest animes you’ll ever lay 
eyes on. Beautiful babes, gargantuan breasts, 
and general wackiness rules the day as the 
Warrior Team springs into action, thwarting 
crime in a way, well, in a way you’ve proba¬ 
bly never imagined. 

What drew me to the Burn Up series was 
the art. The entire series is drawn beautiful¬ 
ly, and even when the animation lacks, the 
art saves the day where others fall flat. If 

you’re into luscious anime babes, Burn Up 
delivers, priority service. 

If it’s high drama you’re after though, 
enjoy the package photos and grab the next 
selection, because Burn Up gets so bubbly at 
times it’s borderline embarrassing. Rio for 
instance, when overwhelmed with shopping 
debts, resorts to selling her used underwear. 
Peculiar? I think so. 

The actual cases however are quite 
intriguing, as is Warrior Team’s method of 
dealing with them, as they shed their earth¬ 

ly clothes to reveal cyber-like authority. 
These transformations are, shall we say, for 

mature audiences. The 
fights themselves are fast 
and fluid and always a wel¬ 
come sight. 

In episode three, Warrior 
Team springs into action 

against terrorists com¬ 
manding a lethal virtual 
drug and surprisingly a dra¬ 
matic moment occurs as 
Rio’s close friend is mur¬ 

dered point-blank by a fel¬ 
low officer who's fallen vic¬ 
tim to the drug. Three ends 
right there on a cliff hanger 

as Rio snaps completely 

and goes ballistic against 
insurmountable odds. 

If things continue 
down this road of actu¬ 
al dramatic substance, 

complementing the 
excellent visuals, Burn 
Up will surely earn a 
spot as one of my 

favorite OAV’s. Episode 
4 is due out this June; 

we’ll just have to 
wait and see. 

http://www.gamefan.com 
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My expectations of Ellcia weren’t that high. Everything that I had seen, 
from promotional trailers to the video’s cover art, made it look like another 
zany half fantasy, half sci-fi show destined to be forgotten months from now. 
To my utter surprise, not only did I like Ellcia, but I REALLY liked Ellcia. 

EUcia opens with the tale of Megaronia, where ancient technology from a 
long-dead civilization has been uncovered. The findings advance 

Megaronia’s weapons by hun¬ 
dreds of years, and King 
Nabosu uses this to conquer all 
those who oppose him. His 
armies attack neighboring 
lands, controlling the people 
and destroying all remnants of 
their religion. But a tale tells of 
one who will rise up, take con¬ 
trol of the fabled ship of God, 
and conquer the evil king. This 
person is Eira, a young pirate 
who only finds out who she 
really is when she gets in the 

way of the king’s daughter, 

who plans to fulfill the prophecy 
and steal the ship of God. 

Now, here’s my problem with 
Ellcia: the character designs.Take 
Eira, for example. She wears 
jeans with one leg cut off, and 
kneepads over that, which just 
looks absolutely silly. Truth be 
told, all of the main characters 
are either dressed goofy, or are 
just plain annoying. It’s almost 
as if the creators didn’t believe 
in the quality of their story enough, so they threw in a cast of out-of- 
place looking characters to add a bit of humor. Very sad. 

That aside, I have nothing but praise for Ellcia. The story is fantastic, 
definitely a small-scale epic. The dubbing was a nice surprise, as all of 
the voice actors seemed to actually care about the characters they 
were playing. This is one title I could stand to watch without checking 
out the sub version for comparison (which is saying a lot coming from 
me). So, give Ellcia a chance, ignore the funny-looking characters, and 
enjoy the rich and intriguing storyline—it’s well worth it. 

Blue Seed is one of those big-name, mass-product-producing series, and yet 
up to this point, I had never actually given it much thought. I don’t usually go 
for the ‘demon’ genre of anime, but I gave Blue Seed a chance, wondering if 
maybe I had been really missing out. 

So I sat down with Blue Seed: Sea Devils, which contains episodes 15 and 16 of 
the ongoing series. Episode 15 deals with a construction site that has recently 
been having problems with strange acts of demon interference. TheTAC team is 
called to the scene, where they discover a group of Kappa demons trying to pro¬ 
tect a sacred tree that sits close to the worksite. Episode 16 finds Kunikida, the 

leader of the TAC, on a journey to investigate the murder 
of an old friend. He finds out his friend has turned into a 
crazed beast after tasting the blood of his wife, who is an 
immortal being from Japanese mythology. 

I would definitely rank Blue Seed higher than most of 
the other ‘humans fighting big demon monster’ shows 
that linger around, as the characters were more interest¬ 
ing and seemed to actually have some semblance of a 
personality. Yet, at the same time, it seemed to stray lit¬ 
tle from the stereotype of such a series. Strange events 
occurred, the TAC was sent to the scene, they did battle 
with the demons, and the episode was over. This, com¬ 
bined with average animation, and a case of English voice 
actors giving a standard, non-inspired dubbing job, did lit¬ 
tle to make me want to see more of the series. 

I know that I can’t fully judge the series without 
knowing more about it, and I’m sure Blue Seed fans will 
be glad to see the next installment hitting our shores. 
However, for the casual fan that picks up a copy to see 

what Blue Seed is all 
about, I’m not sure 
how impressed they 
will be. If you like 
your anime with loads 
of demons scurrying 
around, give it a go. If 
you don’t, you might 
not find much here to 
make you a fan. 

u 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

The Street Fighter IIV series brings the Japanese 
television series to America, with three 
episodes per cassette and a storyline beginning 
with 15-year-old tour guide, Chun-Li, giving 
Ryu and Ken (who are 17) a tour of Hong 
Kong. This series surprised me. After the lame 
travesty that is the American Saturday morning 

cartoon, I almost didn’t want to 
watch these. But, I found them 
actually enjoyable, in a tongue-in- 
cheek kind of way. They’re fun. 
They’re not great. In fact, every¬ 
thing about SFIIV—the animation, 
music, dialogue, voice acting, dub¬ 
bing, etc.—is just a shade above 
mediocre. But somehow, SFIIV is 
more than the sum of its parts. 
For those who take their Street 
Fighter too seriously, though (like 
most of the GF staff), you’d best 
pass on this series. 
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NINTENDO 
Nintendo’s most surprising announcement 

at this year’s E3 will involve the unveiling of 

Rare’s secret game, a 128 meg 3D action title 

called Dream. Tim and Simon Stamper are 

producing Dream at Rare in the UK, with 

over 40 people working on the project under 

the watchful eye of Shigeru Miyamoto. Dream 

is set for a November release, and will be 

30% complete (and playable) at the show. 

Rare’s other big games for E3 will be Ken 

Griffey Jr. 64 and GoldenEye. Other games like 

Buggy Boogie, Body Harvest, Pilot Wings 2, a 

Kirby action game, F-Zero 64 and Yoshi's Island 

could all end up being at the E3, but at this 

point it’s hard to tell if they will show up on 

video or in a playable form. 

Rumor has it that the 64DD will also 

appear at E3, but not in playable form. It will 

be set up similarly to last year’s Shoshinkai, 

with the unit itself running demos, and noth¬ 

ing more. No one will be permitted to play 

64DD games. Zelda64 (another 128meg 

cart) might also be shown, but since the US 

version won’t hit until Spring of ’98 don’t 
expect it to be there. 

F-Zero 64 will ship in Japan this November, 

and then early ’98 in the States. It will run at 

60fps and will undoubtedly (I guarantee) have 

a 4 player mode. Nintendo has also revealed 

that a 64DD update will be made available 

later next year with more tracks and cars, just 

like the as-yet-un-announced Mario Kart 64DD 

upgrade for next year. Speaking of the 64DD, 

Super Mario RPG 2 will ship 6 months to a 

year after the launch of the 64DD in Japan. 

At a recent developers conference, 

Nintendo told developers that the RAM 

expansion for the 64DD will be four 

megabytes. The US 64DD will not be released 

until late August 1998, with a suggested retail 

price of as little as $129 (including a game). 

That price is guaranteed, and might end up 

going as low as $99 if Nintendo can manage it. 

Konami has confirmed In The Zone ’98 (an 

update of their popular basketball series) for 

the N64, scheduled for a late Christmas 

release. The US version of Goemon 5 (Mystical 

Ninja) will be coming to the US, although it 

hasn’t been officially announced yet. Dracula 

64 will not be out in Japan until early in the 1st 

quarter of ’98, and a US version won’t appear 

before the 2nd quarter. Konami also has 12 

other N64 games in the works, including 

Contra64, Gradius, Battle Dancers, and Hyper 

Olympics in Nagano (Track & Field). There are 

also rumors of Vandal Hearts and Suikoden, 

supposedly being updated for the 64DD. 

Nintendo and Namco are finally talking 
again. Rumor has it that at the Tokyo game 

show Nintendo and Namco met to discuss a 

whole new exclusive lineup of N64 cart and 

64DD titles for 1998 and beyond; just like the 

EA/Nintendo deal. The first 2 games to come 

out of the agreement include an RPG and a 

sports game. But sources at Namco suggest 

that 4 more titles are already in development: 

a fighting game, one driving game, and possibly 

two shooters. 

SEGA 
Gun Griffon Ho, the sequel to GameArts’ 

excellent first-person mech-shooter Gun 

Griffon,will feature a cable-link two player ver¬ 

sion in Japan. 

Rumor has it that Sega’s Model 3 LostWorld 

coin-op may be making a translation to 

Saturn, along with VF3 and Scud Race. Lost 

World is a gun game, similar to the original 

Jurassic Park coin-op, only with stunning poly¬ 

gon graphics. 

Speaking of VF3, another rumor has sur¬ 

faced that AM2 is currently in the process of 

attempting to convert VF3 to the Saturn 

WITHOUT the aid of any cartridge upgrade 

whatsoever. Sega would neither confirm nor 

deny this report, but stated that all will be 
revealed at E3. 

Sonic R, Sonic Team’s first true 32-Bit Sonic 

game, will also be at E3, most likely in playable 

form, but if not, then definitely on video. 

Sega also claims that they will have three 

more ‘major’ surprises to be revealed at E3. 

SEGA US RELEASE SCHEDULE 
July: Shining the Holy Ark, Manx TT 

World Series Baseball ’98 

August: Sonic Jam, Duke Nukem 

September: Sky Target, Quake, Bomberman 

October: Last Bronx, NBA Action ’98 

November: Enemy Zero, Sonic R, 

NHL Hockey ’98, WW Soccer ’98 

SONY 
At the E3, Sony will be showing off their 

much anticipated modem add-on for the PS. 

The name of the peripheral is still unknown, 

but it will definitely be a 28.8 bps, set for a 

September release at an amazing price of only 

$99. No word yet on what the first batch of 

PS modem games will be, but rumors hint at 

Jet Moto 2 (surely an ideal candidate). Anyone 
up for 8-player Jet Moto? 

Here’s some big news: Recently 6 develop¬ 

ers from Rare (who had previously worked on 

DKC, GoldenEye, and Blast Corps) left to start 

their own game development company. The 

name of their company is Eighth Wonder, and 

they plan to produce 3 games for the PS 

under the Sony Europe label. 

Also, Sony will be releasing the astonishing 
Tobal 2 in the US this November. 

SEGASOFT’S WEB VENGEANCE 
Are you sick and tired of the “World Wide 

Wait” and boring Web sites? SegaSoft may 

have just created the ultimate cyber-tension 

reliever. Their Web Vengeance is a new desk¬ 

top “toy” that lets you attack and pummel 

offending sites with various weapons. Each 

WebjVengeance pack includes three offensive 

- and 6ne defensive weapon, so that even Web 

Masters (site owners) can fight back. The 

weapons come in three unique packages: 

Urban Assault, Food Fight, and Medieval. 

Urban Assault is more of a Shotgun, AK-47, 

and Bulletproof Vest pack, Food Fight has pies, 

tomatoes, and cookie sheets, and Medieval 

offers catapults, crossbows, and shields. And 

while the explosions, bullet holes, and splats 

are represented by excellent graphics and 

sound effects, no real damage can be done to 

a site (darn!). But have no fear, your works of 

art will not be lost! Upload your master¬ 

pieces to SegaSoft’s “Hall of Shame” and oth¬ 

ers can appreciate your powers of destruc¬ 

tion, or check out the most abused sites on 

the “Top 50 Hit List.” Hee hee, blow-up MTV 

with a few grenades! 

EARTHWORM JIM 3D 
Here’s some new info regarding the N64 

version of Earthworm Jim. The game is under¬ 

way (about 15%) at Shiny with a best case 

release date of... well, perhaps later this year. 

Although the Scottish developers (who remain 

a mystery) behind this gem of gems are foggy 

on whether that’s feasable. Get it? Foggy. 

You know Scotland... oh, forget it. Anyways it’s 

coming. And none to soon! The game is con¬ 

structed like Mario 64 and it is aimed exclu¬ 

sively at the N64, for now at least. 

Capcom’s Saturn E3 line-up is as follows: 
-Cyberbots 

-Dark Stalkers 3 

-Dungeon & Dragons 

-Resident Evil 

-Resident Evil 2 

-Street Fighter Vs. X-Men 

-Street Fighter Collection 

A HEAD SHOT EVERYTIME! 
Naki International, a leading supplier of 

video game accessories, recently announced 

the release of their forthcoming Lunar Gun 

for both Sega Saturn and Sony PlayStation. 

The gun itself is, how shall we say,‘heavily 

influenced’ by Konami’s Justifier and comes 

complete with an 8-foot cord and a number 
of cool special functions, including Auto 

Reload, Auto Fire, Semi Auto Fire and a 

‘Special Button’ which can be configured to 
trigger bombs and such. 

However, what makes the Lunar Gun so 

special is the ‘Red Sight.’ Released simultane¬ 

ously with the gun, the Red Sight is an actual 

laser sight that can be directed at the screen 

for pin-point shooting. The Red Sight takes 

its power from the PS and comes on whenev¬ 

er the PS power is turned on, regardless of 
what game is in. We gave the gun to 

Knightmare to test, and have regretted it ever 

since. Red dots have been frequently appear¬ 

ing on editor’s foreheads all around the office 
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Par for the course, additional Spawn goods arrived from HBO and Sony just in 

time for yet another glimpse of what’s sure to be the best ever made for TV 

animated feature and hopefully a memorable game. These shots show much 

promise (check the lighting) but still no cape. Like we said in PS Coming Soon 

it’s tough to comment further without seeing the game in motion. 

Whilst carousing the 
shops in Akihabara 
(Tokyo) we ran across 
these game and anime 
related gems. Either avail¬ 
able or orderable at finer 
anime stores throughout 
the US they’re well worth 
obtaining. Game/anime 
related goods from Japan 

are of the utmost detail 
and quality. Sad we have 
nothing even remotely as 
cool here. Perhaps 
Sega/Bandai will save us! 

Jim Lee’s 
Wildstorm 

| 7 JyMF Entertainment 

w S is readying a 

direct-to-video Gen 13 
feature for release in Fall. If you’ve not 

scoped out this comic, do so; it’s great. 

This one’s got video game written all 

over it. Stay tuned. 

Honev - Fighting Vipers 

'/ - Evangelii 
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ilosely followed by loud screams of‘What 

^ou say about my momma?!’ The Lunar Gun 

/vill retail for $29.99 and the Red Sight will 

sell separately for $ 16.99. 

FINAL ROUND! 
•VicTokai is considering releasing Dark Rift 

in Japan under the name Space Dynamites. 

•Clay Fighter is said to be compatible with 

the Rumble Pack. Yes, the rumble of clay shall 

be felt by all! 

•Nintendo’s 64DD game Cabbage will 

employ concepts of the Genetic Algorithm 

and Neural Network. HAL, the makers of 

the game, offered this explanation: “In this 

game you will never know what kind of 

creature/monster will be born, or what 

type of personality it will have.” 

Umm...sounds interesting. 

•Turrican 64 (yes!) is currently in develop¬ 

ment for the N64, and it’s being handled by 

long-time Turrican developers Factor 5. The 

rumored release date is 4th quarter. 

•T#HQ is producing the sequel to WCW 

vs.TheWorld. WCW Nitro will be out in 

December of this year, again for the PS. 

T*HQ is also making a game based on the 

Stephen King Novel The Dark Half. Details 

are sketchy, but it should ready for a 4th 

quarter release. 

•Alien vs. Predator and Alien Resurrection are 

both coming to the Saturn and PlayStation in 

the 4th quarter of this year under the Fox 

Interactive label. 

•Bio Hazard for the Saturn will hit Japan late 

this summer, with a street date of July 25th. 

•Ocean has recently bought the rights to 

port over Imagineer’s Multi Racer Championship 

for the N64. Ocean will also bring out the 

action game Space Circus for the N64 by the 

end of the year. 

•Donkey Kong 64 is on schedule for a Spring 

’98 release, not Christmas like some have 

speculated. This 128-meg monster is now a 

100% real-time 3D action game like Mario 64, 

with Donkey and Diddy taking over as the 

main characters. 

RETRACTION ACTION! 
•On page 84 of the April Issue (Volume 5, 

Issue 4) we ran a review FireProWrestling: 6 

Men Scramble and printed a PS logo in the 

information bar. The game is actually available 

for Saturn ONLY. There is no PS version cur¬ 

rently planned. Sorry! 

•On page 64 of the May issue (Volume 5 Issue 

5) we ran a preview of MegaMan X4 and print¬ 

ed a PS logo in the information bar. MegaMan 

X4 is coming out for PS, but all the shots shown 

in the preview were Saturn. Sorry! 



Shifting its focus to 

the burgeoning 

online multi-player 

gaming networks, 

5ega5oft’s HEAT.NET 

(www.heat.net) hopes to 

provide a easg on-ramp to 

the jogs of network gam¬ 

ing. HEAT offers a sleek 

interface, point-and-click 

multiplayer gaming, tourna< 

ments, and several commu< 

nity building features such 

as HEATmail, user home 

pages, plager rankings, 

and chat rooms. In addi¬ 

tion, accruable “Degrees” 

or frequent plager points 

will be redeemable for 

goods and special services 

within HEAT. 

Using their proprietary 

IPX technology, rlPX, and 

dedicated IVIPath servers, 

SegaSoft promises a low 

latency, high performance 

multiplayer network. At 

launch, the network is said 

to be able to support 

250,DDO members. 

There are two types of 

HEAT memberships. The 

entry level Perimeter mem¬ 

bership [free) allows access 

to most games, HEATmail, 

chat rooms and other com¬ 

mon areas. Full fledged 

HEAT members (roughly 

$5D annually) will have 

access to special events, 

exclusive games, and tour¬ 

nament play with prizes. 

Practically any multiplay¬ 

er PC game will be compati¬ 

ble with HEAT. Additionally, 

5ega5oft will also feature 

original titles exclusive to 

HEAT (see left).*. ^ 

Alien Race 

Choose a character from one of three 

alien races (Mezzodon, Rastigaar, or 

Basharkka) in an attempt to protect 

your Reactor Core from opposing 

alien races. 

Vigilance 

Play as one of eight members of an 

elite anti-terrorist team in this 3-D 

mission based action/adventure 

which utilizes AnyChannel’s 

AnyWorld 3-D engine. 

lOSIx 
Build, manage, and protect your 

stake in Transium (a powerful ener 

gy source) in what has been 

dubbed the first million player 

action/strategy title. 

HEAT warz 

Attempting to create a more benign 

outlet for primal human aggressive¬ 

ness, HEAT warz was born. Command 

one of eight armies in this eight play¬ 

er strategy game. 

Ragged Earth 

Four rival races face off in this 3-D 

multiplayer target and fire strategy 

game. Control a four warrior team in 

an attempt to destroy the enemy 

and rule the universe. 

5kies 

Set in an ever evoiving and persistent 

mythological universe, 5kies allows 

the player to choose and then develop 

a wide selection of humanoid, animal, 

and bestial creatures. 

Fjesh Feast on Zombie Island 

Alternate control between one of four 

team members in an attempt to trap 

and destroy zombies in this very 

gory 3-D action/strategy game. Not 

for the squeamish. 

5cud 

Based on the hit underground comic, 

5cud:The Disposable Assassin, 5cud is 

an 8-player overhead shooter. 

Multiplayer modes include deathmatch 

Capture the Flag, and Hot Potato. 
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FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE AGOURA. 
technology that Sega might be 
using for the next Sonic game. I 
don’t think it’s called Sonic X- 
Treme any more, but that was a 
retarded name anyway. 
6) Blue Sky said they were going 
to do a 32-bit Veclorman a while 
back, but we haven’t heard any¬ 
thing since. I wouldn’t be sur¬ 
prised if it made a ‘surprise 
appearance’ at E3. 

Hey Posty, 
First of all, let me say that 

GameFan is an excellent example 
of how, if one delivers good stuff, 
they will succeed. Keep up the 
good work! Now on to the ques- 

H i»| 1. What’s up with the Europa sec- 
i 1(11*** tion? Who cares what’s going on 
T in Europe? It’s not like they’re 

Japan. 
2. What happened to Policenauts 

- for the Saturn in America? Did 
j Konami cancel it? 

3. Is EO, Real Sound, Langrisser 
3, or Virus coming to the States? 

l 4k / -jp 4. When are you guys going to 
t* i 1./F7 bring back Anime Fan? 

<l~j 5- Have you seen the PanzerRPG? 
' 1 Is it good? 

Well, thanks for reading this let- 
If not, is there any Saturn RPG in ter. I hope that you may answer 
development that is? some of the questions. 
3) I’ve noticed that the GameFan Sincerely, 
web site is loaded with great pics Wai-Kit Cheung 
from Grandia, but I haven’t 
noticed a preview in any recent 1) Yeah, right. Who cares about 
issue. If you haven’t already done Core, Rare, Scavenger, Psygnosis, 
so, could you give us some word Probe, DMA, Delphine, Amazing 
on this great title? Studios, Argonaut, Eurocom, 
4) I read somewhere that Square Rebellion, Neon... They’re not 
is developing two Saturn games, doing anything we want to hear 
Is this true (Please say yes)? about. 
5) Has Sega released anything 2) ’Fraid so. Not ‘commercially 
new on Sonic X-Treme? I haven’t viable’ enough I guess. But do 
heard anything about it since its you know what really sucks? 
delay. Also, should I expect it to They had pretty much finished 
be as good as Mario 64? the translation when the project 
6) And finally, is there any chance was canned. So somewhere out 
of seeing Vectorman on the there, an American Policenauts 
Saturn? In 3D, perhaps? exists... 
Sincerely, 3) Sega is bringing out EO but 
J. Maniaci there’s no word on the other three. 
S.H. Michigan Virus is fairly high profile, so it 

Dear Posty, 
When I played Mario 641 real¬ 

ized a very strange fact... Mario 
and the whole idea of Mario is 
practically based on drugs! I 
know it sounds strange, but the 
similarities are very shocking. 
Example 1: Way back on the NES, 
Mario would eat a mushroom and 
“get big.” Maybe that’s him hav¬ 

ing a psychedelic experience. 
Example 2: There is a level in 
Mario 64 where one of the star’s 
name is “Scary ’Shrooms.” 
Shrooms are what the drug ‘com¬ 

munity’ calls a Magic Mushroom— 
a psychedelic drug that you eat and 
makes you hallucinate. 
Example 3: Maybe Mario ate a 
mushroom and hence that level in 
Mario Kart where everything is all 
messed up. 
Example 4: Not just in Nintendo is 
this drug-related gaming a prob¬ 
lem. What about Resident Evil, 
where to make the character feel 
better you’d use a “Green Herb.” 
The picture looks a lot like mari¬ 
juana to me. 
If anybody else sees these exam¬ 
ples (I’m sure there’s more) then 
I’m not insane. So answer this 
question ... Why? Thank you for 
listening to me babble, 
Worm 
Amherst, OH 
PS: Why in the heck would some¬ 
one buy an import RPG? Reading 
is half the game—these people 
must have money to burn. 
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Dear Posty, 
I am a very proud Sega Saturn 

owner who takes gaming very 
seriously. I would like to thank 
you guys for putting together the 
only unbiased magazine out 
there, designed for the serious 
gamesplayer. I am also a big fan 
of RPGs and some action/adven¬ 
ture titles. With that in mind, here 
are my questions: 
1) Is Airs Adventure going to be 
released here in the States? 
Either way, could you guys please 
review it so I know if it is worth 
buying? 
2) Is Shining the Holy Ark in the 
same league as Final Fantasy VII? 

Check us out online at 

1) There are currently no plans to 
release Airs Adventure in the 
States, but I wouldn’t lose any 
sleep over it. It’s nothing to write 
home about. Well, maybe to your 
dog. 
2) Shining the Holy Ark is good, 
but not that good. To be honest 
they’re different kinds of RPG, so 
a comparison isn’t really appro¬ 
priate. 
3) We’ll probably run a preview a 
bit closer to the game’s release 
(tentatively September). 
4) Ok, yes. But it’s not true. 
5) Well, Sonic Jam shows off the 
http://www.gamefan.com 

Dear High Grand Exalted 
Incredibly Cool Dare-l-Say-lt-Yes 
Post Meister, 
<deep breath> I know there must 
be plenty of letters coming into 



your grand all-that-stuff-l-said 
mail box concerning Final 
Fantasy VII, but mine is not to 
ask little questions but to try 
and find out something very 
important. You see, it came to 
my attention in your review of 
the game that the Japanese FF7 
wasn’t exactly complete to 
deadlines. I found out later, 
from a very important website, 
how right you were. It seems 
that in the game there was a 
certain mini-quest left out, not 
to spoil it for anyone, but let’s 
just say it was the resurrection 
of a certain character. Anyway, 
it seems that once that mini¬ 
quest was done, the FMV ending 
to the game would be quite dif¬ 
ferent. Instead of the ironic 
ending I’ve heard so much 
about, you would see one that is 
quite happy, and that also goes 
on to reveal what happens to 
certain hidden characters. 

Now Square had the FMV and 
all the areas rendered and put 
in, but while they were finishing 
up the coding, the big shots bust 
in, told them the deadline was 
up, and shipped the game. So 
the better ending is in there, 
just not accessible. I’ve also 
heard that a petition is going 
round for Square L.A. to fix this 
for the American release, if it’s 
a simple matter of finishing the 
code. I’m wondering if you 
know anything about this. 
Anything is helpful. 
Thanks, 
Martin Wiener 
NJ 

This is mere speculation on that 
‘important web sites’ part. 
Nothing has come out of Square 
regarding this matter, and if I 
were a betting man, I’d wager 
nothing will. Heck, I am a betting 
man. 10 bucks says it’s all a load 
of horse spit. Any takers? 

Dear Honored Veteran, 
I thought I’d open by advising you 
to prepare for the big Anniversary 
next year. Whose? No, not 
whose—what. 1998 will be the 
30th anniversary of the Video 
Game! Yes, in 1968, David Bahr 
presented the world with the fruit 
of his genius .. urn, that is, Pong. 
Well, it WAS the first. How do you 
plan to celebrate? I’m working on 

a giant picture with 100 different 
video game characters! I hope to 
send it to you when I’m done. 
Why? Because I like you. (M, 0, 
U, S, E...) *ahem* Now onto the 
inevitable Q&A segment... 
1) Is Baby Mario going to be in 
Yoshi’s Island 64? I shuddered 
when I heard the rumor... 
2) Now that a SF2 compilation is 
on the way, will we finally see that 
MegaMan compilation we’ve 
dreamed of, prayed about, sacri¬ 
ficed goats for, etc? 
3) Why is Anime Fan gone? That 
was the icing on your sugared 
magazine cupcake! if it’s because 
the people there were too busy, I 
volunteer! 
4) Any word on Square and Enix’s 
projects after FFVII and DQVIR 
Chrono Trigger 2? 
5) Where does this spunky pasta 
guy get off not caring about box 
art?! If you’re not part of the solu¬ 
tion, you’re part of the problem, 
damn it! 
6) I won't keep you longer, just 
some quick shots: Punch Out 64? 
Phantasy Star 5? Pocky and 
Rocky 3? Oasis 3? Tales of 
Phantasia? Mario Paint 64? 
Seiken Densetsu 4? MegaMan 
X4 (dumb question)? Ninja 
Gaiden 4? Shining the Holy Ark? 
Nights 2? Crash 2? *whew* 
Well, I have a masterpiece to get 
back to. Take care. 
Sincerely, 
Sean “Sean” Norton 

Wow, has it really been 30 years? 
Of course, when you get as old as 
I am you lose track of time. 
1) 1 hope not. He irritated the hell 
out of me. 
2) I guess we ll have to wait and 
see. Personally I’d rather see a 
Ghouls ’n Ghosts compilation, but 
that’s just me. 
3) Well Sean “Sean, ” get ready 
for a sugary treat, cuz Anime Fan 
is back to stay. 
4) Square has FF Tactics, Saga 
Frontier and Front Mission 
Alternative in the works. Enix has 
Yuke! Yuke! Troublemakers slated 
for June, but who knows what 
they'll do alter DQVII. 
5) Yeah! Right! You tell him, 
Sean “Sean!" 
6) Won’t keep me? Damn, what 
do you call that list? Still, there 's 
a simple solution to every prob¬ 
lem. I’ll just ignore it. 
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39.95/18.00 NCAA FINAL FOUR 34.95/14.00 VELOCITY MAXIMUM 
34.95/14.00 NCAA GAMEBREAKER 29.95/10.00 VIRTUAL POOL 

24.95/8.00 NEED FOR SPEED 39.95/15.00 VR BASEBALL S7 
24.95/8.00 NFL FULL CONTACT 

_ ___ 29.95/10.00 NFL GAME DAY 
WORLD SERIES B'BALL II 29.95/8.00 NFL GAME DAY 97 
WORLD SERIES 9S 39.95/20.00 NFL Q-BACK CLUB *97 
WORMS 34.95/14.00 NHL FACE OFF 
WWF ARCADE GAME 29.95/10.00 NHL FACE OFF "97 
WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/15.00 NHL 97 
X MEN CHILDREN ATOM 29.95/10.00 NHL OPEN ICE 

OFF WORLD INTER. 

ILOGY 29.95/10.00 
I BASEBALL 44.95/22.00 
I THE DARK 29.95/10.00 

29.95/12.00 
1 RACING 34.95/14.00 
S GREATEST 34.95/14.00 

34.95/14.00 
JADED 96 19.95/6.00 
FOREVER 29.95/10.00 
VRENA TOSHINDEN 

19.95/6.00 

41 

MONSTERS 
STATIONS 
rBASEBALL 
AWN IE 
1AMBER 
DRAGONS 
HEROES 
OF THE 9TH 
30BBLE 

'AN1A 

OLYMPIC SOCCER _ ... 
OLYMPIC SUMMER GAM 29.95/10.00 
P.T.O.II 44.95/20.00 
PANDEMONIUM 34.95/14.00 
PANZER GENERAL 29.95/12.00 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 39.95/20.00 
PERFECT WEAPON 29.95/12.00 
PERSONA 39.95/18.00 
PGA TOUR GOLF 96 .. 
PGA TOUR GOLF 97 
PHILOSOMA 
PfTBALL 
PITFALL 
POED 
POOL SHARK 

29.95/10.00 VRGOLF 
19.95/6.00 VR POOL 

29.95/10.00 VR SOCCER 96 
29.95/8.00 WAR GODS 
19.95/6.00 WAR HAMMER 

39.95/15.00 WARHAWK 
39.95/18.00 
34.95/14.00 . 

2495/8.00 
29.95/10.00 

44.95/24.00 WCW VS. WORLD 39.95/20.00 
29.95/12.00 WILD9S 34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 WILLIAMS ARCADE CL 29.95/10.00 
39.95/18.00 WING COMMANDER III 34.95/14.00 
39.95/18.00 WIPEOUT 24.95/8.00 
39.95/20.00 WIPEOUT XL 34.95/14.00 
39.95/20.00 WORLD CUP GOLF 34.95/14.00 
39.95/18.00 WORMS 34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 WWF ARCADE 29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/18.00 

24.95/8.00 XCOM 24.95/8.00 
39.95/20.00 XS 39.95/20.00 
39.95/16.00 ZERO DIVIDE 19.95/6.00 

24.95/8.00 ZORK NEMESIS 24.95/8.00 

34.95/12.00 
44.95/20.00 

19.95/6.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 

24.95/8.00 
44.95/20.00 

N64 
tom PlayStation. 
29.95/10.00 
JSSajS We Sen Used /We Buy 
29 95/1000 EXTREME uWUOO PR0WRESTUNG 39.95/18.00 

1995/600 ?rl»Sf?AU" M W OOO POWER RANGERSZEO 29.95/10.00 
29 95/1200 POWER SLAVE 39.95/18.00 
29 M/10 00 OM PRIMAL RAGE 24.95/8.00 
34 M/14 00 atKFWARFHORF11X FRO PINBALL 29.95/10.00 
29 95/1000 ApR mUM?KmF m FROJECT HORNED OWL 29.M/10.00 
29.95/10.00 aLLSTARMSEBALL S PROJECTOVERKia 29.95/10.00 

1200 aLUEDGENERaT"' SJffl&OO ^^ICDETECnVE 

Sam 
-Moeiienn r’HU 

- 34.95/14.00 ALIEN TRILOGY 
RING BOXING 29.M/10.00 ALONE IN THE DARK 
ORKKN'GHTZ 1905/6.00 ANDRETTI RACING 39.95/16.00 

- ~ HISS iSST'SHa.D.Y = &»£ 
RE SHOCK 

ID 4 CONQUER 3905/18.00 AREA 51 
24-^/8 00 ASSAULT RIGS 
2405/8.00 BASES LOADED 06 

24 95/800 ‘ToSyfinn RAZOR WING 39.95/18.00 SIS mjMFATALFUmam0.00 

RAVENPROJECT 
29 95/i 2 no RAYMAN 

. “O6/J2.00 MZORWING 

29.95/10.00 
39.95/18.00 
39.95/18.00 
39.95/18.00 
44.95/24.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/18.00 

24.95/8.00 
39.95/18.00 

3AIDEN 
GEND 
VIOR 
4LKERS 
A USA 

24.95fl.00 BATTLE STATIONS 39.95/18.00 apfnsncn 
24-95/8.00 BEYOND THE BEYOND 39.95/15.00 RESIDENT EVIL 
2495A.00 BIG BASS WORLD CHMP 44.95/20.00 dcturi| cire 

59.95/16.00 24.95/8.00 39 95^ 6.00 BIG HURT BASEBALL 
3495/1400 BLACK DAWN 

- 29.95/8.00 BLAST CHAMBER 
KIM- BLAZING DRAGONS 
FDARKNESS 34.95/14.00 BOGEYDEAD6 
LETE 29.95/10.00 BOTTOM OF THE 9TH 
5 24.Mfl.00 BRAHMA FORCE 

T 24.95/8.00 BRAINDEAD13 
CTIONDERBY 34.95/14.00 BREATH OF FIRE 3 
) ARCADE 34.95/15.00 BUBBLE BOBBLE 
) TRILOGY 29.95/10.00 BUBSY3D 
SWITCH 29.M/10.00 BURNING ROAD 

1 FORCE 39.95(18.00 BUSTAMOVE2 
IHEART 34-33/,1400 CARNAGE HEART 
JKEM 39.95/18.00 CASPER 
INS & ORAGOWS39.95/1800 CASTLEVANIA 
/ORMJIM2 29-95/10.00 CHESSMASTER 3D 

39.95/18.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/12.00 
39.95/18.00 

19.95/6.00 
24.95/8.00 

34.95/14.00 

34-95/12 00 CHRONICLESOFSWORO 39.95/18:00 SHELLSHOCK 
34.95/14.00 niAunPSTiuv MOWnnn SHELl^HOUK 

OQQ^inm nciunn iupui 
J9 9S 0M REVOLUTION X 
S ! RIDGE RACER 
S S S'nn RIDGE RACER REV. -.uv 
34.^4-0° RISE2RESURRECTION 24.95/8.00 
itjlSS-SS ROAD RASH 39.95/15.00 
33,93/20 °3 ROAD WARRIOR 34.95/14.00 
J4 95/800 RO0Op|T 29.95/10.00 
44*^4.00 R0B0TR0NX 34.95/14.00 
goSuE ROCK'N ROLL RACING 34.95/14.00 
sa ls ROM. 3 KINGDOMS 4 44.95/20.00 

W/WS 39.95/16.00 
£ $ 4'22 bUSHHOUR 39.95/16.00 
SS SAMURAI SHODOWN 3 34.95/14.00 
“SSS SCREAMING WHEELS 39.95/18.00 
39§g&92 SENTIENT 39.95/18.00 

SHADOAN 34.95/14.00 

1C ATTACK 
FIGHT 

HARK 

in OSH o nn Onmrnu Ofvunu hh.soiss.vai 
I9-99 8 00 SHOCKWAVE ASSAULT 19.95/6.00 
S-SSS'S SHREDFEST 39.95/18.00 

LENGE _ unnu„lultav)l 
L SOCCER'97 34.95/14.00 CLANDESTINY 39.95/20.00 SWORD 
G FANTASY 39.95/18.00 CODENAME TENKA soorymnn fW/WNGSWOHU 

39 95/18.00 COLLEGE SLAM __ SHHbUftSI 
24M/8.00 COMMAND & CONQUER 39.95/20.00 c.YveRLOAD 
2A958.M CONTRA LEG. OF WAR 34.95/14.00 I MCITV 200) 

34.95/14.00 COOLBOARDERS 34.95/14.00 SKELETO^WARRIOR 
SLAYER 
SLAM N JAM M 

2435/8-00 SLAM SCAPE 
ISSfin SOLARECUPSE 

SOUL BLADE 

I AXE 
NNER 
AN HEROES 
IFFON 
NGP 
ZENDOR 

ADVENTURE 

RACING 
IUNT 
NDENCEDAY .OOD 

COOLBOARDERS 
19-35/6-00 CRASH BANDICOOT 
2495/8.00 CRUSADER 
24.95/8.00 CYBER1A 

2995/1200 CYBERSPEED 
29.95/10.00 d _ 
29-95/10.00 DAREDEVIL DERBY 3D 34.95/14.00 SOWETSTFDKE 

ss sr5 suss IS sis/ sss 
39.95/20.00 DESCENT MAXIMUM 39.95/20.00 cp^V 
J,9^95/600 DESTRUCTION DERBY 29.95/10.00 SPOT GOES HOLLY 
29-95/10 00 DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 39.95/18.00 traflCQNTROU 
29.95/10.00 rucuAonTBiinnv 3495(14.00 

29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
44.95/20.00 

24.95/8.00 
24.95/8.00 

34.95/14.00 

29-95/10-00 DIEHARD TRILOGY 
29-95^ 2.00 oiSCWORLD 

_ 39.95118.00 OISCWORLD 2 
WMANOWAR 39-95/16-00 OISRUPTOR 
ORM 29.95/10.00 DOOM 
RAGE 39.95/15.00 DRAGONHEART 
ADDEN'97 34.95/14.00 DUKENUKEM 
XJNTY HUNTER 29.95/10.00 EARTHWORM JIM 2 
_ADIATOR 29.95/10.00 EPIDEMIC 
f OF KAIN --- --- 

19.95/6.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/14.00 
39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 

"wosionn oinnriumsn 
.f- 2 STAR GLADIATOR owi™ 
^ 9^0 °° STAR TREK GENERAL 44.95/20.00 94 95 400 STARWARS 
S’ -S DARK FORCES 
“■Smm rebel assault 
S STARBLADE ALPHA 
SSJ STARWINDER 
2? ??/]?-25 STEEL HARBINGER 

39-95^ 5.00 ESPN EXTREME GAMES 29.95/10.00 crofflu 
8499 5.00 EXTREME PINBALL 29.95/10.00 ctdcct F1GHTER 
39-95/1600 FAQE TO BLACK 29.95/10.00 FIGHTER 

IEH|£ 29-99 990 FIFA INTL SOCCER 96 24.95/8.00 
CARPET 2995/10.00 FIFA INTL SOCCER 97 39.95/20.00 *£v™2 
>N HIDDEN SOUL 1995/6.00 FINAL DOOM 39.95/18.00 crflfCTffACffl 
AN 8 39-99 6.00 FINAL FANTASY 7 49.95/25.00 STRIKE TOINT 
»TAPATS 2999 0.00 FORMULA 1 39.95/20.00 fiiKODEN 

FORMULA I POSTSEAS.44.95/22.00 SURER X/CXBOXER 

39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/18.00 

BLAST CORPS 
BODYHARVEST 
CLAY FIGHTER EXT. 

CRUSIN USA 
DARK DRIFT 
DOOM 64 
F ZERO 64 
FIFA SOCCER '97 
FREAK BOY 
GOLDEN EYE 007 
KEN GRIFFEY 
ALL STAR BASEBALL 

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 
KIRBY'S STAR STALKER 
LAMBORGHINI 64 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
MK TRILOGY 
MONSTER DUNK 
MS. PAC MAN 
NBA HANGTIME 
PILOTWINGS 64 
REV LIMIT 
ROBOTECH ACADEMY 
ROBOTRONX 
SAINTANDREWS 

OLD COURSE GOLF 
SILICON VALLEY 
STAR FOX 64 
STAR WARS 

SHADOW OF EMPIRE 
SUPER MARIO 64 
SUPER MARIO KART 
TETRISPHERE 
TOP GEAR 64 
TUROKDINO HUNTER 
ULTRA COM BAT 
ULTRA DESCENT 
WAR GODS 
WAVE RACE 64 
WAYNE GRETZKY 

HOCKEY 
WILD CHOPPERS 

We Sell Used/We Buy 

54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/26.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/32.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/32.00 

59.95/34.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
49.95/24.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/26.00 
49.95/25.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 

54.95/28.00 
54.95/26.00 
54.95/30.00 

54.95/26.00 
49.95/24.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/30.00 
59.95/32.00 
54.95/30.00 
59.95/32.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/26.00 

54.95/26.00 
54.95/28.00 

2495(8.00 FOXHUNT 34.95/14.00 

To Se// Games/Systems 
. On a lull sized piece of paper, write your name, complete address, phone 

19.95/8.00 
39,95/20.00 

19.95/6.00 I 
34 95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
44.95/20.00 

_ _ 34.95/14.00 _| 
24 95/800 raupouaoirw/nr™ no KisnS SUPER MOTORCROSS 39.95/20.00 number and a list ol all the cartridges with the buy back prices you are seling. 

2995/1000 Kooo SUP. PUZZLE FIGHTER 39 95/15 00 2. II you would kke to purchase carindges wrth the money or credrt receded, ks. 
THE ZONE 34 95/14.00 •» *ou would Hr. to order on Ihe same piece ol paper 
M EXTREME 39.95/15.00 GRID RUNNER 29.95/10.00 WAR9 3. Pack your carindges. all paperwork in a bo*. Send the box lo Ihe address 
M TOURN. EDIT. 29.95/10.00 QUNSHIP 29.95/12.00 m%£nlfWARS S am below by UPS or registered mail. Be sure to include the 'Dept # on the outside 

39-^(]690 HARDBALL5 24.95/8.00 FFCMOSTACKERS 34 95/14 00 of your pf 
QR SPEED 39.M/15.00 HEARTOF DARKNESS 39.95(2000 SfjPCTBOWL aStUO a Vn‘"' 

34.95/14.00 /y£xfw 
JACK CLUB 97 29.95/10.00 IMPACT RACING 
L STAR HOCKEY 19.95/6.00 m TOE HUNT 
XJKEY97 34.95/12.00 INCREDIBLE HULK 
IWERPLAY 96 24.95(8.00 INDEPENDENCE DAY . . 
WARRIORS J4-95/8.00 INTL TRACK & FIELD 34.95/14.00 

^^MTF^EXT^galoo IPONMANW)MANOWARM^M/iaOO theHrnaltound DRLD INTER. EXT 24.95/8.00 icrunrn 39.95/18.00 }hEmEpARk 

a-sa-S icv/MuourcnouTTL Ycor check wi normal be nmied vnth.n 3-5 wor^ng days ol recmog yrxrr 
44 ^(20 ?9 TECMO WORLD GOLF 39.95/15.00 carindges. 
94.99/1.4°0 TECMOSDECEPTION 39.95/18.00 To Buy Games 

ORLD INTER. EXT 24.95/8.00 JEf MOTO 
I 44.95/20.00 JUMPING FLASH 2 
RDRAGOON2 24.95/8.00 KILUNGZONE 
E BEACH GOLF 24.95^.00 KING OF FIGHTERS 
XIRGOLF97 39.95/15.00 ri^'SFIELD 
.RAGE 24|5/8.00 KING'SRELD2 

39.95/18.00 KRAZYIVAN 
ERBACK ATTACK 19.M(6.00 LANDS OF LORE 

, 995^.00 LEAGUE OF PAIN 
D£D 34.95/15.00 LEGACY OF KAIN 
IN FIRE 29.95/10.00 [mdeD 
UTIONX 19.M/6.00 MACHINE HEAD 
RESURRECTION 1955^.00 mXgJcCARPET 
FLASH - 

TEN PIN ALLEY 
TETRIS PLUS 

uoiuiarvi 
25-S nm THUNDERHAWK 
SsCSno THUNDERSTRIKE2 

TIGERSHARK 
J4J?|-22 TIME COMMANDO 

2495/8.00 ThARX0RE4X4RTS 4495/2000 4 Send ^our order to the address below 
3995(2099 tnn outdoor bass 9744 95^400 Send your Cartridges/Orders to: 
3995^99 TORAL NO. 1 34.95/1400 7-— - — 

39.95/2000 
34.95/1400 
29.95/1200 
29.95/1000 

ncA 
I KINGDOMS 4 

RALLY CHAMP 
SHOCK 
IG WISDOM 
Y 2000 
TON WARRIORS 
N JAM 96 
BLAST 

T STRIKE 
30ES HOLLY, 
rr FIGHTER 
A 
A2 

TOKYO HWY BATTLE 
0 00 T0PGUN U.W TRIP! P PI AY*Q7 

44.95/20.00 IHIKLtKLAY ^ 

GAMEFAN 
SAVE OVER $40! 
Subscribe To 
GAMEFAN 
for only... 

Send your check 
or money order to: 
GAMEFAN MAGAZINE 
P0B0X4G9084 
ESCONDIDO, CA 02046-9084 
or call: 

(12 issues) 

t -888-GAMEFAN 
Please have your Visa or Mastercard ready. 

Canada and Mexico orders add $10.00 U.S. funds. 
Allow 6 to 8 weeks for your first issue. 

ADVERTISER'S INDEX 
GAME CAVE 

GAME SOURCE 

GT INTERACTIVE 

INTERPLAY 

LUCASARTS 
19.95/6.00 

34 95/14 00 
34 95/14 00 1. On a Ml sized piece ol paper, write your name, complete address, phone 
3995/1800 number and a lisl of all the cartridges you would like to order. To speed 
39.95/16.90 processing ol your order, lisl an alternative lor each title you are ordering. 
39.95/1800 2. Calculate the total lor the carindges you wish to order, including shipping & 
34.95/14.00 handling charges ($7.00 lor the first cartridge, $1.00 lor each additional. Alaska, 
39.95/18.00 Hawaii, PR, APO, FPO, PO Boxes double shipping & handling charges). 
J9JI5/600 California residents add 7.75% sales lax. 
2995/1090 3 All0w 21 days ,0f personal checks 10 deaf - s*™1 moneV order lor fastest 

44.95/20.00 ' 
senoyour 

BRE Software 
352 W. Bedford Ave, Suite 104 Dept F6 

Fresno, CA 93711 

MIDWAY 

NAMCO 

NINTENDO 

Send us your old systems| playmates 
39-95/J5.00 UAGICGATHERING 
19J5^00 uaMR DAMAGE — 

3395(] 5 00 U4NSION OF HID.SOULS39.%118.00 
34-95/. 500 MARVEL SUPER HERO 44.95/22.00 
29-WO-OO MASS DESTRUCTION 39.95/18.00 __ 
349^1200 un^EM SJ! I We will buy back your old videogame systems and games. We buy all cartridges/dises, call 
39.95/15.00 MKHWARRIOR2 S 95/20 00 listed in this ad. Receive a check back, purchase other game titles ol your choice. 

2495(8.00 MEGAMAN 8 39.%120.00 | 
J,9„95/6-oo mickeymania 39.95/2000 1 Genesis core svstem 
39.95/18.00 MINNESOTA FATS POOL44.95/20.00 I ‘ y 
39.95/20.00 mlb pennant race 29.95/10.00 Super Nintendo core system 

SSSS,. ISSoo Saturn (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 
24.95/8.00 MKTRILOGY 'woA/tfiivi ■ Qnm/ Plaw.Qtatinn /w/1 rnntrnl nad AV r.ahlfi D( 

39 95(15.00 MOTOR TOON G.P. 

We Buy ■ 
$15 
$20 , 
$50 

39.95/15.00 SYST ' 39 95/1&00 
nilMDW„ 2995(10.00 namCO MUSEUM VOL 1 29.95/1000 | 

DIRTY DWARVES 29.95/10.00 ^AMCO MUSEUM VOL 2 29.95/10.00 
3ERSTRIKE2 1995/6.00 NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 3 34.95/14.00 I 
IOTORSPORTS M.95/15.00 MNOTEK WARRIOR 39.95/18.00 I 
RAIDER 39-95^ 8.00 NASCAR RACING 44.95/20 00 1 
AJEMK3 , 34 95^ 200 HBAHANGVME 39.95/18.00 , 
1A VALLEY GOLF 34.95/12.00 NBAINTHEZONE 19 95/6.00 I 
ACOPW/GUN 39.95/15.00 NBA IN THE ZONE 2 39.95/15.00 L 

Sony PlayStation (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 
Serial #U5XXXXXX, U6XXXXXX $40 
Serial #U7XXXXXX, U8XXXXXX $80 

Nintendo 64 (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) $100 
Above are buyback prices only. We do not sen used systems. Systems must include 1 Control Pad, AC Adapter 
and RF Cable or A/V cable. Genesis systems must include CD connector cover. Additional controllers also purchased. 
Defective systems will be relumed at your expense ($10.00 minimum). $10.00 will be deducted for each missing or 
defective controller, AC adapter, RF cable, A/V cable. Satum/PlayStation RF units purchased separately 

SEGA 

T*HQ 

TOMMO 

108-IBC 

22-23 

19, 76-77 

15-17 

6-7, 9 

IFC-1 

2-3, BC 

25, 79 

low Buying/Selling PC CD-ROM Games-Call/FAX for Catalog R UNIVERSE VIDEOGAMES 
_,,__ j, instructions, and any hn 

_____$1.00 for broken jewel cases. Games without box, instructions, etc wi 
0 _„„ .. ____or with evidence of rental store stickers will be relumed at your expense ($5.00 minimum), All Used games have a 90 DAY WARRANTY and are 

, to availability We reserve the right to refuse any sale or purchase. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders place with personal checks. No relunds 
hanges on cartridges. For shipping, add $8.00 lor the first two games and $1.00 for each additional. Alaska/Hawaii/PR/APO/PO Boxes double shipping charges. We do not ship out of the United 

California Residents add 7.75% tax. No COD’S. Prices are for mail order only. If we do not receive your package by 6/30/97 or your game titles are not listed in this ad you will be paid (ram our 
l catalog. Prices are based on 1 copy per title, to buy or sell in quantity, contact our wholesale dept. To receive prices in this ad you must include the 'Dept. » Irom this ad on the OUTS DE ol your 
je. II you are unclear about any of our policies, procedures or prices, please call. FAX (209) 432-2599. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks ^ Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. 
■■ - - -- - -- ---- ot Nintendo of America Inc. FAXBACK Information System (209) 432-2644. E-Mail Inquiries to BRESW@AOLCOM 

VIRGIN 
Nintendo,Nintendo 64 and N64 are re 



pUiiiiius y 
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NINTENDO*4 
All fax 1 

■ • Lowi 
• Best 

[named7 
Rage Racer 
Experience the very best racing game available 
on PlayStation. Mind blowing speeds, insane 
tracks, and hardcore techno come together to 
create one amazing racer. 

Toshinden 3 
The third installment in the super successful Toshinden 
series is the best yet. With a 60fps mode, amazing 
character design, and true 3D gameplay, Toshinden 3 
belongs in any gamer’s collection. 

' 

Fax: (305) 668-01 42 • 10 minutes away from Miami International 

Video Game Retailer, Wholesaler, Dealer, Chainstores Only 

Fax (305) 668-0142 
..an » m«« » 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter 
Take on the role of Turok: Dinosaur Hunter in this 
intense, 3D blastfest with awesome graphics that 
only the powerful Nintendo 64 could handle. 

War Gods 
Mortal Kombat-style fighting enters the 3D 
realm with Midway’s War Gods. Featuring 
full 3D movement and gory fatalities, this 
title is sure to satisfy. 

Independence Day 
Relive the action of the blockbuster sci-fi hit. 
Take on hordes of alien craft in locations span 
ning the globe in an attempt to save the Earth 
from total destruction. 



Saturn Titles PlayStation 

*Yo’s%'iS^s<lfa,n,el; 

Final Fantasy 

Final Fantasy Tactics 
Samurai (R.P.G.) 

Brigandine 
Armored Core 

Ghost in the Shell 
Saga Frontier 

Tales of Destiny 
Gundam (Battle Master) 

Zero Divide 2 
Mad Stalker 

Dragon Ball GT 
Ace Combat 2 

ORDER HOTLINE (212) 390-0031S2S2 www.gexpress.com 
NEW RELEASES & OPCO/AINO TITLES 

Blade & Barrel 
Body Harvest 

Buggie Boogie 
Dual Heroes 

Go Go Troublemakers 
Goemon5 

Holy Magic Century 
Kirby s Air Ride 

Mother 3 
Rev Limit 
Robotech 

Sonic Wings 
Sumo 64 

Yoshi’s Island 64 
Zelda 64 
VR Golf 

S Ni Titles 
Clay Fighter 33 1/3 

Dark Rift 
Hexen 

Int. Superstar Soccer 
Mission Impossible 

StarFox 64 
War Gods 

FI Pole Position 
Lamborghini 

Robotron X 64 
Top Gear Rally 
Golden Eye 64 

Robotech 

Nintendo 64 Titles 

U.S. Saturn Titles 
Marvel Heroes 

Reloaded 
Shining Holy Ark 

Street Fighter (coll) 
Tenka 

World Series 98 
Addidas Soccer 
Jurassic Park 
Magic Knights 

Manx TT 
MK Trilogy 

Magic: Battlemage 
Ten Pin Alley 
Virtual Pool 

Albert Oddysey 
Duke Nukem 3D 

XMen vs. S.F. 
Fake Down 

D-XHird 
Macross 

Wakuwaku 7 
Bio Hazard 

Slayer 
Last Bronx 

Thunder Force 
Virus 

Anarchy in the Nippon 
Langrisser IV 

Bulkslash 

For Ordering: 
(212) 290-0031 

Dealer Hotline: 
(212) 290-0426 
For Fax Order: 
(212) 290-0432 

Visit Our Mega 
Showroom at: 

126-128 W. 32nd St. 
New York, NY 10001 

L.l. Showroom: 
167 Glen Cove Rd. 

Carle Place, NY 11514 
Tel. (516)248-4911 
Fax. (516) 248-4913 

BLOW OUT SPECIALS! 

AYSTATION SEGA SATURN In the Hunt .... 
Domestic: Darius Gaiden 

.$39.99 Shockwave Assault ....$19.99 Legend of Astal 
lory card .39.99 Star Fighter .19.99 Toshinden S. 
lory card . 29.99 NHL All Star Hckey .14.99 Dark Legend .. 
.19.99 Corps Killer .19.99 Shinging Wisdom 
.29.99 Wing Arms .29.99 S.F. Movie . . . . 
.19.99 Gun Griffon . 29.99 Fatal Fury 3 . ... 
I.19.99 Impact Racing .19.99 KOF 96 w/Ram c< 
.19.99 Romance IV (Wall of Fire) 29.99 Real Bout Fatal F 

.29.99 Centering Boxing . 29.99 Fighting Viper (w/p< 

. 29.99 Striker 96 . 19.99 Gundam Side Sol 

.19.99 Revolution X.19.99. N64 
Import Wonder Project J2 w/n 

Dwn III ... $29.99 V.F Remix .$14.99 Mario Kart 64 .. . . 
.19.99 Shin Shinobi Den .29.99 

Vampire Hunter .39.99 
Virtual Hydlide .39.99 

SEGA CD: Unit 1 w/5 games included or Unit 2 w/ Sewer Shark $29.99 
Call for complete selection of Jaguar CD, VBoy, Game Gear, SNES, Genesis, NES 

COLLECTABLE 
Call tor availability | T C AA C 
on ait Collectables. ■ ■ t ^ 

Magic Knight Ray 

Earth Petite 

Figures $19.99 

m m ' J Set B 

Keychains: Many Figures available 
including Tekken 2, Final Fantasy VII., 
Vlrtua Fighters (7 pc.) $19.99 set,Tobal 
No.1 (6 pc.) $19.99 set 
T-Shirts: Sailormoon, DBZ Ranma 1/2 

$14.99 ea. 
Color- Black & White 
Size- Sm, Lg, XL 
Designs - Assorted Designs 

Capcom Illustration Book $39.99 

Painting may be required. 

1 1 19841 
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Yuke Yuke Trouble Maker 

join forces to bring you an animated world 

beyond any SGI wonder ever witnessed. $97.95 

Eoemon 5 

The mystical ninja returns with friends, in what may be the 

most extravagant Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a 3D roto- 

scope world, what the heck else could you ask for? $97.95 

Yoshi’s Island 

We have all followed Yoshi through his many adventures, but 

nothing could ever prepare us for what we our about to wit¬ 

ness. Purchase this miracle in June! $97.95 

^Nintendo Video Cameo 

MULTI RACING CHAMPI¬ 
ONSHIP 3D rally racing 
arcade style brought to your 

home for the first time. 

$97.95 

BOMBERMAN 64 The little 
bomber that brought us all hours 
of addictive puzzle-solving may¬ 
hem, enters a new world this 
summer. 4 players at a time! 
Oh my God. $93.95 

POWERFUL PRO BASEBALL 
Remake of the ever popular 
baseball series comes to the 
Nintendo 64. Real time 
physics give you the true 
feeling of the sport. $93.95 

[(122231 
SONIC WINGS ASSAULT Video 
Systems amazing Sonic Wings over¬ 
head shooter series has hit both the 
Neo-Geo and Saturn thus far. Nothing 
can prepare you for the arrival of this 
Nintendo 64 assault. $97.95 

Sbrfii Witt Cinbvllir 
Special Offer! Get the highly anticipated StarFox and 
A controller for one low price! 

i W 
.‘Li/ 

Experience the revolution 4 fold, four ^ 
crafts at a time! StarFox N64 with vT 
jolt pack and gray Nintendo 64 con- * ™ w 
troller, all for one absurd price. $149.95 value 

GOLDENEYE The first 

movie-based title to ever 

truly succeed. Corridor fans 
prepare to be amazed. 

CALL! 

J-LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 

the best soccer game on any sys¬ 

tem ever available. Over 17,000 

animation’s for 256 Japanese 

players. SC00000RE! $93.95 

Turok Enter a prehistoric 

world where time travel is a 
reality. The most realistic 
atmosphere ever produced 

in a video game. $74.95 

V- 
' J 

r-Wf r 
, r- 

ZELDA 64 Do you own a 

Nintendo 64 system ? Do 

you not own Zelda 64 yet? 
Have you lost your mind? 

CALL! 

BLADE AND BARREL Nintendo’s 
first attempt at a 3D sim shooter 

with a 4 player option is a suc¬ 
cess. Apocalypse Now revisited 
on the Nintendo 64. KILL! CALL 

18 different worlds of amazement. 

D0RAEM0N Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char¬ 
acters comes a 3D Mario-esque 
style action game. Choose from 1 
of 5 different characters $93.95 

Sant & Mnsi6 CD Pts. 
Secret Of Mama 3 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
Coming to a system near 

you.The recreation of the 
blockbuster movie, literally 

CALL! 

KING OF PRO BASEBALL 
Packed with features like 
crazy human-like facial 
expressions, custom train¬ 
ing modes and an unparal¬ 
leled 4 player option. 
$84.95 _ 

REV LIMIT The most fre¬ 
quently asked about 
Nintendo 64 title ever!!!! 
INSTOCK NOW!!!!!!! 

CALL! 

DUAL HEROES Hudson takes 
time away from BomberMan, 

to bring you quite possible 

the most visually impressive 

WILD CHOPPERS The most 
realistic flight control ever to 
hit home. Military action 

and bullet carnage galore. 
$97.95 

BLAST CORPS We have all 
wanted to mow down whole 
cityscapes in massive vehi¬ 
cles of destruction, right? 
Here is your chance. CALL! 

The top selling SFAM RPGS of all time with musical score 
included. Secret of Mana 3 SFAM with Secret of Mana 3 
original 3 CD soundtrack. Get the whole package for only 

$129.95 ($164.95 value) 

CREATION OF HEAVEN AND 
EARTH Tenchi Sozo has been 
one of the most sought after 
RPGs for years. Live the magic 
now, only at Game Cave. $69.95 

ROMANCING SAGA 3 The pre¬ 

lude to Square’s up and coming 
epic RPG: Saga Frontier, still 
remains in the elite group of 
historic SFAM RPGs. $69.95 

STAR OCEAN The last Enix 

title produced on a 16-bit sys¬ 
tem. 32 megs of pure equal¬ 
ized sound and hard hand 
drawn graphics. $94.95 

FRONT MISSION The (I haven’t 

slept for 3 weeks, because of 
this insane game I just pur¬ 
chased) isometric strategy RPG 
from Square. $79.95 

TALES OF PHANTASIA 
Namco’s first and only RPG 
ever released, with one of the 
most interesting battle modes 
ever produced. $79.95 

DRAGON QUEST 3 
Considered on of the most 
highly regarded RPGs in 
Japan, reprised to perfection. 

ENJOY! $74.95 

Open 7-Days A Week Monday thru Friday 8am - 7pm Saturday & Sunday 8am - 5pm PST Visit Our Wed Site: www.gamecave.ee 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. REHJRNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE 

IIMFO 
LINE 1-313/330-1300Ig 
- Call Tall Free, Far Orders only: 1-BB8/EameCave C.O.D. 1^4 



Dragon Ball ET RackMan X* 

MARVEL SUPER 1 

Capcom’s most 
after fighter hits home. Arcade quality exact, 
with sound effects, graphic superiority and BGM right out of 
the coin-op cabinet. ENJOY ! $79.95 

R0CKMANX4 
With a history of 24 games under his belt, Capcom’s 
metallic mascot couldn’t possible have any other surprise 
under his sleeve. THINK AGAIN!!! $79.95 

DRAGON BALL GT ' M 
When one of the most popular anime series followed all 
around the world becomes an astonishing 3D polygon one on 
one fighter, what do you get? Complete and utter Dragon Ball 
Armageddon. $74.95 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths of play and 
bosses only present in the 
home version this game is a 
must-have title. CALL! 

BUSHIDO BLADE 
SquareSoft, the masters of 
innovation, do it again with the 
most unique fighting game 
engine ever created. $74.95 

FF7 Why wait ’til November 
15th for the English version. 
Live the experience now! 
Game Cave FF7 comes with 
translation and walkthrough, 
FREE. $79.95 

ALUNDRA From the creators 
of the original LandStalker a 
miracle has come forth. 
$79.95 

METAL GEAR The only title that 
can slaughter what is already 
dead. Sorry Resident Evil, 
Metal Gear has arrived with a 
horrific vengeance. CALL! 

MACROSS DIGITAL MISSIO 
Macross fans, strap yourse 
in and prepare for the best 
Macross valkyrie sim to 
date. $69.95 

AL-ULZLALLL 

WOW GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
When was the last time you played 
a fighting game with characters so 

SANGOKU MUSOU Kings of 
strategy (KOEI), amazedus all 
this year with the title that came 
out of nowhere. Sangoku 
Musou can easily hold its own 
against Soul andTekken. $69.95 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashioned 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFAM comes 
Destiny. Absolute rendered 
RPG heaven. $74.95 

RAYSTORM The best shooter 
ever made!!! Do you own a 
PlayStation that plays imports? 
Buy this title NOW! $69.95 

TOBAL 2 SquareSoft is completely out of control. What’s 
their secret? Tobal 2 makes Tobal No. 1 look like it was 
made 10 years ago, literally!!! Tobal 2 import PlayStation 

FIGHTERS IMPACT Uses FX-1 
arcade board to give absolute 
coin-op quality right at home. 
The closest thing to Virtua 
Fighter 3 in your living room. 
12+ characters. $79.95 

SAGA FRONTIER Square’s 
attempt at outdoing their own 
masterpiece, Final Fantasy 
VII. Their efforts, a success! 
CALL! 

X2 Absolute side scroll, all ren¬ 
dered, SGI, maddening, multi- 
jointed, rotoscoping, finger 
crushing, shooting manifesta¬ 
tion. ENJOY! $79.95 

VMX RACING 
VMX Racing reigns as the 
most realistic moto racing 
game to date. Eat mud on a 
cracker. $49.95 

NEORUDE TechnoSoft, the 
masters of shooters, come on 
strong with their first RPG. 
Believe it or not FF7 may have 
some competition. Amazing!! 
CALL! 

ARC THE LAD 2 Parti or 2 
will never see a US release. 
Experience the best SCE RPG 
next to Wild Arms. Comes 
with free translation. $64.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 
This animated comical 
fighter is perfect psychotic 
brilliance. $79.95 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
SquareSoft conquered isomet¬ 
ric strategy with Front Mission 
on SFAM. With Tactics they 
have reached perfection. CALL! 

GHOST IN THE SHELL IMPORT PLAYSTATION 
Sony computer entertainment is on a roll. Arc the Lad, 
Popolocrois, Alundra, Crash Bandicoot, Gunners 
Heaven, Crime Crackers, Wild Arms and now “Ghost”. 
Can these guys do no wrong? NOPE. SPECIAL: 
Comes with original anime music. $94.95 

ZERO DIVIDE 2 Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 
Cyberbots. $79.95_ 

ACE COMBAT 216 different air¬ 
craft, over 30 different stages, 
pumping surround sound and 
human targets. $79.95 

PANZER BANDIT 
Banpresto nails it again with 
one incredible side scroll 
action fighter. 
Coming soon!!! $79.95 

EVIL CASTLE DRACULA X 
The bloody Nosferatu returns 
bringing pure pain to all that dare 
play. Take on the Metroid-like 
game design. It’s is a given. If 
you’re a gamer you own if 

| Analog pad compatible. 

11MPORT 11 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 

far the gaming enthusiast 
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on the Saturn. All beautifully hand drawn 

characters emerge in wondrous textured 

polygon worlds. $69.95 

You have called 1,000,000,000 times on 

this game. Now buy the game and beat the 

hell out of each other. THANK YOU. CALL! 

Pure fighting brutality, polygon style. Arena 
surrounding, heavy hit multiple camera 
repeats, and metal pipe to skull pounding 
action, make Bronx a sure purchase. $69.95 

iiiALULl^ LlL=lllUh.'LL±L=LL LL1 \JLz 

FAKE DOWN Enter a 3D action 

world brought to you by the 
creators of the most highly 
regarded animated film in 

Japan, Akira. CALL! 

MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH 
All handrawn art and special 
effects not yet seen on the 
Saturn, with a musical score 
straight from the anime. 
Passing up this title would be a 
mistake. CALL NOW ! $69.95 

Z-GUNDAM Just another notch 

in the Gundam success belt. 
Highly rendered cels amongst 

a ballistic side scroll action 
battlefield. $69.95 

D-XHIRD The Saturn's been 
)lessed with Takara's all new 
ighting masterpiece. Free 
riovement, polished combo sys- 
em and gothic theme all make 
or a titillating package. $69.95 

ANARCHY IN THE NIPPON 

Developed by the top 4 Virtua 

Fighter champions in Japan. 
3D polygon fighting created by 

the masters of the sport. $69.95 

SKULL FANG Choose from 4 

different pilots in the most 

amazing rendered overhead 

shooter to date. $69.95 

SKY TARGET The direct port of 
the mind-boggling arcade 
machine hits the Saturn. This 
game will make you think twice 
about your negative comments 
on Saturn’s, 3D engine. $69.95 

SHINING THE HOLY ARK The 

genius individuals of the Sonic 

Team in Japan decided to cre¬ 

ated a 3D corridor RPG like no 

other. $64.95 

MARIA This Christmas a vis¬ 

itor is coming. Be warned, 

Maria has over 4 different 

personalities. 

PREBOOK NOW! _ 

CHAOS SEED With what appears TIME BOKAHAN Animated 
to be a battle engine similar to overhead shooters with that 
Chrono Trigger, Chaos Seed lovely Parodious-esque look are 
should provide us with long hours few and far between, until now. 
of RPG bliss. $69.95 $64.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 Sun Soft 
steals the show with this one. 

1,000 times better with unpar¬ 
alleled animation and gadgetry 

gags galore. $69.95 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 With 

more fighters than any other 

2D fighter and custom team 

edit, KOF ’96 is a must-own 

title. $59.95 

LUNAR MAGICAL SCHOOL 

From the world of Lunar 

comes yet another RPG 
extravaganza. Lunar fans 

rejoice! CALL! 

£aLLLL±L-L2.[ Llialiiitm 
1\Ju:UL'~L£l±ll LZL1 

BAROQUE 
And you thought Kowloon’s Gate 
was weird. Welcome to Baroque, 
the most surrealistic game ever 
produced. Dali and Giger would 
be proud. $69.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS In 

your idle time until the release 
of Dragon Ball Z GT, give the 
next best thing a shot, millions 

of others have. $64.95 

CYBERBOTS Capcom throws Zero 
Gouki Full Metal Madness right in 
your face with their version of 
Street Fighter mechanization. 
REGULAR $64.95 BOX SET $84.95 

SHIEKRYU The best Japanese 

coin-op overhead shooter to 
reach a home console thus 
far. Shooter freaks prepare 

to trip. $69.95 

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT SPECIAL 
The return of the Bogard family 
and friends is absolute insanity. 
Enhanced backdrops and added 
character animations make this 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 4 An 

absolute®* &#"?!# blood 
bath. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $54.95 

BREAKERS Visco and SNK 

team up again to bring all 

fighting addicts their newest 

fix. CALL! 

TWINKLE STAR SPRITES 

Parodius-esque style competi¬ 

tive overhead shooter. 
Japanese cartoony shooter, 

a winner. $69.95 

With the immense amounts of record-break- 

ing cinematics added to Macross Saturn, a 

two disc set was inevitable. Most likely the most antici¬ 

pated 2D shooter of our time! 

SPECIAL: Game with Macross Plus wall scroll $87.95 

Witness the Samurai clan in their first 

ever RPG. Packed full of hellacious monstrosities 

and melanomic questing. SPECIAL: Comes with 

Samurai Shodown RPG original music cd. $104.95 

Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, Saturday & Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

cm Info 
ra Line 

Visit: Our Web 5ite: http :/wi/vi/v. gamecave.com Call Tall Free, Far Orders only 



Game Cave carries a large, diverse line of con¬ 
trollers and other enthusiast peripherals for the 
gamer that must have that full gaming experience. 

Anime Music Hobbies 
NEW! 
INK WASH 

GORO! Resin kit 
comes fully 
assembled and 
painted, stands a 
towering 11”x13” 
over a $199.95 value 
(Includes stand) 

BHSUSL K!T-C 
RESIN KITS: (ALL RESIN KITS UNASSEMBLED AND UNPAINTED) 

DESIGN 

GORO! 

EVIL CASTLE DRACULA X 
ORIGINAL CD Ethereal Gothic 

sounds straight from the most 

amazing action game this year. 

Turn the lights off, light some 

candles, pull out some patchouli 
and ENJOY! $39.95 

Buv anv two SauareSoft music CDs 

WILD ARMS ORIGINAL CD 
Simply brilliant! The first game 

based music CD to truly sound 

like a theatrical major motion 

picture soundtrack. Bwidi - 

Bwee-Bwee!!! $44.95 

and receive $5.00 off your order 
bame Lave carries a large line of import anime and game related 

original and arranged music CDs, for the true (“I must have 

everything”) industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 

order. Restrictions apply. 

im /M W J 
for the gaming enthusiast:! 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE 

ATTENTION MANGA FREAKS 
AND INDUSTRY ENTHUSIASTS! 

*f"ANME! 
Game Cave carries a vast collection of all the new and classic anime 
titles. Add some bulk to your collection with the purchase of any of 
our amazing films. Buy any 3 anime titles and receive any other title 
for just $4.95. (Imports excluded) 

SUIKODEN : DEMON CENTURY 
Hitoshi Yoshioka brings us an 

amazing anime film, based on 

the insatiable novel “The Water 

Margin.” Full bore Neo Tokyo 

GOLDEN BOY VOLUME 2 
When the mob bosses daughter, 

Naoko, starts flirting with Kintaro, 

all hell breaks loose as Kintaro is 

set up by Naoko. $29.95 

BIOHAZARD ORIGINAL 
CD $24.95 

PERSONA ORIGINAL 
MUSIC CD $44.95 

FINAL FANTASY VII 
4 CD SET $59.95 

VAMPIRE HUNTER: THE ANI¬ 
MATED SERIES The evil bam- 
phomet clan join forces in their 
first ever animated movie. 
Watch Donovan and Demitri 
battle it out cel style. $89.95 

JOYPAD DX $29.95 
PLAYSTATION HORI 10 BUTTON 
FIGHTING COMMANDER 
CONTROLLER $39 95 

and Asuka think as 
Israfel, an angel 

that splits into two, or will 
Asuka worry about her figure 
when she dives into her quest to 
defeat the 8th angel? $29.95 KHAN SUPER SESSION 

SOUL EDGE CD $39.95 

Surround yourself with insane anime and 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your 
series. ENJOY! ALL SCROLLS $24.95 each 

KIMERA 
Enter a world where vampires 
walk the earth, and the intimate 
confliction between Oxuma and 
Kimera’s soul will determine 
the fate of our world. CALL! 

BLUE SEED SEA DEVILS 
Your curiosity about what evil 
lurks below the crashing waves 
of the Bering sea is about to be 
satiated. Welcome to your 
nightmare. $29.95 

STREET FIGHTER ANIMATED 
MOVIE VOL. 2 $39.95 

LUNAR ETERNAL BLUE 
ORIGINAL CD $19.95 

FIRE CD $24.95 
CHRONO TRIGGER BRINK 
OF TIME CD $24.95 

UNIVERSAL STEERING 
WHEEL (PLAYSTATION/SAT¬ 
URN/NINTENDO 64)$79.95 

NAMCO PLAYSTATION 
NEGCON ANALOG CON¬ 
TROLLER $44.95 

DESIGN # 1 
WALLSCROLL 

DESIGN #2 DESIGN #3 
WALLSCROLL WALLSCROLL 

NAKO RURU WITH 
MAMAHAHA 
HAWK SIDEKICK 
$89.95 

GHOST IN THE 
SHELL WITH 
BACKGROUND 
$99.95 

OH MY GODDESS 
$79.95 

EVANGEUON 
SERIES RESIN 
KITS Small 
Evangelion kits 
8-1/2 inches 
tall. Constructed 
with poly-resin. 
Comes painted 
and fully assem¬ 
bled. Sold in 
Japan for 
$200.00 
$84.95 STAND 
NOT INCLUDED 

NAKI PLAYSTATION LASER 
LUNAR LIGHT GUN $49.95 

HORI PLAYSTATION 
FIGHTING STICK $44.95 



IMea Gee CDZ Starter Kit 

Get Music CD 
And Wall Scroll 
MAMORU OSHII’S GHOST IN THE SHELL SPECIAL 
Ghost in the Shell original soundtrack with “new design” wall 

scroll. $50.00 value $34.95 

Yuke Yuke Trouble Maker 

l\lirrtendoG4 Pack 

YUKE YUKE TROUBLE MAKER NINTENDO 64 PACK 
Gunstar Heroes, Alien Soldier, and Dynamite Heady go 64. Treasure’s first 
title for the Nintendo 64 is a Feline Fantasy. Get this miracle title and a 
Nintendo 64 color controller of your choice. $127.95 ($144.95 value) 

Get The 
System, 
ControllerJGames 
Laminate Poster! 
SNK FAN’S NE0*GE0 CDZ STARTER PACK: Start off your new 

mega system right with Game Cave’s special starter CDZ package. 
Includes Neo-Geo CDZ system with Samurai Shodown III, King of 

Fighters ’96, Neo*Geo CDZ control pad, and King of Fighters ’96 

laminate poster. ($630.00 value) $589.95 

Vol. Vol. 5 

RnckMan X4 KATSUHIRO OTOMO’s 
Akira Freaks Special 

kira special limited edition collector cards box set with spe- 

ial numbered card included, plus Akira Symphonic Suite 
r>n frc/i nc OR wqIiiq\ 

ROCKMAN POSABLE FIGURE 

ROCKMAN FANTATICS SPECIAL 
RockMan X4 import PlayStation with 

Rockman posable figure $99.95 

Super Maria Nintendo G4 Sailor Moon Scout Resin Kits The Best: RPG Ever 

@*&#?!# Made far 

Impart Saturn Special 

Grandia for the Ji 

import Saturn. No £5 

music CD included, rapffyU' 

no wallscroll, no / 

special art booklet, / ^ . - 

no T-shirts, / , 

posters,or limited [ 
edition cards. So *--^ 

why is Grandia for import Saturn 

a special??? 

Buy the game and find out! $67.95 

Package Special 
SUPER MARIO NINTENDO 64 T-SHIRT 
SPECIAL 3 PACK OFFER 
Pick any 3 Mario 64 T-shirts that we 

carry for one ridiculous price. All 3 

shirts. $32.95 

Sailor Moon kit #1 Sailor Moon kit #2 Sailor Moon kit #3 

Package Special 
SAILOR MOON FANS REJOICE! SCOUT RESIN KIT SPECIAL 
PACKAGE- Choose any three Sailor Moon resin kits for one insane 
price All scouts available. Choose any 3 from our collection for 

only $139.95 ($250.00 value) 

FREE OFFER! „ 
JOIIM THE GAME CAVE CLUB! 
FOR A FREE MEMBERSHIP FILL OUT THIS FORM AND 
SEND IT IN! YOU’LL RECEIVE... 
• A $10.00 OFF MAIL-IN COUPON 
• A GAME CAVE CATALOG, AND MORE! 

NAME & AGE 

ADDRESS- 

CITY- 

STATE & ZIP- 

PHONE # ( ). 

E-MAIL ADDRESS 
MAIL TO: GAME CAV 

Visit Our Web Site! 

Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, Saturday & Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

GF006 _ 

icM Into 
-El Line 1-313/930-1300 

Visit: Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Call Tall Free, Far Orders only: 1-BBB/GameCave 



Juiced. 

Wfe» 

The most authentic game ever now has a lot more pop. Coming to July ‘97. 
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